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CAUTION
Do not write in this book or mark it with

pen or pencil. Penalties are imposed by the
Revised Laws of the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts, Chapter 208, Section 83.
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in: alnindant supply of excellent and beautiful typographic

appliances of every description now presented to the choice of

the Printer, and the cultivated tastes and often exacting caprices

of his patrons, render it not only comparatively easy but very

necessary for him to attain to excellence in workmanship. If

he would reap the rewards of profit and honor, he must be prepared to

meet the varied demands of popular patronage with intelligence, taste, and

skill, as well as be constantly alert to the best practical effedts, if not the

extreme possibilities, of his craft.

It cannot be denied that refined taste and elegance in his productions

give the printer a hold upon public consideration and support that the

most laborious and obliging incapacity—with even better advantages in

other respeiits—would fail to retain for any considerable period. It is from

lack of ability or carelessness in arrangement that bungling workmen are

compelled to accept the oftal of patronage, while the good craftsman culls

the best of it, and distances his weaker rival in the advance to financial

success. For this reason, if for no other, all engaged in the business

of printing should take advantage of every avenue leading to better

information and pracflice in its accomplishment, if they would reach the

higher results of this progressive art.

The need of a more pra6tical hand-book and guide, than an\ at jiresent

available, for the use of novices and unskilled workmen, has led the

publisher to issue this volume, in the belief that it will measurably fill the

want and afford such learners real assistance. While this is the main

intention of the publication, it will, howe\er, aim to be of ser\ ice to

accomplished adepts and managers of printing concerns,—who hold the

position of teachers,—by relieving them, to some extent, of the annoyances

and vexations so frequently attending verbal instruction or practical

demonstration, where there is no convenient means of reference at hand

to illustrate an idea desirable to be impressed ujion tlie learner's mind.

Under tlie captions:

—

Hints About Starting an Office; On Letterpress

Composition ; The Press Room ; General Business Alanag^emcnt ; and

Closing IVotes;—will he found such information and suggestions as are

deemed pertinent to the obje<5ls in view.
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The various specimens herein displayed have been taken, except in

obvious instances, from the current transactions of a regular printing

office, and were not especially designed for the pages of the book. These

specimens are presented in the order of their occurrence, the necessity

to use the material in the type forms—from which' they were almost

entirely printed—preventing the possibility of systematic arrangement.

A convenient Index will be found at the end of the book.

The presswork on nearly all of the pages was done in ordinary course,

bv average workmen, and is not offered for rr/V/rff/ judgment, further than

it applies to general pradlical execution, such as may be accomplished on

job presses now in vogue. Qiiarto and half-medium bed-and-platen presses

were used throughout the main body of the work.

Elsewhere will be fovmd refei-ences to, and explanatory of, such matters

as are deemed worthy of particular mention. Nothing, however, is sought

to be made an arbitrary- guide. The first part of the Book is condensed

from the writer's experience of many years, and the samples of design are

submitted as a varied collecflion of respectable work, that may help to

remove some of the embarrassments usually experienced by learners and

teachers.

The expense of the Typograph has been greater than was at first

anticipated, in consequence of considerable additions to the original plan.

Consequently the prospeifl of a future edition of the work, except at an

advanced price, is very doubtful.

Cordial acknowledgements are due to those friends of the vmdertaking

who have spoken words of encouragement from the start, as well as given

more tangible evidences of their desire to assist it. Without particularizing,

in this place, any who have extended to it a helping hand, the publisher

off"ers his sincere thanks to each and all, hoping that the deficiencies of a

first book Avill meet with leniency at the hands of those who ma.y see proper

to judge its merits.

In conclusion, the desire is earnestly expressed that the Typograph
may aid to inaugurate a better understanding of the tasteful utility as well

as artistic scope of typography in the present da^^ It is hoped, moreover,

that a kindly disposition of emulation, communication, and comparison,

will spread among the junior and senior members of the honorable craft.

Such a spirit, if properly maintained, can only promote the interests of

all concerned, and serve to elevate Printing still higher as a substantial,

creative, and preser\ative Art.

>^X^^,;Cg^^ V^» .
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Hints About S ta rt i iiff a n Office.

i^TS About ST/RTir(GA\ Office.

/^&

f.

^jy^PouNG printers, as well as other people, when going into business on

jj^ their own account for the first time, frequently assume that if thev

have a good outfit, plenty of assurance, and announce themselves in strong

terms, patronage and income will follow as matters of course. But a

majority eventually arrive at wiser conclusions, and learn from later

experience that numerous other essentials are required to bring about

success. A few advisory notes concerning these matters arc therefore not

considered out of place in this volume.

In commencing the establishment of a new interest, if any one would

have it become profitable and popular, he should possess strong common
sense, economy, personal energy, and a dispositon to please. If he have

little or no experience in general management, and steps, as it were, from

the position of workman to that of employer, he can not exercise too much
prudence in arranging his plans for future procedure. No matter ho\\-

familiar he may deem himself with ordinary business routine, or the uses

of the various implements and articles that comprise a complete printing

establishment, when he comes to be master, and has to choose, determine,

and deal for himself, the chances are that he will often fall into errors and

admit disadvantages that older managers have learned to avoid.

Every one about to enter the printing business, will do well to make
a careful survey of the proposed field he would occupy. The anioimt and

character of average current patronage should be fairly estimated, and, as

far as possible, the ability, facilities, and dispositions of competitors ascer-

tained, with a view to marking out the course of at5lion to be taken

—

leaping at no hasty conclusions as to one's own personal superiority, nor

expecting to become established through dishonorable pracfiices, underbid-

ding, and the like. Make " Live and I^et Live " an abiding rule, and if this

can not be sustained, seek for an opening in a more promising quarter.

Supposing, however, the inquiries in regard to the place of operation

shall have proved satisfactory, the next step will be to secure a location

that is convenient of access to neighboring and transient patronage; not

too expensive; but well ventilated, and with plenty of light from without.

Dingy, obscure rooms are generally adverse to prosperity, and (.(.rtaiiily

disagreeable to most patrons and workmen.

The tendency of the inexperienced piu-chascr of ])rintiiig nialerial lor

a new office, is usualh toward injudicious and supLMlluous CJUtfit. \\'ith a •^^



Hints About Starting an Office.

limited capital at command, the desire is generally felt to expend it to

the best advantage; but, from one cause or another, the intention is often

defeated—probably, in most cases, through haste or want of reflection.

Real present requirements are not sufficiently calculated, nor future con-

tingencies considered, and so the beginner becomes encumbered with

things not needed until a later period, if at all, while the necessity to have

matters of immediate utility, which were overlooked while available

means lasted, compels him to ask for credit in obtaining the deficiency.

Mere predilections, theories, and experiments, unless san(?tioned by

aCtual and satisfactory tests, should be entertained with much precaution

at the outstart. Carrying out speculative projeCts and solving doubtful

enigmas have crippled many who might have been prosperous enough

had thev pursued the beaten path that was sure and distinCt.

It is beneficial to observe local traits, tastes, and requirements in regard

to printed matter, and, especially in large communities, the methods of

operation adopted by prosperous and well-managed concerns, whereby to

correct and modify one's own preconceived notions of business transaction.

But, be not deceived, while witnessing the busy performance and evident

good fortune of well-patronized establishments, into the belief that there

is no end of patronage to be had, provided one can have suflicient material

and an office under one's control wherein to become rich! Ah, how often

do such thoughts deceive! A confident feeling of capability and a supply

of approved facilities for the execution of work, are excellent things to begin

with; vet an enduring business can be built up only on a sure foundation,

little bv little, and must involve fixed principles of industry, fair dealing,

painstaking, and close and systematic attention to expenditure and income,

whatever natural advantages may surround it besides. Negligence and

bad policy will overthrow the best conceived enterprise.

Whether the work to be undertaken consist of newspaper, book, or job

printing, or a combination of branches, nothing should be purchased at

the start that is not absolutely necessary to its moderate execution. Addi-

tions may always be made as required, but articles got for possible or

prospective utility, are, in nine cases out of ten, not only dead capital but

greater or lesser annoyances. What is seleCted, however, should be the

BEST. Thorough examination of previously prepared memoranda should

be made, to ascertain if anything has been put down that should not be,

or if indispensable things have not been omitted. To buy old, worn, and

delapidated machinery, type, etc. is a bad investment, no matter how small

the price paid for them.

An ot^ce should be purchased with direCt regard to the capital at

command, wherewith to pay for it immediately, and without dependence

upon possible trade or assistance, that may arrive too late. Embarrass-

ment arising from indebtedness, as well as inferior capability, has caused

much of the unfair and suicidal competition, and consequent depression

of the printing business, in many places. Be content with a small office

out of debt, rather than a large one that is encumbered.

sO^-



Hints AhoKt Stiir/iiii; (III Off ice.

\\\- would rcionniu-iul plain, neat, and snhstanlial Furniture—such a>

cabinets. iack>. iniposin^ stones. talilc>. cl(»cts, standinj^ <4"allevs. lianques.

etc.—iinifbrni in appearance, lint made t"oi- use ratlier than show. For

Case Stands, liesired without racks, the hitelv invented, neat, strong Iron

Bracket Stands are to he preferred, as xhcy do not warp or get out of"

ortiiT like wooden ones, ,ind |iernut the tree passage of air besides.

Racks for Job Letters ought to be strongl\ antl coni))aCtl\- buill. 'I'lu'

cases should be about ti\e-eighths to three-quarters ot' ;in inch apart, and

rest on strong, Iiard wood cleats well fastened to their ])laccs b\ screws,

or slotted into the legs or ends of the stand, and have stout hack stops to

permit the cases, w hen pushed back, to be on a line in front. A rack will

contain t'roni tour to eight more cases, it" construO'teil in this wav, than it

woidd if made bv the common method, with wide spaces between ca.ses.

anil the cleats or rests carelesslx naileii on. and liable to gi\e wa\ under

hea\ \' founts. 'J'he usual sui'plus space ot" si\ or more inches foimd in rack>

meant to ser\e also as stands.—which we do not approve, howe\er,— is

best if left in front, as it will therebv afford room for a case to be used in

the rack, w hen onlv ])artially ]>ulled out, at times when single lines are to be

set up for jobs and display pages. Where this plan is adopted, the inter-

\ als between the cleats should be closed in nearly even with the ends of

the case, so a> to prexenl it from slipjiing out sidcwaAs.

Cabinets, Racks, Drawers, and other pieces of office furniture a|)t to

liecome hea\ \' when tilled with material, if" raised three or foiu" inches

above the floor, by means of blocks, will enable them to be examined
underneath for dropped letters or dirt that could not otherwise be got at.

Cases, whether t"or book or job work, should be made of the best kinds

of well-seasoned wood, that is not liable to split or warp. The bottoms

should be smoothly covered with tough cartridge paper, or such as is not

easily afl"'ed-ted h\- dampness. 'J'hose cases that have the angles of the

boxes wired down firml\ w ith Hne co]i]ier w ire at \ arious points, are stiffer

and more durable than those without such wires. The ledges of cases

should be made with sc]uare angles, not roimded, as some are.

Closets for Standing Jobs, Alive Matter, or anything in t \ pe that it

i^ desirable to preserve t"ree from picking, dust, and pi, should ha\e close-

fitting lioors. Such closets ought alwa\s to be placed in I'harge ot' a

responsible person, who will examine them weeklv to see if there is an

undue accumulation of matter that should lie distributed.

Cabinet Drawers, t"or ixwy purjiose, shoidd have strong Iron Handles,
tirmly screwed on, instead of the light t"anc\- or jiorcelain knobs, that are

liable to get broki-ii and ))ull out.

Strong Boxes,— or. lietter still. Drawers that cannot lie removed,— t"or

sui-plus iiuatlraUes. should also have good Iron Handles, as indeed should

all rei-ejitai'les that are to hold hea\\- articles.

A Compact Cabinet for Cuts, with suitable strijis for sepaiating the

diflerent sizes, is a much better way to kee]i them uninjured than the

common prai^tice of piling them up in odd corners, or on shelves, making
it necessary to o\-ei-haul them t'requcnth to get at some needeil one, and
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causing more or less injury to tlieir faces, each time, from unnecessary

handling.

In all Carpentry done for an office, neatness and comfort should be

considered. lIa^'e no tight-fitting cases, creaking drawers, ill-made closets,

rough, proje(5ling corners, rickety joints, or haphazard constru(5lion of any

kind, no matter how plain or simple the work may be in other respedts.

Types, Borders, Ornaments, Rules, etc. ought to be judiciously selected

with a view to harmonious eflfetSt in any kind of work for Avhich they may
be employed. Styles should be varied systematically, and a due propor-

tion of the various sizes of romans, italics, texts, gothics, antiques, bold

and light faces, scripts, hairlines, ornamented, etc., maintained, whether

Avith ordinary, condensed, or extended Ijodies. so as to insure elegance of

combination, as well as sufficient variety, Jiccording to the tastes of

different patrons. A large, incongruous collecftion of type, bought without

regard to its harmony or application, simply because it is new, or strikes

the passing fancy, or is the same as that contained in other offices, will

seldom be found as useful for general purposes as a smaller quantity

sele(R:ed with direift reference to its futin-e employment and tasteful adapt-

ability.

The introdu<!:tion of many -charactered and elaborate Combination.

Borders causes a great waste of time in printing offices, that is rarelv paid

for by the work on which it is usually employed. Some are very beautiful

when carefully worked, but wear out quickly, and should not be indulged

in to any great extent where expedition and moderate prices are de-

manded. It were better, we think, if founders, who seem to vie with

each other in producing such things as rapidly as possible, would furnish

any of the various combinations such borders are capable of forming,

electrotyped and mortised, as they are needed by the printer.

In Job Letters we would recommend purchasing all the series of a

really desirable lace or none of them.

The rivalr\- Of type-makers, at times, is apt to cause the produ(5tion of

so-called Novelties that are of an indifferent charaifter. Although neiv,

they have often nothing to commend them besides oddity or incompleteness

of design—are generally evanescent as to utility, and seldom profitable to

persons imwary enough to expend money for them. When such things

appear, they should be persistently refused, which would soon make them

scarce. Almost every printing establishment of long standing, that does-

much mixed work, has a number of founts of type, ornaments, etc. that

have been discarded as unpopular, difficult to w^ork clearly, or are clumsy,

and otherwise nearly useless, although but little worn; while others, that

were elegant and attracStive at first, have never ceased to be in request.

One often wonders, in glancing over samples of past work, how such and

such styles of type could ever have been thought handsome or appropriate,

or even admitted among the adjuncts of an office at all. If it is true that

"•A thing of" beauty is a joy forever,"

then it is proper to deliberate somewhat l)etbre ordering any and every-

SA^
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thinii thai appears, simjilv because it may please the iancv inomentarih .

but which will not prove useful enough to pay for its cost. Let us have

fewer of these unprofitable temptations say we.

Uniformity of Body in the various founts of letters used in an office

ha% ing the same names—such as long primer, pica, great primer, etc.

—

should be maintained as nearly as possible. It is a bad thing to have two
or three bodies of pica, for example, that var^' enough to affe<5l the appear-

ance of work when the quadrates and spaces are used indiscriminately.

The lack of a proper imderstanding among founders of different seiftions

in this particular, has rendered the possession of type made by all of tliem,

rather a drawback than an advantage.

Every Case in a printing office should be neatly and distinctly Labeled

with a line or two of the type it contains, set up for that purpose, and

accompanied with its foundry name. Tough, well-calendered paper,

either white or light yellow, if used for such labels, will last a long time.

In arranging letters in cases, care should be taken that those of

approximate sizes placed near to each other shall have their Nicks so

difterent that there will he no liability of one being taken for another in

corre(?ting or distributing.

Labor-Saving Rules, acciu-atcly cut to ems of pica, and Brass Leaders

to line with the various bodies of Scripts and Italics, are costly, but, wc
think, amply repay their cost in convenience and saving of time. In

very particular work, however, we prefer single lengths of rule, as it is

not always possible to join pieces so as to prevent the point of their

coming together from being noticed, especially on card and tabular work.

Leads and Slugs made to various type bodies should be plentifullv

supplied to an office. If they are cut to various lengths of ems and ens

of pica, as is now pretty generally the case, they render the waste of time

and metal, in chipping them at the cutting bench—an abominable prac-

tice—inexcusable.

Metal Furniture and Quotations, cast in accurate moulds, are alwavs

desirable, and save mucli labor and many quadrates in doing blank work,

imposing forms, etc.

Where Economy in Case Room is requisite, instead of the bad custom

of putting two small founts of different faces together, it is better to u>c

large upper cases, and divide the bo.xes diagonally by means of high

(stereotypers') leads, four to pica in thickness. These leads should be fitted

tightly to prevent them from lifting when the case is moved about or jolted

suddenly, thereby letting the contents of different compartments get mixed.

A con\enient size for Imposing Stones is about three feet three inches

by five feet three inches. They should l)e elevated about three feet four or

live inches above the floor. The slab or stone should be hard, close grained,

elastic, not apt to chip, smoothly polished, and perfectly le\el on the work-

ing surface. White Italian marlilc. and some kinds of slate, make good

stones. Have them from one and three-quarters to two and one-half

inches thick, and laid ^n a bed of sawdust or gypsum, to i>re\ ent springing

II — 9—
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or cracking at the weaker parts. The box that is to contain the sawdust
or other bedding should be made with tightly matched lumber, and about
three-quarters of an inch deeper than the thickness of the stone. An
imposing stone well set up, will be firm, and so level as to allow single

lines of letters to stand on their feet an_\ wliere upon its surface. Iron
Imposing Tables we do not consider good, on account of their tendencv
to rust and A\ear the bottoms of type faster than stone.

The Frame of the Stone should be strongly construcHed of well-

seasoned and rather hard wood. Drawers tor lock-up furniture, mallets,

planers, shooting-sticks, quoins, etc. shouUl not come out square to the

sides and ends, lower than a couple of feet above the floor, as below that

there should be leg-room for persons working at the stone for any extended

period, as in imposing, correcting, etc. If the drawers are inserted length-

\yise, or into the narrow ends of the stone frame, there will be plenty of

loom for a Chase Hole eighteen inches wide, at the centre. (See diagram
in another part of the book.)

The best Composing Sticks are made of steel, and are smoothl\

polished, as well as strong, light, perfectly true from top to bottom, and
without any •'gi\e'' or spring at the slide. W'e have examined a very

excellent kind made with a brace firml\- secin-ed to. and extending from,

the top of the sliding bar to the bottom part of the stick, where it fits

sqiuii-ely, yet is so contrived as to be entirely out of the way of the hand,

and adds but little to the weight to be sustained while composing. Few
of the ordinary sticks, adjusted by means of a common clasp, are to be

depended upof* for particular work when the^' are worn in an}- degree, and
seldom hold as firmly as the nut and screw; although the latter is bj no
means the most convenient form of fastening. Those secured, when set to

a measure, by means of a groove and lever arrangement, we consider good.

.\n obvious fault that exists in most of the composing sticks used in

this country-, is, that they are too deeji from top to bottom by one to

two ems of pica. Tlie longer ones, when maiie of metal, are tiresome and

unwieldy while being filled \yith solid matter. Although the workman
may empty them before the\ are full, if he wishes, vet it \\ Id be lietter,

\\e think, if tiie_\- were made less deep w hen more than eight inches in

length. Procure close-grained Mahogany Composing Sticks for long

measures.

,\ simple but well-construi!:ted Mitreing Machine, that will cut rviles

and leads perfe(ftly true to any required angle, is certainly a nccessit\ to

e\ery employer who wishes to do exacH woik, as well as to economize in

the time consumed therein.

The old-fashioned Wood Quoins, altbougli rather rude w hen compared
w ilh some excellent mechanical ones that ha\ e been introduced recenth .

must still be used for a long time in man\ places. They should be made
of dog-, live-oak-, box-, or iron-wooti. and ha\e their be^ eled sides to

correspond exacHly to the furniture with which the\ are to lock up. For

\er\ narro\\ lock-ups. Iron Side and Foot Sticks are decitiedh better

ax_ rFi
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tlian wooden ones, as tlif\' will not \ ifld >o rcailih when tlu' quoins arc

driven entirely lionie.

Wood Furniture is eon\enienl to elo^e in anti lii^luen torni^ that aie

to he locked up for ordinarx presswork rec|uiriny no register: hut it" the

latter is necessary, it shoidd not he used to anv extent, as it will swell

when wet. Metal Furniture is always hest for exae't registers. For poster

or otlier connnon work reqinring a great deal of wood furniture, it is

advisahle to lia\e the whole of it, including reglets and side-sticks, cut to

ems of pica, and marked with figures struck into the squared ends to

indicate the length and a\ idtli of each piece.

Shooting Sticks made of polished Avrought steel, if properlv shaped,

ai-e the hest, but require careful handling to pre^•ent damage to t\'pe and

imposing stone.

Choose Mallets of medium weight tiu-ned tVom lignum-xita- or iron-

wood, and see that the handles are thorouglilv seciu-ed.

Planers made of compact mahogany-w ood and perfeiflly true are to be

jireferred. They should be capped w ith a strip of stout calf-skin or kip,

to lessen the vibration of the strokes wlien forms are planed ciown.

In choosing Printing Presses and other Office Machinery, liave onlv

the most efficient and best made kinds, if possible. These will be found to

be the cheapest in the end, if nice work and durability are desired from them,

although the prices paid for them may be greater than for inferior articles.

Beware of troublesome complications that require experts to handle.

Simplicity of construdtion and action, combined with strength, are most
necessary. Remember the machines will necessarily be managed, more
or less, by partially skilled workmen and learners. Scientific invention

and modern improvement has su})plied much machinery that is almost

perfeift in its operation, hut there still remains considerable that is little

better than wortliless. which slioukl ne\ er he atimitted into a well regu-

lated office, however plausibly those concerned in its sale ma-v speak of it.

Prudent inquiry among disinterested and experienced pracHical men will

iniiicate what to avoid in this rcspecH.

I'2\ery pix-ssroom should be pro\ided with a well-huill Roller Closet

as nearl\ aii' tight as possible. Rollers are among the most expensi\e

perishable articles of a printing office, and if carelessl\ attendeii to the_\

become doubly- so. They slioidd he arranged s\ stematicalh and sepa-

rately, according to size, in such a closet. especiall\ in cold weather.

Shallow tin pans, to be filled with warm water in dry or cool seasons,

should be placed at the bottoms of closets, to allow the rollers to attrae't

moisture, whicli will jireserve them in good working condition longer than

tiie\' would otherwise In- kept.

Have Ley Brushes made of real bristles that are firm yet elastic, antl

without rougli or irregular rubbing surfaces. Much small type is injured

by inattention to this item. Try a brush by rubbing it briskly over the

palm of the hand for !i few moments, and if it has a searching, s]iring\- feel,

yet produces no harsh or scratchy sensation, it will he a good lirush.
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Hints About Startiiig an Office.

An Ink Table, eighteen inches square at top, and three feet high, with

stout legs spreading from the perpendicular two or three inches at the

bottom, and furnished with one or two drawers for holding tjmpan paper,

odd tools, and the like, belongs properly to each press where fountains are

not used, and colors are frequently changed.

Ink Stones of smoothly finished slate or marble, whereon to mix,

grind, or bray out inks for immediate use, are better and cleaner than the

iron tables attached to small presses, which are not good for delicate

colors.

A Muller of marble that will not easily splinter, or of the best flint

glass, is useful for rubbing up old inks that have lost some of their

cohesiveness, elasticity, or "life." In fa6t, if the Muller were more gener-

ally used, inks that are sometimes condemned as worthless, would be found

very good, after being well rubbed in cold weather by its means; and a

rubbing up of most ordinary black or colored inks, without unduly heating"

them, improves their working qualities and brilliancy very perceptibly at

all times.

Ley Pots should be made of iron and not too large; because if too much
ley is made, it is apt to become dirty, and fill up, rather than clean, type.

Baskets or Bins, for the reception of waste and spoilt paper, will

prevent the slovenlj- appearance visible in many press-rooms, where the

floors and tables are allowed to be littered about.

A good Drying Rack, for laying out sheets that are liable to set oft'

or have been worked damp, is a very useful piece of furniture. For job

oftices, those made about twelve feet long, eight feet high, and sixteen

inches deep, with six standards well braced together at top and bottom,

and supplied with shelves ten or twelve inches apart, the bottoms of which

are made of flat, smooth slats, separated a few inches from each other to

permit the circulation of air, will be found most convenient, as they can

be placed along walls, and occupy less useful room than if made square.

Another useful article, and one that should always be had, if possible.

is a small, solid Bench, supplied with a vise, saw, files, chisels, plane,

hammer, and a few other tools. Many a dollar can be saved by having

such a bench and tools, to do small jobs of repairing that must otherwise

be sent away to be done.

Order, Convenience, and Simplicity in arranging a working place ought

to be carefully observed. A crowded, helter-skelter condition of things

makes daily labor irritating and uncomfortable; while ease in getting at

and using any implement or material, expedites its execution, and con-

jsequently increases the profits of an office.

There are numerous other suggestions that might be made relative to

organizing an office, but what has been said will suffice. A little fore-

thought and care will indicate such additional items to those who have

the well-beiny of their establishments at heart.
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Composition, or the nice arrangement and adjustment of type im-

plements into various forms, has been described as the more iiitclleci-

ital portion of typographic handicraft, and the pressman's work as the

mechanical means whereby the former becomes really utilized, and

the result termed printing is reached. Each operation, however, is

dependent upon the other for its full accomplishment, and an intelligent

understanding and co-operation between compositor and pressman is

essential to produce in the best manner what is required at their hands.

Thoughtful discrimination and painstaking labor is necessary in both

branches. Although superior manipulation in either may serve to conceal

the defeats of the other, in some degree, vet it is the true policy to have

both as excellent as possible under all circumstances.

While there is positive evidence that type composition, in its technical

as well as artistic application, is continually improving in most portions

of the country, there still remains to be regretted that which is defecSlive

and unseemly in many important particulars. The absence of ambition,

and nearh' total disregard evinced by certain so-called printers for the

"fitness of things," in many cases, is too often occasioned bv ignorance,

lack of taste, skill, or the want of an adequate incentive to better per-

formance on the part of such printers; and a destructive, short-sighted

indifference to good execution on that of their customers, so long as the

latter can have done what they foolishly suppose will answer e\erv pur-

pose, at a merely nominal price for the service.

The tendency to degrade and cheapen this the best aid to every com-
mercial, social, artistic, and scientific accomplishment, has retarded its full

progress, and it certainly indicates a want of proper appreciation of the

typographic art wherever such practices rule. Wc are sorry to sav, also,

that such pseudo-printers assist in extending e\ ils that are becoming
daily more injurious to themselves as well as better men.

lIKSr IlllXCiS TO LEAI^N.

Tlie first step of a learner should be to acquire the i/trnirs. and under-

stand, to some extent, the difference between the \ariouN inijilcnu'utN ami
materials with which he will be surrounded. He should know what is

roman, italic, antique, gothic, text, script, ornamental, or other " faces
'

of letters; what constitutes a full fount of book letter, and what a foimt

of job letter; what are kerns, shoulders, shanks, and nicks of type; what

are rules, dashes, leads, slugs, leaders, quotations, and metal, wood, and

other form furniture. He should be shown the construiftion of. and

\ariations in. dift'erent kincK of tyjie case-, and liow tin- boxi's ought to

— '.1
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be occupied; what are stands, racks, cabinets, sticks, galleys, chases, bod-

kins, mallets, planers, quoins, imposing stones, and other accessories of

an office with Avhich he is at all likely to be brought in contact; thus

making him familiar with their technical names and uses even before

being permitted to ha\e full control of, or access to, them.

A week's time thus consunied by an earnest and intelligent no\ice

will give him a large amoimt of theoretical insight that will hasten his

progress when it is put into a(5lual practice; and he will be better pre-

pared to respond to familiar technical dire(5tions relating to the articles

about him, which at least indiredtly form a part of his business, and arc to

be always identified with his future operations in it.

HOW TO L.\Y A CA.SE WITH NEW I.KTTER.

Carefully remove the paper from around the type as it comes from the

founder, and stand the page confined by its cord on the imposing stone.

Wet it with a weak mixture of soap and water, which will prevent the

letters from clinging together when first used. Next deposit it upon a

small square brass galley—one made especially for casing letter if at

hand—evenly and squarely, with the nicks of the type up, and cautioush'

untie the string so as to make no pi. Then proceed with a smooth, stout

rule of sufficient length to take up three or more lines of letters or " sorts
"

of the same kind; and holding them horizontally, with the nicks still

uppermost and faces toward you, slide them gently from left to right into

the proper box, taking care that the faces do not strike perpendicularly

or scrape against the sides of the box. Repeat this until the box is

comfortablv full, and never shake or shove letters together to make room

for moi^e in a box.

Extra sorts should be placed in regular lines as they occur, upon a

separate galley, to be tied up, papered, marked, and cared for until the

boxes are to be replenished, or another pair of cases laid. Bundling up

surplus sorts into papers is an excellent mode of impairing the fine lines

of the letters^say ten per cent.

CASTING OFF COPY.

This i-equires exaft calculation and considerable judgment. It cannot

l^e done well in haste. If the "copy" for the work to be set up is in

manuscript, and regularly written on sheets of paper uniform in size, the

task will be comparatively easy; but, if, on the other hand, as is often the

fa6t, the copy is slovenly and irregularly written on paper varying in size,

with mnnerovis erasures, interlines, compressed notes, abbreviations, and

the like, it is a matter of some difficulty to arrive at complete accuracy:

yet comjirehensive examination, patience, and care, will ascertain with

tolerable precision what the compositor has to do, however unattra(5tive

and irksome the duty in such troublesome instances may be.

From among several methods in vogue, we present as a good one that

of first resolvinii the written matter into an averaije niunber of words to a

— 14-
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page, not counting chapter lines, sub-heads, poetical extra(5ls, breaks, and

like contingencies, which should, however, be subjedted to a separate cal-

culation, and added to the cast-oif last.

A tolerably close estimate of the words contained in even bad manu-

script may be made by counting the lines of say twelve of its varying

pages, then getting an average per line of the ~vords in several lines taken

from each page, and multiplying the number of the former by that of

the latter. Next add the average allowance for chapter lines, sub-heads,

and other than break lines, counting them as full lines. Reduce the break

lines to full lines, adding them to the whole, and you have the contents of

twelve pages. Divide by twelve to find the contents of a single (average)

page.

Example:—A work of 400 pages in manuscript is submitted. \i aver-

age pages, taken at intervals, give an average of 30 lines to a folio. 3

lines taken at various places from each of these 12 pages indicate an aver-

age of II words to a line. This will give about 330 words to a page,

exclusive of breaks, chapter, and other lines, for which an allowance is

made of four lines, or 44 words, for each page of manuscript, which,

added to 330, makes 374. Multiply the 374 words per page by the 400

pages in the manuscript, and you have a resvilt of 149,600 words in all.

To know how many pages of printed matter this will make, it is now
necessai-y to have the size of type and page to be used. An exacft printed

page, containing the one and representing the other, is always a good

guide in completing the calculation, which is done by dividing the number
of words contained in the manuscript by that of the printed page. This

will give the desired cast-oft' for the work in printed pages. Thus, the

estimate of the manuscript gives 149,600 words; that of the printed page,

of the size required,—set up in leaded long-primer, we W'ill say, for ex-

ample,—gives 480 words; consequently, 149,600 divided by 480 gives 312

pages, or 20 signatures, if printed in oAavo.

When extra, or more than single, "leading" of matter is required, count

the extra leads (six-to-pica being the size most used in book composition)

in the following proportions: three for a nonpareil line; four for brc\ier

and bourgeois; five for long-primer and small-pica; six for j^ica; and so on,

increasing or diminishing in the necessary ratio for largrr or lessor sizes.

Vox- works under 144 pages, the cast-off" of which does not reach a

niunber of folios divisible by 4, there should be added the number that

will make it so. Thus, no will be counted as 112; 133 as 136; and so on.

A sufficient allowance of pages, added in the same way, should be made
in cast-off"s for larger works, adopting 8 or 12 as the even dividing nimiber.

This rule applies more particularly to works where the copy is very

irregular or much crowded with abbreviations and closely written notes,

alterations, interlines, etc.

Another method of casting off' copy, is to set, from % arious parts of the

manuscript, a stickful or more of the type chosen, to the measure of the

page decided upon, and ascertain, from the consumption of lines of writing

by those of type, what the compositor's work must be. This will do very

& "- ^
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well in sliort works, or with carefully prepared manuscript; but, for close

approximations, the plan first given will be found more reliable.

S COI'Y THAT SHOULD BE ESTIMATED BY TIME.

J^
Tedious and elaborate rule-and-figure, and other descriptions of com-

J position to be done in a number of tabular columns,—being such as may be

A denominated special " piece " work,—as well as most displays and general

«^ jobs, that require more or less careful arrangement and design, in addition

\ to the ordinary labor of type-setting, should be estimated by time rather

\ than by measurement. It is a fallacious idea that "open" display com-

B position takes less time than " straight " or even solid work properly so-

j called. In a majority of instances, it will take more time to do it well.

1 Such composition, to be profitable, requires an expert workman, who can

M readil\' appreciate the salient points involved in the same, although those

h points may not be indicated beyond mere words in the cop v.

fl

The amount of main or body matter—by which is meant that part of a

%. subject that of necessit\' runs in continuous paragraphs—may be ascer-

X tained by finding out the number of words contained therein, and then

JL, determining what number of lines they will make in the type chosen for

"wl. them. The space that is left, after such matter is accommodated, mav
then be consumed in displaying more or less prominently particular words

and sentences.

^^ In tabular work of several columns, the amount of space it will occupy

^^ maybe quickly determined by simply counting the number of lines in that

'^^Hl!? part of the copy, for length, and then setting up the longest word, or group

ijt^, of words, contained in single lines from each column, in such type as

Ji|^ will comfortably accommodate them to the proper measure, first allowing

*J^'*
sufficient space for the length rules and leads, if any ai-e to be placed

\ between the columns.

jp Where small cuts or diagrams are introduced in the midst of, or

I between, paragraphs of the main subje6t matter of a page or job, they

it should be reckoned the same as if they were type matter, when "mea-

jpt sured," and not "time," composition is estimated.

K TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGN.

fT The art of planning or designing work to be done with type imple-

> ments, can only be acquired through natural skill, foresight, comparison,

• practice, and study. Experience and taste must dictate what character

"f of outline and choice of material will produce effective harmony, and, at

jf-^ the same time, perspicuity, as well as determine what proportion particular

^ letters, catch lines, etc. shall bear to each other, and in Avhat places en-

T gravings, borders, dashes, or other ornamentation, shall be introduced.

\ The general principles of composing typographic effects may be set

forth; but rules that will teach the process of producing original ideas, and

gracefully avoiding perceptible sameness in arranging the multitude of

subjects that fall into the compositor's hands, have not yet been discovered,

so far as we know. The few hints that follow may pro^e of some service

to inexperienced students of typographic design.

i6—
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On taking up the subje(5l matter tor which a design is to be made,

carefullj scan it over, taking note of the parts that seem most important,

mentally reserving them for the strong points of displav. 'Jlie position

of minor parts of the theme may then be decided upon. Sometimes a

tasteful idea, in the shape of a panel, fillet, scroll, ground -work, or the like,

applied to a totally difterent use, can be made subservient to tvpe design,

provided the compositor possesses construi^tive ability enough to seize and

adapt it to his work.

A good way to get up a design, is to sketch it out first on paper. A
knowledge of mathematical drawing, even if limited, will also prove of

great assistance.

Changes of words and phrases, when they do not mar tlie original sense,

also contribute at times to render a device more complete. Such liberties

with the text, however, should not he taken without the consent of the

party most concerned in it. But it not infrequently happens that patrons

expressly desire and expedl this from the intelligent printer, and he is

accorded reasonable latitude to shape his ideas without an arbitrary ad-

herence to copy-lines, if the attrat?tiveness of the printed work can be

enhanced by making unimportant deviations. Except in matter admitting

of no alteration, the privilege of making slight changes and transpositions

should generally be given to the compositor, when a handsome design is

demanded from him.

In all arrangements of type there should be no clumsy, over-balanced,

or unnecessarily bold, lines; and where it is possible to have it so, the

strongest effect should be brought, like that of an artistic engraving, as

nearly central as possible.

In show or poster composition,—almost a distincH branch of the art.

—

the main point to be brought out is the immediate thing announced, which
should of course challenge the attention of the beholder at once, and as

strongly as possible, when printed.

Ornaments should be used to improve the appearance of work, and not

merely because they are at hand, or to fill it up. Excessive embellishment

often utterly destroys the attractiveness it is meant to increase.

Whatever shape is determined upon as appropriate for the work in

hand,—whether a circle, square, triangle, oval, parallelogram, or other

geometrical figure,—should be fairly proportioned and accuratelv formed.

Thus, a circle should he a true circle, and a scjuare a correc't scpiare, and
so on.

Curved composition is handsome and attraLHi\e in proportion to its

exa<5t execution and elegant equilibrium. When inartistically performed,

with little or no regard for graceful outline and the harmony of tvpe, there

is scarcely anything in typography more unpleasant to a sensitive eve.

In designing, very little importance should be attached to the minor
connecting words or phrases which are to be used as catch lines. Keep
the prominent features of the subjeA that is to be set forth in \ iew, toning

down and modifying the remainder to suit.
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SETTIXG A STICK TO MEASURE.

Fill the stick with evenl\' cut leads or reglets of the length to be used,

flatwise. Then place a slip of tolerably thick hard paper or thin card-board

between them and the sliding-bar of the stick; press the bar squarely

against them and fasten it securely.

When two or more leads of different lengths are to be used together

in making up a measure, see that thej' fit it exa(5lly without binding, or

allowing enough room for points and thin letters to slip past their ends.

Such leads should always be placed inside the stick as the type lines are set

up. They should also be so placed between the lines of matter that the

adjoining ends of one set are lapped across or " broken " by those of

another, thus preventing ridges and other irregularities that a continuous

use of leads of the same length, one after another, is very apt to produce.

The parallel of a stick when set may be tested by means of a carefully

justified quad-line applied at top and bottom. If any deviation from

accuracy is found, as will happen with worn or imperfecft sticks, it may be

remedied by inserting bits of hard paper or thin brass under either end

of the foot of the sliding-bar, as may be required.

A stick should not be changed or " broken" until the work for which it

is set shall be completed, as a very little variation in a measure, especially

for page composition, is sufficient to cause bad i-egister when the matter so

set up comes to be printed. Additional sticks for the same work and mea-

sure should be made up from several lines set in the first one; and an un-

derstanding should always be had among companions engaged on the same
work, that the justification, indentions, etc. may be alike with all.

POSITION OF THE COMPOSITOR AT CASE.

An ereft yet natural position of the body, with the shoulders thrown
slightly back, is the best to be adopted by the compositor while at work.

The heels should be pretty close together on the same line, while the feet

describe an angle of about forty-five degrees.

The right distance to stand from the case will vary in persons of dif-

ferent figures; but, as a general rule, from three to six inches away from

the front of the stand, and slightly to the left of the middle brace of the

lower-case, will be found a convenient place.

The habits of hunching the shoulders, leaning the stomach against the

stand, crossing the legs, swinging the body, and other unseemly attitudes

and motions, as well as wetting the fingers with spittle, tapping the letters

against the boxes or stick before placing thein in the latter, and rattling

them unnecessarily when there, are all much better in the breach than in

the observance.

Sitting down at coinposition should not be indulged in except where

infirmity makes it really necessary for the workman.
In light composition the stick should be caused to follow the setting

hand, as considerable more work can be accomplished in a day hy doing

-i8-
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so, than it" the stick be kept stationary and every t^'pe carried to it. It is

also a good practice for the compositor's mind not only to regulate the

mechanical operations of his fingers, but to keep in advance of them by

taking off a sentence of the copy at a time,—a faculty which may be ac-

quired after some mental pratftice,—and having it so ready that there shall

be no " waits" or pauses that must otherwise take place.

The eves of a compositor should also be trained to observe how a type

is situated in the box, before being picked up by the responsive fingers,

which should at once grasp it near the top and deftly turn it, so as to bring

the nicks uppermost and the foot forward, in its passage to the stick—an

a(ftion requiring altogether but a moment's time, vet of importance that its

"sleight-of-hand" be in precise concert with the brain-telegraphy.

SPACING .\ND JUSTIFICATION.

There is scarcely anything in composition that indicates the careful and

expert workman more than even spacing and good justification. By the

first term is meant the equal separation, according to the formation of the

letters and points, between words, so that when printed they will present

a regular appearance—neither too wide asunder nor crowded together.

Justification implies the tightening of the lines from end to end, so that

all will be of equal length and tightnesss when locked up together in the

form. The best workmen justify only moderately tight, and when a stick,

containing lines of tvpe set squarely on their bottoms, can be leaned over

when the composing-rule is away, without dropping or tilting forward

such lines, the latter may be said to be " well-justifie^."

When lines are set up, and there is a surplus of space left that will not

permit the insertion of a syllable of the next word at a proper dividing

place, the additional space must be distributed nearly equally along the

line, allowing slightly more between such ascending letters as f b, d h, etc.

where they terminate and commence consecutive words. Between e o,

\v y, and other short or angular letters, and after commas, less space should

be allowed, as in such combinations the openings will appear as great as

those that are really wider between ascending letters forming parallels,

because of the curves, angles, and shoulders of the shorter letters.

In ordinary solid or single-leaded composition, (using six-to-pica leads,)

the three-em or " thick-" space is deemed sufficient between words, and an

em-quadrate between sentences. The increase allowed between words in

justifying a line, should seldom go beyond an en-quadrate, or, at most, two

thick-spaces, Avhere neatness is expe(5ted. Exceptions to this, however,

may be made in cases where the matter is very widely leaded, when the

spacing should be proportionate with the distance between the lines. A
space called the "patent-space," which is a medium between the en-quadrate

and thick-space, is very convenient, and should be in all book-type cases.

Six-em or " hair-" spaces are placed before colons, semi-colons, exclama-

tion, and interrogation-points, and an en-quadrate immediately after them.

Hair-spaces should also be placed after inverted commas, that mark quoted

words and sentences, and before the word that follows them. In some

— 19—
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offices, the hair-space is phiced hetween the parentheses and bracket-marks

and the words they belong to, and also on each side of an ein-dash, except

where one side of it is next to a comma, apostrophe, or period.

The following sentences exhil)it most of these usages:

1.—" Yes: I saw him strike George j but he did it in self-defence."

2.— "Behold!— there by the river-side— is it not as I have described it

manded the man excitedly.— S^Macon ( Go..) Letter.

\

exclaimed and de-

In very narrow measures, considerable management is necessary to

pi-eserve even tolerably good spacing. In such cases, hair-spacing the

letters of words is better than throwing all the surplus space between them.

Bending spaces, and using substances not belonging to the case, such

as wedges of wood, crumbs of paper, etc. to compel justification, should

never be practiced or tolerated.

When a paragraph is completed, and a white-line is to be set up after

the break, anj' small spaces required to justify it should be put immediately

after the closing period, and not at the end of the quad-line, or scattered

among the quadrates, for the reason that this keeps the spaces compac'tly

in the best place for them, and saves time in distribution afterward.

INDENTION.

The space used in setting inward from the beginning the first line of

ordinary paragraphs, is what is usually meant by this word, although it is

applied to indicate other modes of arranging type matter.

No indention is required in paragraphs begun with an initial letter,

nor should there be any made in the opening paragraph of a subjecSt, or

after chapter and other caption lines other than sub-heads.

An em-quadrate is commonly used before paragraphs in newspapers,

and where measures are less than twenty-six ems of nonpareil and not

more than twenty-two ems of pica in Avidth. In wider measures, an

additional thick-space, and even as much as three ems, gives a better

appearance to composition.

This paragraph is indented according to what is variously called side,

hanging, and under indention, a style principally employed in the

introduftory paragraphs of legislative and other legal printing; in the

summary lines of chapters and tables of contents; in indexes where

there are several lines to an item; in catalogues, etc.

This paragraph is set up in the technically termed " double-hanging ''

or increasing indention method, and is chiefly used in

titles, dedications, advertisements, circulars,

hand-bills, and other dis-

play work.

Cut-in indentions are those where enough of the subjeiit matter is set

inward to admit marginal notes referring to the contents of the paragraphs

wherein they occur. They are also employed to let into the paragraph or

page embellishing words, letters, and cuts, when the latter are to lie printed

separately.
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TO KMl'TY A STICK.

PlacL' tho composing rule along the outside of the last Hne; grasp the

matter set up tirnilv at the ends with the forefingers and thumbs, at the

same time pressing the middle fingers against the ends of all the type

lines; then lift the mass out carefully, bearing it toward you so that the

first line shall be uppermost. Then deposit it on a galley, being cautious

to have all the matter squarely on its feet or bottom. Any type that ma}'

stand above the others should be pressed down with the soft parts of the

fingers. Finally, square it up by pressing the rule flatwise along the ends

of the lines, and place a slug or piece of metal furniture against the matter,

to pre\ent its falling down if jolted, while additional stickfuls are being

set up.

DISIM.AV COMPOSITION.

In most job or "display" com]iosition, careful spacing of the words

and letters, and having the lines in good proportion to each other,

greatlv enhances the attra(5liveness and equipoise of the work.

In some cases,—especiallv among the larger sizes of capitals cast on

square or expanded bodies,—letters of peculiar shapes, like WY, LJ, etc.

do not stand well together, but present a detached appearance; while ES.

DB, and other combinations occurring in the same word, perhaps, come

closelv together. Where it can be done, the distance between letters

should be equalized as much as possible, particularly in prominent lines.

The letters ES look better with a bit of card or a hair-space between them

in most instances where their faces are wide.

The two following lines will sbo^- the difierence in apjiearance between

spaced and unspaced letters:

LANE WYLIBS' BEST.

LANE WYLIBS' BEST.
In sjiacing out display lines, the formation of the letters used shoidd

not onh' be considered, as abo\e, but also wbether they be condensed,

regular, or extended, in order that the spacing between words may be

determined. As a general rule, en-quadrates should be placed between

words set up in capitals and small capitals used together; and two three-

em spaces between capitals used alone, when the type is slightly condensed

or moderately light, like romans. A proper increase of space should be

made to this allowance for \ery full-faced or extended type. Lines set

up in extra-condensed lower-case, long, narrow-faced texts, and some

other styles, require less space than those mentioned abo\e. Nothing

looks worse than widel\ spaced lines of condensed text. We give some

examples of s]>acing on page jj.
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Bad Spacing.

Among Mankind Evil Associations Corrupt Good Morals,

Correct Spacing.

Among Mankind Evil Associations Corrupt Good Morals.

Bad Spacing.

EXPLANATION OF THE DIAGRAM ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE.
Correct Spacing.

EXPLANATION OF THE DIAGRAM ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE.

Bad Spacing.

Correct Spacing.

Bad Spacing.

11. k |r|. |illii.m |. j^u pont.

Correct Spacing.

[il. k j|r,i liilliam % |u |lonl.

When fancy or other initial letters larger than the body type of the

matter with which they will go are introduced, the remainder of the begin-

ning word of the subjedl should be in capitals or small capitals, and made
to " line " exaAly at the top with the initial letter itself, and not with the

ornamental work that may surround it, except when the initial is on a

tfround and surrounded by a line or border, in which case the top of the

first line will look best if lined with the top edge of the bordering line.

Composition in script type needs to be spaced according to the shape

of the various letters. In many scripts, shoulders of different widths

occur on the bodies of the capitals, points, etc. and little or no space need

precede or follow them. Carelessly spaced script is very unpresentable.

When a large broad letter has a period or comma after it, less space

than between words should be used, as the wide shoulder at the top of

these charaAers will make up for the difference.

The use of two points together—for instance, a comma after a period

denoting an abbreviated word or initial—is now ignored by most good job

printers. It certainly does not improve a display line to have two points

next each other. In book work, however, both points are generally used.

In composing curved work, it is best to tbrm a frame of metal furniture

the size of the page or job, within the chase that it will be worked in, and

arrange it on an imposing stone or a slice galley. Place the straiglit matter
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inside of tliis frame first, and then form your curvatures as desired, so that

when the job is done, you may lock it up at once and move it without
danger of having the arrangement shattered.

In offices where there are no founts of labor-saving curvatures,—which
are very useful, by the way,—they may be made from thin brass reglets

cut lead height. Bent leads are unprofitable except for small curves.

Ground plaster of Paris, mixed with water to the consistency of a thin

paste, and carefully poured around complicated curved lines, is probably
the quickest means of completely justifying them in the form. There are

objedions to the use of this plaster about a printing office; but, if handled
by a skilful workman, it can be made quite serviceable in all kinds of
intricate work without material detriment.

The principal beauty of all display composition proceeds from the

judicious bringing together of harmonious type faces, rather than bv
means of overwrought, and frequently confusing, combinations, made up
of things individually handsome, but rendered distasteful from there being
too many similar ones placed together. Ornament often enhances the

beauty of job composition; but, to be really effe(5live, it must be relieved

by contrast with what is simpler and plainer than itself.

The lines of display composition to be attracStive must varv in their sizes

and degrees of strength, exhibiting, as it were, the effeds of light and shade.

A long line should be placed between two shorter ones neither of the

same length, and these again harmonized to others longer or shorter than
themselves. Several lines of the same length (except in poster w^ork be-

tween rules) following each other, do not look neat. Lines of large, heavv
letters need to be relieved with smaller light ones in the same manner.

The crowding together of heavv-faced type—expressively called " loud''

by printers—with but little space between lines to relieve them, in such
descriptions of work as business cards; letter, note, and bill-heads; blanks-

circulars (except small hand-bills); title-pages; and other kinds of printino-

intended more particularly for private circulation and perusal, we consider
in had taste. It is true that patrons frequently demand such arrangements
under the mistaken idea that they are getting a more " telling " eftedt.

Hut we suspe(ft this occurs, in many cases, more from the spirit of
imitating others than from reflexion about the matter. What advan-
tage accrues by so flagrant a departure from every rule of neatness, as is

often exhibited by printers as well as customers in this respedt, we have
as yet failed to discover, holding, as we do, that clearly defined elegance
distincft, but well relieved with liberal margins—is far more impressive
upon popular appreciation than the blackest clumsiness.

Handsome results may be had from type of a uniform stvle of face,

provided the variety of sizes will allow them to relieve each other.

Klourislics made from brass rule, or cast on type bodies, have not vet
reached tlic perfection that should make them much sought after by
jirinters, although just at present the disposition to use them prevails. In
the hands of an artistic compositor thev can be arranged pleasingly but

& ^ ^
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for ordinary purposes they are extremeh- iinadaptal)le as well as trouble-

some. In our estimation they belong to the time-wasting things, and may
properly be said to be among the patience-trving, monev-losing imple-

ments of a printing office.

Sloping or italic faces of tj'pe intermingled with stifl", perpendicular

sorts, do not produce an agreeable eftecft when printed. Broad-faced texts,

the lower-case of neat antiques, gothics, and a few other styles, harmonize,

and at the same time contrast, with sloping letters best.

When a piece of composition is done with a view to having it printed in

several colors, finely shaded or very ornamental type should be sparingly

used, as the colors, if at all delicate, will not show off" to advantage on

such faces. Colors require surface to be eftei5live. The matter for such

printing should be set up all together and proved until satisfadlory. An
impression taken on drv, hard paper shoidd then be used as a pattern

in arranging the lines for the different colors. If quad-lines of the same

body as the lines removed ^re put in their places, a form can be made up

for the press much quicker and more correcflly than if reglets or numerous

leads are used, as the last will yield more or less, whereas the first will not.

The division of a form for printing in several colors should be made so

that no preponderance of any one color will be noticeable when printed.

The principal displav lines should be in the darker or stronger colors.

If card or other paper spacing is used in composition intended to be

divided for several colors, it must not be wet, as that will cavise the paper

to swell, thus destroying the justification of the lines, and impairing the

register where exactness is necessary.

The produdlion of manv varieties of ornamented and plain rules,

together with the improved facilities whereby to mitre and curve them,

aff"ord much assistance to an ingenious compositor in executing his

designs. Whether such rules be used in combination with corner and

centre pieces, or separateh", if handled artistically and with a due regard

for symmetry, they always produce a pleasing effe(?t, qtiite equal, if not

superior, to the complicated combination borders that require much time

to put them together well.

A simple but neat arrangement of rules that have straight lines for

faces may be made by crossing them at the corners at right angles and

carrying the ends past the point of intersecflion. This ma* be done by

slotting the pieces with a saw exadlly as thick ag the rule, cutting one

piece halfway from the top and the other halfway from the bottom. Or,

it rnaj' be done by the compositor using rules long enough to include the

projecting ends one way. Then put in the pieces that go the other way,

setting them inward as far as the projedling ends are to be in length—say

a long-primer, pica, great-primer, etc. Supply the other projec5ting ends

where they are needed by justifying pieces cut to the size of the others

and carefully squared, so as to fit vip closely against the longer rules.

When type matter is emptied upon a galley that is laid upon a case,

it should be well squared against the ledges of the galley, so that it will be

— 24—
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perpendicular wlu-n locked up to jiroNe. Carelessness in this jiarticular,

especially with solid matter, often brings it to press slightly canted or "ofl"

its feet," giving considerable trouble to re<5lify.

It is of importance after a piece of composition is done, to see that

it is fairly "opened out," or with the lines so separated as to preserve a

good balance relatively. It often occurs that otherwise really good work

is marred by negle(i't or ignorance of this particular. We subjoin an

illustration:

Well Balanced.

HAV/LEY'S
Stationery and In^ews Depot,

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
AND AGENCY FOR

HITCHCOCK'S MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS.

164 Vine St. Cincinnati.
- — ^jf, - —

, g. _ , , .,. .. - —
Badly Balanced. ,

ROYEE WHEEL COMPANY,
Manufacturers of the

SARVEN PATENT WHEEL,
Also, Spok)#s, Hubs, Felloes, Shafts, Poles, and all other Wood

W^ork used by Carriage Makers.

Office, No. 375 West Third Street, below Smith,

CINCINNATI.

Imprints, when they are admissible in line eomposition, shoukl he set

small and placed where they will not he too prominent, otherwise thev

become oflensive and are liable to be ordered out by the patron.

Novices must be cautious to remember that the combinations H, fi", il,

iVi, fll, in founts of Roman type, are cast on one body on account of the

IV — 2 ^— r
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kerns of the fs, which would be broken oft" or throw the letters out of

perpendicular if set up separately. The dipthongs yE, CE, ae, oe, are not

proper when formed with two single letters.

When letters are lower than others, from wear or other causes, they

may be brought to the proper height by tapping them a little on each side

of the lower end.

BOOK COMPOSITIOK.

Title-pages belong properly to display' composition, and the beauty of

them depends to a great extent upon the taste of the compositor. Whether
titles are set up plainly or with ornamented type, they should never be

crowded, but free and open. We think that simple elegance, more than

show, in title-pages, prepossesses one toward current books or pamphlets.

The Dedication goes direftly after the Title, and should be tastefully set

up with text and italic, or vfith capitals and small capitals, well displayed

and opened out. Dedications seldom occupy more than one page, and,

if not too long, aftbrd the compositor an opportunity of showing his taste

as much as would title-pages.

The Summary of Contents is placed immediately before the Preface of a

book. The Index goes at the end of the work, and should be alphabetically

arranged. Such matter is set in type two sizes less than that of the text.

When the summary lines of chapters or index items make moi'e than one

line, those which follow have a side indention of not less than one em.

Prefaces and Introductions are sometimes set larger and sometimes

smaller than the text. We prefer using the same size of type as in the

body of the work, distinguishing the prefatory remarks, if necessary, by

wider leading. The use of Roman numerals for folios in the introduction

also gives it a distinctiveness, thus: iii for 3; xiv for 14, etc. The letter

for running heads is best to be alike throughout a book—introduction and

all. We have departed from this rule in the specimen pages of the present

volume in order to show^ as great a variety of headings as possible.

Running head-lines of pages, and sub-heads designating passages in

the subject matter, are usually put in the small capitals or italic of the

body letter employed, or in small, well-cut, light-faced antiques or gothics.

1^. .'Some other styles of plain faces, such as Celtics, and even ornamented

texts, look very well in such places also.

•
•'' Set foot-notes—those that are placed at the bottoms of book pages—in

type two or three sizes smaller than that of the body of the work. Do
not let them be too close to the text, and cut them off" from it by means of

a plain single rule, about one-third of the width of the page in length, and

placed on the left hand side squarely with the edge. Foot-notes, extraCts,

and all introduced sizes of type, whether larger or smaller than the text,

should have the same indention—as, for instance, if pica be the body type,

with an em indention, and nonpareil be used for notes, the latter should

have two ems indention to correspond Avith the one em of pica.

- ^- —26 —
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Side- or marginal-, cut-in-, and centre-notes, are always put in Ivpe

at least two sizes smaller than the text. They often require skilful

management to make them appear to good advantage. When possible, a

measure of even ems of pica should he adopted for marginal-notes, so that

quotations and metal furniture, graded to pica ems, may be used to advan-

tage when making up the pages. Side-notes always occupy tlie outer or

cut margins of pages, and are principally used in legal and otiicr works

of reference. Cut-in notes are those that are let i)ito the text, and are

generally placed opposite the lines they refer to. Nice care is required to

arrange, space, and justify them right. They must not interfere or come
in contaift with the subje<5l matter, but be somewhat detached from it, vet

show they belong to it. It is best to frame them in with accurately cut

nonpareil slugs and leads, which will keep the notes at a imiform distance

from the subjedl matter, and, at the same time, permit them to hold their

proper positions opposite the lines or paragraphs they indicate.

When items of an index refer to matter occupying several consecutive

pages, the first and last folios only are given, divided by an en-dash,

thus: 16-19; but when pages are not consecutive, they are all given, with

commas between them, thus: 2, 5, 6. Figures used in columns, or justified

at the end of index lines, have no periods after them. When items or

paragraphs terminate with folios or other figures that occur regularl)-,

they should be carried nearly as far as to where the figure columns begin

—not interfering with the latter, but squarely justified to within sa-\- an

em-quad of the first figure line.

When a column is so narrow as to necessitate setting the head-lines

lengthwise, or up and down the column, it is customary to have them read

from the bottom toward the top of the space allotted to them, and to line

along the lower or commencement end.

Rules that divide columns, when separated from the matter on either

side of them w^ith one or two six-to-pica leads, give a freer and neater

appearance to such w'ork.

Length-rules for table composition should be cut exaiftly, and if two or

more pieces are used in a length, the joints dressed smoothly and evenly.

A number of columns belonging to the same table, in w'hich figures

of the same body only are employed, may be set at one time and the

dividing rules inserted afterwards; but, when words are in some columns

and figures in others, it is best to set each column separately.

The explanatory headings of tables are neatest when set in type smaller

than the column figures or matter. They should, however, lie quite dis-

tin(5t, so as to be easily read. Fancy type can rarely be used to advantage

for table headings.

A word that requires division at the end of a line of type should retain

the full strength of the first syllable, or first and second syllables, in the

first line, and be divided, according to its length and construtSion, as near

the centre as may be. Such words as i-dle, a-boiit, o-ver, etc., are never

divided, nor are terminating syllables like -ed in compounded, -tv in varietv,

etc., carried into the second line. Where a syllable is completed bv a
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vowel, like the second ones in e/^'-gance, /c;-^e-verance, divi-^\Qx\, etc., it is

customary to make it the place of division, although it would be improper

to do so on the first syllable in such a ^vord as t'-ternity.

Our space is too prescribed to give further remarks vipon the subject of

dividing words in composition; but observation of general usage in this

respcdfl, shown in well-composed books, etc., will soon set the novice right.

Although information regarding punctuation is important to composi-

tors, it cannot be properly entered upon herein for want of room. We
take pleasure, therefore, in referring the reader to a very comprehensive

work upon the subjet^t—Mr. John Wilson's " Treatise on English

PiDidiiatiou"—to be had of most type-founders and booksellers.

PROVING AND CORRECTINt;.

Composition proved on brass galleys should have a single iron or other

side-stick fully as long as the matter; and when the quoins are well pressed

up with the fingers, the lock-up should be sufficient to keep the matter tight

enough to prove. Driving up quoins with a mallet and shooting-stick in

galley lock-ups soon shatters the galley.

Before planing down galleys or forms in chases, wipe oft" the planer

with the hand, and then lay it flatly and gently upon the faces of the type.

Tap it lightly with a small mallet or the butt of an iron shooting-stick,

taking care that there shall be no double strokes or rebound of the planer.

Scripts, hair-lines, and other delicately formed letters, should always be

pressed down with the fingers, and planed very lightly if at all. Heavy
planing is not necessary in any case if the type is set and made up properly

in the first place; and it is always hurtful to the material to indulge in the

cooper-like "rattle and bang" one sometimes hears in offices where the

durability of material seems to be ignored.

In proving type, either on galleys or in chases, it should be inked

with a roller that is free from dirt or dried ink. Paper slightly dampened

and kept from the air between boards is best for proofs, as it will take the

ink with a niucli lighter impression than dry paper. Pro\ing by the

brush or planer is bad for the fine lines of type. Several thicknesses of

damp paper laid on the type, and a thin, fine cloth blanket on top of the

paper, before "beating oft," will cause the least damage; but only careful

persons ought to be allowed to perform this kind of proving where it can

not be otherwise avoided.

When correcting lines of type that contain errors, lift them up by the

ends, and take out the wrong letter or word with the fingers. Never stick

bodkins or knives between words to get them out, nor use the spring-

bodkin to pull out a letter. Prying out a letter or space by sticking the

point of a bodkin in it is simply outrageous. If an alteration is to be made
in spacing or phraseology, take out the lines and adjust them in the stick.

It is a slovenly and unworkmanlike habit to strew the stone and furniture

of a form with the debris of correction. All changes marked in the proof

that involve re-spacing or overrunning, should always be made at the case.

\
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The followinij useful tabic of typographical proof marks is taken from

Mr. Tiios. MacKf.i.i.ak's excellent work on typograjihv," 77/r .Jwrr/rr///

l'riiif( i\" inihlislu'ci by Messrs. MacKclIar. Smiths \: Jordan, the well-

known ami popular t vpe-fonnders of l'hilacl(.'l])hia. W'c ha\c reversed

the order of Mi-. MacKellar's " ICxplanation " lor oui- own convenience in

imposing Images 30 antl 31:

EXI'I.ANATION OF THE MARKS ON PAGE 30.

.V wrong letter in a word is noted by drawing a short perpendicular line through it, and

making another short line in the margin, behind which the right letter is placed. ( See No. i.)

In this manner whole words are corrcdted, liy drawing a line across the wrong word, and making

the right one in the margin opposite.

-A turned letter is noted by drawing a line through it, and writing the mark No. 2 in the

margin.

If letters or words require to be altered from one character to another, a parallel line or lines

must be made underneath the word or letter,— viz. for capitals, three lines; small capitals, two

lines ; and Italic, one line ; and in the margin opposite the line where the alteration occurs. Caps,

Small Caf'S, or Ital. must be written. ( See No 3.)

When letters or words are set double, or are required to be taken out, a line is drawn through

the superfluous word or letter, and the mark No. 4 placed opposite in the margin.

Where the pim6luation requires to be altered, the correct point, marked in the margin,

shoidd be encircled. ( See No. 5.)

When a space is omitted between two words or letters which should be separated, a caret

must be made where the separation ought to be, and the sign No. 6 placed opposite in the margin.

No. 7 describes the manner in which the hyphen and ellipsis line are marked.

When a letter has been omitted, a caret is put at the place of omission, and the letter marked

as No. 8.

Where letters that shoidd be joined are separated, or where a line is too widely spaced, the

mark No. 9 must be placed under them, and the corredlion denoted by the marks in the margin.

Where a new paragraph is required, a quadrangle is drawn in the margin, and a caret placed

at the beginning of the sentence. ( See No. 10.)

No. II shows the way in which the apostrophe, inverted commas, the star and other refer-

ences, and superior letters and figures, are marked.

Where two words arc transposed, a line is drawn over one wiird and below the other, and

the mark No. 12 placed in the margin; but where several words require to be transposed, their

right order is signified by a figure placed over each word, and the mark No. 12 in the margin.

Where words have been struck out that have afterward been approved of, dot-, should be

marked under them, and Stet written in the margin. (See No. 13.')

Where a space sticks up between two words, a horizontal line is drawn under it, and the

mark No. 14 placed opposite in the margin.

Where several words have been left out, they are transcribed at the bottom of the page, and

a line drawn from the place of omission to the written words (see No. 15 ) ; but if the omitted

matter is too extensive to be copied at the foot of the page. Out , see copy, is written in the margin,

and the missing lines are enclosed between brackets, and the word Out is inserted in the margin

of the copy.

Where letters stand crooked, they are noted by a line ( see No. ifi ) ; but where a page hangs,

lines are drawn across the entire part affec'led.

When a smaller or larger letter of a different fount is improperly introduced into the page, it

is noted by the mark No. 17, which signifies wrong fount.

If a paragraph is improperly made, a line is drawn from the broken-off matter to the ne.vt

paragraph, and No If written in the margin. (See No. 18.)

Where a word has been left out or is to be added, a caret must be made in the place where it

should come in, and the word written in the' margin. ( See No. 19.)

Where a faulty letter appears, it is marked by making a cross under it, and ])lai'lng a similar

one in the margin ( see No. 20) ; though some prefer to draw a perpendicular line through it, as

in the case of a wrong letter.
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MARKED PROOF SHEET.

^^ / Though several difFerins opinions exist as to

/ / 2 /^
the individual by wwom the art of printing was /
first discovered

;
yet all authoi'ities concur in

admittine Peter SchoefFer to be the person 3 (jp

who invented cast metal types, having learned '

^ the art-ef- of cutting the letters from the Gut-

^; / tembergs/ he is also supjjosed to have been

^^ tlie first whoengraved on copper plates. TheV-/
following testimony is preseved in the family, 8 /

9 ^_^ by Jo. Fred. Faustus, of Aschefienburg

:

^"f"]
>' Peter Schoeffer, of Gernsheim, perceiving ,^

11 w his master Fausts design, and being himself *
^/^'^

'^'^^^ rdesirous\ardentTy) to improve the art, found

out (by the good jjrovidence of God) the
13

method of cutting [ineidendi) the characters j^c^.

in a matrix, that the letters might easily be

^'
I singly cast

I
instead of bieng cut He pri- '^^^'

/

^'
1 vately cut matrices] for the whole alphabet: a 15

Faust was so pleased with the contrivanp^

/that he promised Peter to give him lip-^nly -U'/.

1: /j^ughter Christina in marriage a/ promise 3 ^ /
/^vhich he soon after performed^y;)^

^^

I (^But there were naany dijffiiculties at first ^'^
\\

with these letters, as there had been before ^^oTtt.

•with wooden ones, t]ie metal being too soft ^
^_^^^

aj I

+
to support the foj?de of the im pression : but 9 ^^ /

this defect was soon remedied, by mixing

a substance with the metal which sufficiently ^.

hardeji^l it/

(C'^^'i'j- cao^ /'c(///i ^nedti nui^'i(rCC<i

»

^^
On Letterpress Composition. ^
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-/nOn Letterpress Composition.

CORRECTED PROOF SHEET.

Though several difTering oi^inions exist as to

the individual by whom the art of printing was

first discovered
; yet all authorities concur in

admitting PETER SCHOEFFER to be the

person who invented cast metal types, having

learned the art of cuttinj the letters from the

Guttembergs : he is also supposed to have been

the first who engraved on copper-plates. The

following testimony is preserved in the family,

by Jo. Fred. Faustus, of AscheflFenburg

:

' Peter Schoeffer, of Gernsheim, perceiv-

ing his master Faust's design, and being him-

self ardently desii'ous to improve the art, found

out (by the good providence of God) the

method of cutting [incidendi) the characters in

a matrix, that the letters might easily be singly

cast, instead of being cut. He privately cut

matrices for the whole alphabet: and when he

showed his master the letters cast from these

matrices, Faust was so pleased with the con-

trivance, that he promised Peter to give him

his only daughter Christina in marriage, a

promise which he soon after performed. But

there were as many difficulties at first with

these letters, as there had been before with

wooden ones, the metal being too soft to sup-

port the force of the impression : but this defect

was soon remedied, by mixing the metal with

a .substance wliich .suftieiently hardened it.'

5< -r. ^
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DISTRIBUTION.

Type matter that has lieen printed from, and is not likelv to be required

again immediately, should be distributed at once; or, if it be not convenient

to do so, it should at least be divested of leads and white-lines, tied vip

squarely and firmly, and placed where it will be least in the way but not

forgotten.

Matter that is to be distributed immediately needs to be wetted by

means of a sponge containing clean water, unless the type be large and

easily handled, when wetting will not be necessary. Take just enough

type in the hand so it maybe comfortable and easily handled. The matter

should rest on a stout slug or brass rule, and be held firmly between the

inside of the thumb and first two fingers of the left hand. Acquire the

habit of taking off entire words in distributing, and lightly lay the letters

lengthwise in their respedlive boxes and Avith the faces toward you. Never
" pepper " them into the case sharply, without regard to how they fall, as

it injures them, and makes future composition less easy than the better

method.

IMPOSING AND LOCKING UP.

Forms for most kinds of job printing are usually imposed with the

head toward the workman, and locked up in the centre of the chase each

way. The straight furniture should be placed at the head and left side of

the form as it lies on the stone. The beveled side and foot pieces should

be long enough to brace every part without binding upon each other. The
quoins—which should be two to three in number each way—need to be

first fitted in tightly with the fingers; but not so tight as to require great

force to get them in place. After pressing the quoins well up toward

their final places, plane the form gently, and then proceed to complete the

lock-up by using the mallet and shooting-stick, striking the quoins at side

and bottom alike. Lock up by degrees, in about two or three operations,

graduating them according to the size of the form. Always commence the

lock-up by first striking the smallest quoins at side and bottom alternately;

then the next in size, and so on, till all have been tightened sufficiently to

keep the matter of the form compacSlly together, so that it will " lift" and

admit of being moved without danger of falling apart. Raise the form a

little before taking it off the stone, to see if any type are loose.

After a form is properly locked up, the bottoms of the type should be

brushed ofi" with a clean, stiff brush, to remove any small particles of lead,

dirt, or paper that may have got on them accidentally.

A form of pages locked up in sections is merely a grouping of single

forms, and involves the same principles in locking them up, only the heads

all go toward the centre or cross-bars of the chase. The diagrams which

follow will sufficiently indicate how a book form should be locked up.

In unlocking, commence by unloosing the top and bottom quoins. If

a quoin sticks tightly from having swelled when wet, it may be unlocked

with ease by first driving it up or tightening it a little.

vm
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IMPOSITION OF BOOK PAGES.

Limited space prevents the introdu(?tion of many remarks or diagrams

relating to book imposition. We take the liberty, however, of extra<5ling

a few useful remarks, etc., from Mr. George H. Bidwell's ''Treatise on

the Imposition of Forms ^'' a most comprehensive little volume, which we
cordiallv commend to our fellow-craftsmen:

—

A knowledge of the Imposition of Forms is an essential, if not an indispensable, element in

the education of every person who works at the printing business. It is, indeed, a necessity in

every book and job printing office ; and even to some e.xtent, at least, in everj' office where only

an occasional pamphlet is printed.

Without this knowledge, whatever the journeyman's skill or other attainments, he cannot

be considered a thorough master of his business ; and though he may excel in some specialty,

there will be this important branch in which his deficiency may be a bar to the advancement
which his capabilities would otherwise gain for him.

Before the invention of stereotyping, the imposition of forms belonged e.xclusively to the

composing room ; and it was incumbent on the compositor that he should be able to take his

turn in imposing and sending forms to press. But since the general introduclion of the stereo-

typing process, this duty has been divided between the compositor and pressman ; and though

much neglecled of late years by compositors, a knowledge of this subjedl is equally essential to

the finished workman in either department.

In order to attain a good knowledge of the imposition of forms, the learner should know
something of the subsequent process ; that is, of the manner of turning the sheet on the press,

and of folding the sheet after it is printed ; and to the younger portion of our readers, especially,

an explanation of the few technical terms which will be used, may be necessary.

Explanation of Terms.

First is the page, the four sides of which we denominate the he.\d, foot, front, and back.

The head is that part which stands at the top of the leaf in the printed book ; the foot at the

bottom ; the front at the outside, either on the right or left as the book lays open ; and the back

at the inside or between the two pages. Pages are also said to back when printed on both sides

of the sheet. The front of the odd pages, as they lay in the form, is on your left hand, and of

the even pages, on your right hand, standing at their foot— reversed, of course, from what they

appe.ar on the printed sheet or in the book. The back is on the opposite side of each page from

the front. The folio, or number of the page, when a running title is used, is placed on the

outside or front of each page.

The CH.\SE is the oblong iron frame in which the pages are secured for printing. It has two

bars dove-tailed into the frame in the center each way and crossing each other at right angles,

which are called the long cross and the short cross.

The margin is the space put between the pages in the form, so as to bring each page in the

right position on the leaf of the printed book.

The SECTION is the term applied to the sheet, or so much of it as is folded up together and

taken in at one stitch by the binder. If you dissecft a bound volume, you will find it made up of

a number of secftions consisting of leaves laid one within the other, each se(5lion being sewed

through the back and fastened to cords which run across the back and secure the cover. Each

leaf of the section contains four pages, two odd and two even, one of each on each side. The
se(5lion may be made of as many leaves as you like, but they usually consist of from two to six,

according to the number of pages you desire to print at a time. More than six leaves in a sedlion,

except for pamphlets of a single se(5lion, makes a clumsy job for the binder, and renders him

unable to bind the book neatly and substantially.

The INSET, or subsccflion, is that portion of a sheet containing the middle pages of the sedlion,

and which is cut off and folded up .separately, but placed within the center of the main seflion in

binding. The inset is necessary in forms which have an odd number of pages in one direction,

as will be explained hereafter.

Register.—The form registers when the pages printed on one side of the sheet are exaclly

on the back of those on the other.

^ -3.1-
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The SIGNATURE is the figure placed at the foot of the first page of each form, section, or

subsedlion, as a guide to the binder. The letters of the alphabet were formerly used for signa-

tures ; but now they are seldom used, except in works designed to be printed in different forms,

as 8vo and i2mo. Then double signatures are required, and letters are used for one set.

The RUNNING TITLE is the line placed at the head of each page, denoting either the title of

the book, the subjedl of the chapter, or the subjecl-matter of the page.

Laying the Pages of Simple Forms.

The objedt sought in all impositions is to so arrange the pages that they will come in regular

consecutive order when the sheet is folded, and the proper pages face and back each other in the

bound book. The pages that back are the odd and even consecutively, as i, 2 ; 3, 4; 5, 6; etc.

Those that must face each other in the book are the even and odd consecutively, as 2, 3; 4, 5 ;

6, 7 ; etc. The pages are backed by turning the sheet after it is printed on one side, and printing

it on the other side. They are faced by the process of folding the sheet after it is printed.

— 34-
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The First Page.—The Starting Point.

The starting point in ail impositions which are called regular, is to lay the first page on the

corner at your left hand, with the foot of the page toward you. The first page of every form

being necessarily an odd page, you will have the front of the page on your left, and the hack of it

on your right hand.

The Invariable Result.

The invariable result in all forms of a single section, or in all seclions, of whatever number of

pages the form or secftion may consist, when completed, is, that the last page stands by the side of

the first, back to back and heads on a line ; the second and ne.Kt to the last in the same position :

the third and third from the last ; and so on, advancing one from the first folio and receding one

from the last, until you come to the two middle pages, which are in the 4to the 2d and 3d ; in the

8vo, the 4th and 5th : in the i2mo, the 6th and 7th ; in the i6mo, the 8th and gth ; iu the 24mo,

the i2th and 13th ; and so on. The knowledge of this fa6l enables you to complete any form after

one-half of the pages are laid down.

The Second Page.—Turning the Sheet.

Having got the starting point, the next step is to ascertain where to place the second page,

so that when the sheet is turned it will back the first. In order to place the second page, you

must know how the sheet is to be turned ; and here it may be necessary to remark, that the paper

being longer one way than the other, it is almost invariably the rule to turn it in the direction of

its length, because in most forms this makes a more convenient form for the binder in folding, and

the sheet is registered with greater facility on the press, particularly on the hand press. Resides,

turning the sheet luiiformly the same way is a convenience to the pressman, who is never in such

a case at a loss to know how to turn it.

The i2mo is an exception to this rule, and must necessarily be turned in the direction of the

width of the sheet and of the pages, because in the diredtion of their length there are only three

pages ; and if turned in that way, the middle row of pages would not only back themselves, but

would back head to foot on opposite sides of the sheet.

Rules for laying Pages that back each other.

When the sheet turns in the diretftion of the length of the pages, as in the i6mo, the pages

that back each other must be placed in exa<fkly corresponding positions on opposite sides of the

bar, head to head or foot to foot.

When the sheet turns in the direction of the width of the pages, as in the 8vo, those that back

must be placed in exactly corresponding positions on opposite sides of the bar, heads on a line.

What is meant by corresponding positions in the imposition of forms, is, that the pages shall

be at the same distance from, and on opposite sides of, the bar, or center of the sheet, in a right

line. Thus, one page being at the extreme end or side of a form, another, to be in a corresponding

position, must be at the opposite extreme end or side. The corresponding position is shown by a

printed sheet of the same number of pages laid by the side of the form. (See page 34.)

These rules enable us to place the second page in any form whatever, and to lay any even

numbered page after the odd numbered page which immediately precedes it is down In the

i6mo or 4to, for instance, the sheet turning in the diredtion of the length of the pages, and the

first page being laid at the left hand lower corner, with the foot toward you, the second page,

backing the first, must necessarily be placed at the left hand upper corner, with the head toward

you. In the 8vo or 410, the sheet turning in the direcflion of the width of the pages, the second

page, in order to back the first, must be placed on the right hand lower corner, the head on a

line with the first page. In either of these cases, the 4to may now be completed by placing 3 by

the side of 2, and 4 by the side of i, backs together.

No. I.—THE QUARTO—SHEET TURNING CROSSVVISe OF THE PAGES.

Head.
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Rules for folding a

Sheet.

When there is but

one fold in a sheet or

secflion, that fold must

be through the back.

This is the 4to, or sec-

tion of one leaf.

When there are two

folds, the first is be-

tween the heads, and

the second through the

1

back. This is the

Svo, or section of two

leaves.

When there are three

folds, the first is at the

front, ( in the i6mo at

the long cross, or in

the full sheet Svo at

the short cross, of the

inner form,) the second

between the heads, and

the third through the

back. This is the i6-

1

mo, or secflion of four

leaves.

When there are four

folds, the first is at the

foot, (in the 32mo at

the long cross, or in

the full sheet i6mo at

the short cross, of the

innerform,) the second

at the front, the third

between the heads, and

the fourth through the

back. This is the 32-

The Third Page -
Folding the

Sheet.

The first and second

pages, which back

each other, being

disposed of, we must

place the third so

that when the sheet

is folded it will face

thesecond; andhere,

beforewecanproceed

any further, we must

understand the pro-

cess of folding. To
illustrate this, let us

take the i6mo ; tho'

what is said on this

point applies equally

well to all simple

forms. You will no-

tice that when the

sheet is turned, the

lower or outer half

is printedon thcback

of the upper or inner

half, and vice versa.

After the sheet is

printed on both sides

it is cut in two trans-

versely to the direct-

ion in which it is

turned ; that is, if it

is turned in the di-

rection of the long

cross, it must be cut

attheshortcross,and

vice versa ; and you

have a duplicate of

the form, or all the

pages in the form on

each half sheet.

The outer half of a form or seftion is the half which contains the first or signature page ; and

the inner half that which contains the second page. When the sheet is laid on the table ready

for folding, the outer half is on the under side, with the signature at the left hand, and of course

the inner half is on the upper side, all the pages of which will be faced by the first fold; all the

remaining folds, be they more or less, being required to face the pages of the outer half.

mo, or seftion of eight

leaves.

Thus you perceive

that the addition of

another fold to the

sheet or sedlion does

not change the order

or position of the suc-

ceeding folds, the last

always being through

the back, the next to

the last between the

heads, and so on.

Xo. 2.—THE QUARTO—SHEET TURNING LENGTHWISE OF THE PAGES.

The Fourth Page.—The Svo Completed.

Page 4, backing the third, must be placed in an e.\a6i:ly corresponding position on the

opposite side of the bar; head to head in the i6mo, and head on a line with 3 in the Svo, the

sheet in these forms turning in different relations with respecfl to the length or width of the pages.

This enables you to complete the Svo, applying the rule already stated at the starting point by

placing 5 by the side of 4 ; 6 by the side of 3 ; 7 by the side of 2 ; and 8 by the side of i, backs

together. (See Diagram No. 3.)
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The Fifth Page—
The Second

Fold.

We have now the

four corners of the

form of i6s filled.

Page 4, backing 3,

and being on the

outer or under side

of the sheet as it lies

on the folder's table,

the first fold brings

it to the upper side

;

and as 4 (being one-

fourth of the whole

number in the form)

must be faced by the

second fold in a form

having three folds,

—

which is the case

with the i6mo,—and

as the second fol

must be between the

heads in order tn

face 4 and 5, you

must place 5 head

to head with 4.

The Sixth Page,

backing 5, must be

on the opposite side

ofthe bar; and as the

foot of 5 is toward

the bar, the foot of 6

must also be toward

the bar, which will

bring it head to head

with 3.

No. 3.—THE REGULAR OCTAVO—SHEET TURNING Clcu.^sWl.sb ul I IIIl 1'.\GES.

The Seventh Page.

Page 6 being head to head with 3, and being in the inner half of the form, and embraced in

the same fold ( through the long cross ) which faces 2 and 3, 7, in order to face 6, must be placed

in the same relative position to 2 that 6 is to 3 ; that is, head to head.

The Eighth Page.—The i6mo Completed.

The eighth page, backing 7, must be placed on the opposite side of the bar, foot to foot with

7, which brings it head to head with i. Applying the same rule as in the completion of the 8vo,

the form of i6s may now be filled up by placing 9 at the side of 8 ; 10 at the side of 7 ; n at the

side of 6; 12 at the side of 5 ; 13 at the side of 4 ; 14 at the side of 3 ; 15 at the side of 2 ; and 16

at the side of i, backs together. ( See Diagram No. 4.)

Here you have, by examining the diagram, an illustration of the fundamental rule which

applies in every form or in every section, whatever number of pages the form or section may

contain; the first and last pages standing side by side, backs together; the second and next to

the last ; and so on. This law in relation to the position of the pages you.can not impress upon
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your minds too firm-

'i ly ; because, though

you may vary the

imposition in other

^ respedls to suit the

exigencies of the

^ case, this is uncom-

s promising, and, un-

less your form is

obedient to it, it

must be wrong. (See

' page 34-)

The Form of 12s.

This form is an ex-

ceptional one, and

has usually been
considered as be-

longing to a mongrel

race. In some les-

pedls it is peculiar,

yet in its imposition

it is subjedt to the

same general laws

which govern other

impositions. Having

an odd number of

pages in one direct-

ion, the application

of those laws must

be varied in some

particulars to meet

this peculiarity,

which gives rise to

the necessity of an

inset.

Peculiarities of

the i2mo.

The first variation

from the construct-

ion of other forms,

is the removal of the

short cross from the

center of the chase

to a position about

one-third the dis-

tance toward one

end, leaving about

two-thirds the length

of the chase on one

side of it, the long

cross remaining in

the center. Though
when the sheet is

folded up ready for

insertion in the

book, it contains but

one section; yet.
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in the process of folding, that secflion is subdivided and folded in two parts, which are placed

one within the other to make the scdlion complete. The main portion of the section, consisting

of eight pages, occupies the larger division of the chase on one side of the short cross, and the

inset, or subsedlion, the smaller division on the other.

The next variation is the necessity of turning the sheet in the diredlion of its width. Any
simple form above the 4to >uajr be imposed so that the sheet will turn and back correctly either

way, though, as already stated, it is usual for convenience to turn it in the dirc(5lion of its length.

The third and last variation is, that although when the form is completed the pages that

face and back each other in each subdivision of the section, when folded up separately, occupj'

precisely the same relative positions as in simple forms, the pages do not follow in the imposition

in consecutive order as in those forms. The inset occupying the middle place in the complete

sedtion, and being cut off from the main secftion after the sheet is printed, and folded up separately,

in imposing the form we must omit from the middle of the main sedtion as many pages as are

contained in the inset or subsection, and lay the omitted pages in the smaller division of the

chase, substituting in their place pages whose folios are increased by the number of which the

inset consists, which in this form would be four.

The Margin of the Form.

In making up the margin of the form, the first step is, before removing the strings, to place

the pages as nearly in their proper positions in the chase as possible. Take a sheet of the paper,

or of the size of the paper on which the form is to be printed, fold it at the short cross, and
measure from the inside or foot of the page ne.\t to that cross to the outside or foot of the outside

page on the opposite side of that cross : the distance between these points should be just one-

half the length of the sheet. Then fold the sheet again in the opposite direcftion, and apply the

same process to the inside and outside pages on opposite sides of the long cross : the distance

between these points should be just one-half the width of the sheet. In the i8mo form or 36s, the

sheet should be folded into one-third instead of half its width, taking the measurement from the

front of the outside page to the front of the second page from it, so as to include one front and one

back margin. If the measurement is made from the page at the long cross to the outside of the

form, it will include one front and two back margins, and the proper proportions between the two
will not be maintained. Then adjust the pages of one-quarter of the form so that the head and

back margin will be equal, and the front and foot margin equal, but rather more than the head

and back margin. It is impossible to give any precise rules which will apply to all forms. Much
depends upon fi.\ing the size of the page to suit the paper before the pages come into the form.

But in ordinary forms, say of 8vo or i2mo, with the usual margin, the difference between the head
and foot margin should be about three-eighths of an inch ; and the same difference between the

front and back margin. This proportion should be increased or decreased as the amount of margin

in the book is increased or decreased. This would place the page in the printed book a little

nearer the head than the foot, and a little nearer the back than the front. The furniture may
now be adjusted around the pages of this quarter and the strings removed ; and if found, upon

measurement again as before, to be corrtdt, the same furniture may be placed around the pages

of the other quarters. Since the introduction of metal furniture, the process of making margin is

much simplified and facilitated by the ready adjustment of the different sized pieces. It is quite

as well, and even more convenient after a little pradtice, to use a measuring rule instead of the

sheet of paper, in adjusting the margin of forms.

Registering the Form.

Having adjusted the margin of the form, and got it ready to lock up for press, it is the business

of the one who sends it to press to see that it is properly registered ; that is, that the pages are in

a position in the form, that when the sheet is printed on both sides each page will back its proper

page pcrfe(5tly. This is not a difficult process where the compositor and maker-up have done

their duty. It consists simply of careful locking up. But where you have, as sometimes happens,

careless compositors on the work, the one who undertakes to send a form to press should be more

than ordinarily careful.

A veiy small thing sometimes throws a form out of register, and destroys the beauty of the

printed page. As, for example, spaces of a larger size than the type used; leads of unequal

thickness ; letters slipping by the leads at the end of the lines ; lines spaced too tightly ; the

omission or addition of a lead at the foot of the page; or locking up one side of the form first.

All lhi.se things are to be carefully looked after and guarded against.
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The register of the form is perfeA when not only the heads and sides range exa<5Hy, but
when the lines of the pages also range exactly. Works printed on large type and widely leaded,

especially, are defedlive unless this result is attained.

The composition of the pages may be perfedl and yet not register on the press, unless the

form is carefully and properly locked up. To lock up the form properly, you should begin by
starting gently the quoins next the bars all around, then those next to them, and so on, until you
reach the lower quoins, so that all parts of the form will be subjec5t to equal pressure in every
diredlion.

If one side or end of the form is locked tight before the other parts, the result will be that the

bars will spring, the pages will be brought to their position in one dire(5lion and out of place in

the other, and will consequently be all awry when the pressure is applied in the other diredlion.

But, by the mode suggested, the pressure is first applied at the angles of the cross-bars, equally

from the sides and ends of the chase, and is gradually brought outward toward the corners until

it reaches the extremities of the form.
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PATENT DOUBLE STAND OR CABINET, FOR TWO LENGTHS OF CASES AND GALLEY REST.

PATENT DOUBLE STAND OR CABINET, WITH GALLEY REST AND LETTER BOARDS.



rt n r( r' I'j La z.

MECHANICAL QUOIN. CLASP COMPOSING STICK.

COMMON CABINET, WITH TWO-THIRD CASES AND GALLEV TOP

TRIPPLE CASE.



HAR PEL'S TYPOGRAPH.
&o^

AMERICAN JOB CASE, ( OR UPPER AND LOWER TOGETHER )

*
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LTHOUGH the work of the Press Department of a printing office is

^ necessarily more mechanical in its operations than that ofthe Com-
Sposing Room, its careful rendition entitles it, without doubt, to a
1^ large share of the honors attendant upon completed typography.

o'""^" Critical and conscientious work-people; properh' constru<5led

press machinery; elastic, adhesive, even-faced and clean rollers; intelli-

gently prepared and brilliant inks; paper or card stock of smooth surfaces,

close texture, and moderately soft bodies; are all among the positively

necessary auxiliaries wherewith to accomplish the results that gratify the

lovers of elegant printing, and entitles typography to a place among the

arts. On the other hand, a slovenly, heedless, unintelligent pressman,

whose implements are to him matters of no particular concern, and who
merely aims to get rid of his work without regard to its proper execution, is

at best a mere time-server, with but little prospe(ft of occupying a higher

position.

PRINTING MACHINERY.

Presses of every kind, no matter how excellent, must be Avell set up
and accurately adjusted. Thej' must receive constant attention as to their

cleanliness and repair, if the best performance is expeAed of them. They
must be regularly and frequently oiled. Pure sperm oil, notwithstanding

its expensiveness, is always to be preferred for presses. The best winter

strained lard oil is also good when free from salt or acids of any kind.

Crude, impure oils, containing animal or vegetable refuse, are not to be

thought of. Patent "lubricators" may do well enough for coarse and
unimportant machinery ; but, before being employed on fine printing

presses, they should be subjedled to rigid investigation, as a majority of

them are gummy and filthy after continued use, and some of them are

positively injurious to machinery that must move constantly and rapidly.

ROLLERS.

A good roller is moderately soft to the touch, yet perfectly elastic and
strong in texture. Ifmade properly, it will shrink but little, and last a long

time. But, washing rollers with strong lye; allowing them to be much
exposed to the atmosphere when not at work; and other indifierent treat-

ment, soon makes them useless; while their frequent renewal becomes a

heavy item of expense.

It is an injurious praiflicc to wash rollers too much. Nevertheless

when it is necessary to clean them, it should be done thoroughly. Cam-

_ VI -41—
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phene or benzine and a soft, well-washed sponge will accomplish this in an

effectual manner, entirely detaching" the oil and pigment of the ink if pro-

perly used. After washing with benzine, however, the face of the roller

comes up better if it is well-wiped with another clean sponge containing

a little water,—^just sufficient to make the roller slightly wet during the

operation. Remember, alwaj^s, that strong alkaline washes soon destroj'

the face and sudtion of rollers if freely used in cleansing them.

Soft, thin ink left on rollers overnight, and having them carefully washed

in the morning before working them, will preserve them longer in cold,

weather than if put away clean. Pans of water placed at the bottom of a

closet containing" rollers, are also conducive to their well-being.

When rollers become somewhat dry and skin-like upon the surface,

from long use or from remaining out of use, they may be revived by being

damped with a decodlion made from once-used green tea-leaves, reboiled

until the water assumes a greenish-russet hue. This should be kept in a

bottle or other convenient clean vessel, and it will be found much better

than water for damping" rollers, causing them to retain their faces longer.

To know when a roller that has been recently made or washed is in

order, grasp it gently with the hand, or pass the ends of the fingers along

its surface lengthwise. If a raw, sticky condition is indicated, the roller

is yet " green" and must not be put up. If it appears only moderatelj-

adhesive and pliant, but uniformly so, escaping from the fingers without

showing a mark from them, and with a smooth rebound, the roller is "in

order," and is best if mounted and charged with ink at once.

Difterent colors and qualities of printing inks requii-e rollers in various

conditions of adhesiveness or su6lion. Thus, soft, thin blacks, most yel-

lows, siennas, greens, common reds, tints, and all those inks containing

chromes, ochres, and other soft pigments, need fresher surfaced and more

yielding rollers than strong, heavy blacks, blues, fine reds, and such as

embody ingredients that produce a peculiar suction upon the face of a

roller when they are applied to it, and which, consequently, keep it in

good condition to work cleanly and well; whereas, if a soft roller were

used for such strong inks, they would be pretty certain to deposite most

of the coloring matter upon the distributing surfaces, that they should re-

tain until it is required to cover the type. Some attention paid to the

effe(fts of various qualities of inks upon rollers of difterent conditions,

will soon give the observant workman the intelligence whereby he may
combine their uses to the greatest advantage.

ROLLER MAKING.

The weather, as well as a judicious seledlion of materials and imple-

ments to be used, has considerable to do with successful roller making,

and no pressman may be called fully competent in his business who
cannot, in almost any weather, make good rollers—the best of which

are emphatically the cheapest.
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The best printers' rollers are now made almost entirely from glutinous

and saccharine matters that readily combine under simple manipulation

and form what is termed roller-composition. Although no great art is in-

volved in producing this composition, yet a considerable amount of care

and judgment is.

The kettle used in making roller-composition is in principle the same

as an ordinary glue-kettle, only larger and deeper. The subjoined cut

presents a correal view of a four-gallon kettle we

have found well-adapted for the purpose men-

tioned. It is made entirely of sheet-copper, a

material that will be found the cheapest to use.

We now come to the preparation and appli-

cation of

ROLLER-COMPOS I TIOX,

and propose to lay before our readers some of

the best methods known for making rollers of

superior and uniform quality. The formuUe of

the first three given have long been regarded by a

few possessors of them as among the " great se-

crets" of the printing business, only to be made

known to others for a valuable consideration and

under the most confidential restridtions. As we

are not obliged by any circumstance to continue A,boilercontainingcomposition;

the mvstification, we present these methods to all b, showing water space between

who may wish to use them, assuring our friends o"ter and inner boilers; c, long

. .1 ' i- ii i- -c ii •!! „ju«..^ *^ 4-u« spout made somewhat angular,
at the same tune that if thev will adhere to the ^. , . , _ . ^

which is better for pouring than

dire6tions given, they will prove to be reliable ^^^ ^^ort oval or round spouts

and of considerable value. usually made.

TYPOGRAPH
COMPOSITION KETTLE.

Excellent Recipes for making Rollers.

No. I.

—

For Summer.—2 ibs. Cooper's No. i Glue; 2 lbs. Baeder's Glue; i gallon best

Sugar House Molasses ; % pint Glycerine. For Winter, reduce each glue i^ to % of a ft.

Directions:—First soak the glues, wrapped up separately in woolen cloths, until the pieces

bend easily without snapping, which will generally take from two and a half to three hours. Boil

the molasses for forty-five or fifty minutes, and skim it thoroughly. Then put in the glues, drained

of superfluous water. Boil the whole for fifteen or twenty minutes. At last put in the glycerine;

and after three to five minutes boiling and stirring, pour off.

The above composition may be cut into small pieces from time to time, as rollers require

renewal, and be remelted several timcG, adding a little good-bodied molasses each time.

No. 2.

—

Strong Middle Weather Rollers.—8}4 fts. Cooper's best Glue ; 2 gallons best E.xtra

Syrup; i pint Glycerine; 2 ounces Venice Turpentine.

Directions :—Steep the glue in rain water until pliant, and drain it well. Then melt it over

a moderate fire, but do not " cook " it. This will take from fifteen to twenty-five minutes. Next

put in the syrup, and boil for about three-fourths of an hour, stirring it occasionally, and removing

any impurities that arise upon the top of the composition. Add the other ingredients a few

minutes before removing the boiler from the fire, and pour slowly.

N.B.—If the glycerine and turpentine are to be omitted, reduce the quantity of syrup one pint.

The above makes excellent strong rollers for fast printing when the thermometer ranges from

60° to 70°. Slightly reduce or increase the glue as the weather becomes colder or warmer.
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No. 3.

—

-ioYi lbs. genuine Irish or Buffalo Glue ; 2 J4 gallons Black Sugar House or best Maple
Molasses ; i ft. India-rubber Gum Shavings ; 2 ounces Carolina Tar ; 12 ounces Glycerine

; 4 ounces

strong Vinegar.

DiRRCTiONS :—Soak glue over night, and drain in the morning by means ofa coz'trrfaTcollender"

Boil molasses, and skim for twenty minutes. Add India-rubber chips, and stir until it combines

with the molasses. Add glue, and boil for forty minutes, occasionally stirring the mass. Put in

tar and glycerine, boil six or seven minutes, and pour.

This is the recipe for making the mysterious "Black Composition" so durable and elastic,

and known to but very few persons until recently. If properly handled, it cannot be excelled,

and contains every element required in a roller. Caution must be taken that only purified rubber

gum is used. When this cannot be procured, add a pound and a half more glue, and four ounces

more glycerine.

No. 4.

—

ifYi ftis. White Shell or Bonnet Glue ; 5-+ gallon Strained Wild Honey ; i quart Sugar

House Molasses ; 2 ounces Burgundy Pitch.

Directions :— Soak glue twenty minutes, or until pliant, and drain, but keep from air. Boil

honey and molasses three-quarters of an hour. Add glue and pitch, boiling half an hour longer.

Stir the mass, and skim well during process.

A small quantity of this composition dropped on a board or iron plate will indicate when it is

properly cooked. A shorter or longer time than is given above for boiling, as may be found suffi-

cient or necessary, will sometimes happen. This makes a clear and durable roller.

\

We might add several other recipes known to be good; but those

already given will be quite sufficient for all practical purposes.

In choosing glue for rollers, see that it is clear and bright in bodj and

even in texture when held up to the light. It should break short, but only

after considerable force is used, and with a clear, sharp edge, like glass.

Spotted glue, or that which is clouded and specky, should be refused.

Roller cores, if made of wood, should be well scraped after being

stripped, and bound with strong, loosely stranded twine, so that the com-

position may adhere well.

When pouring rollers in cold Aveather, it is best to have the moulds

warmed, or at least stood where they will not be affe6led too severely by

cold weather.

In drawing rollers, much trouble is sometimes experienced from the

contraction of the molds or from imperfecft greasing. If a mixture of pure

sweet oil or melted butter and plumbago ( such as elecflrotypers use ) is

freelv used to grease the moulds, the rollers will draw easily.

Old rollers that are still elastic but surface-hardened, may be made as

good as new at small expense by shaving off the tough parts to the depth

of one-third of an inch, and, after placing them in the mould, pouring

around them fresh composition made thoroughly hot. This pradlice is

very common in some parts of Europe, where an entirely new roller is

but seldom made.

Surplus composition should be poured into pans for future use; and,

when required, remelted by itself after being cut into small pieces. Mix-

ing new and old composition in the melting kettle is not good. Melt

each separately'.

When composition becomes tough and stringy from too much boiling,

the addition of a little raw molasses, or some strong tea-leaf deco(5lion
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will generally reduce it sufficiently to pour avcII. Boiling glue and mo-
lasses together too much is apt to take the "life" away from both, as the

the latter will candy, and the former become dry and leathery.

PRIXTIXG IXKS, ETC.

Black and colored inks, as well as the varnishes, and other prepara-

tions used for tempering, reducing, drying, and brightening them as

needed, should be matters of grave consideration. Formerly it was con-

sidered a part of the knowledge of a complete pressman to understand

how to mix the inks he used. But the manufacture of printing inks, etc.,

has now become a distinift branch of business, employing great chemical

and other scientific intelligences. Without entering into all the minutire

of ink making, we will give a brief list of some of the most important

agents employed in doing so.

The ingredients of ordinary good printing inks,—except some of those

containing analine coloring matter, in which are employed shellac, alcohol,

turpentine, kreosote, glycerine, and other fugative agents,—are principally

burnt linseed oil (called varnish), resinous matter, small quantities of soap,

gum arable, Venice turpentine, balsams fir and copaiba, and pure coloring

matter. For blacks the universal pigment is lampblack, obtained from a

variety of sources and in many degrees of fineness. Carbonized ivory, or

bone-black, when sufficiently pure and fine, also answer well. The brown
tinge that is found in lampblacks is neutralized by the use of Prussian-blue,

indigo, etc.

Reds are made from carmines, vermillions, English and French impe-

rial reds, red lead, Indian and Venitian reds, etc.

Blues are supplied by Prussian blue, indigo, Chinese blue, ultramarine,

and some others.

Yellow is obtained from chromate and bichromate of lead,—otherwise

called lemon and orange chrome,—yellow ochre, gamboge, etc.

Green is got from arseniate of copper, or by mixing blue and yellow.

Browns are produced b}' means of burnt sienna, umber, sepia, and the

admixture of red and black.

The forming of other colors will be treated of hereafter.

In the choice of printing inks due regard should be paid not only to

their depth of color and working qualities, but to their adaptability to the

various kinds of paper, etc. to be printed with them. The grades of black

inks now offered to printers by manufa<5lurers are so numerous, and varj'^

so much in quality and price, that it will require not only an experienced

judgment in their sele(5tion as to quality, but some knowledge of their

proper consistency and other necessary properties, according to price.

As a general rule, we have found that those inks which possess a bright,

jet-black, satin-like lustre; that are soft and buttery to the touch, and

deposite themselves upon the finger when they are touched softly and

evenly, drawing from the main body only a short silky thread ; that dry

moderately fast; that distribute themselves smoothly and freely; that, when
laid upon the type, print the edges and hair-lines sharply and cleanly, yet
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yield an abundance of rich, glossy color; and, finally, that may be washed
off from the rollers or form without hard rubbing; are alwavs good and
reliable, according to their grades, in every sort of weather.

Inks that possess dirty or gritty sediment; that are oily and offensive

in odor; that are stringy or gummy; that print dirtily and cling tenaciousi}'

to everything they touch, yet dry very slowly; are to be guarded against

and prevented from ever entering a press room if possible.

Inks that clog up type, and distribute badly over the rollers when the

latter are in good order, and do not wash off readily from the forms by
means of good potash ley, should always and at once be discarded.

In the more costly grades of black inks one would suppose that few or

none of the defedts noticeable in the common qualities should be found.

But price does not alwaj^s secure the best qualities in an ink, although the

best ingredients and most careful labor may have been used to make an
article that cannot be afforded for less money than is asked for it. Never-
theless, for the want of proper proportions, or the addition or absence of

something, the ink may not print well. It is harsh and raw, or dreggv<

or does not dry for a long time, and in all probability " sets off," which is

the worst fault in the eyes of a painstaking and capable pressman.

A well-made ink will offset but little in ordinary cases. Vei-y glossy,

hard-surfaced papers or card-boards are liable to soil easily with most inks,

unless preventatives are used, which we will name in another place. But
really fine printing qualities cannot exist in any ink that smears and oft'sets

on surfaces not highly polished.

A good way to ascertain the relative fineness and difference of color

in black inks of various grades, when more extended experiments are

not convenient, is to spread them quite thinly with a small palette-knife on
the surface of a clean ink-stone, one against another, and then press a

sheet of calendered paper upon them with the hand. Hang this up over

night where the air can aft upon the adhering inks, and the following

morning will show very obviously their difference. These hints applj' as

well to colored inks.

Analine colors, Avhich fade easily, should not be emploj'cd except on
the most ephemeral work. They are very showy, but ought not to be

used on important work intended for preservation.

MAKING FORMS READY FOR PRESS.

Before a form is put to press, a good impression of it should be taken,

and, if there be cuts or lines of type that are low or meant to be much
more conspicuous than others, they should be underlaid with strips of

paper more or less thick, and the whole face of the form equalized for the

work it has to do. This preparation belongs properly to the compositor,

as his time is worth financially less than that of the pressman; but it is

frequently left for the latter to do, and may be placed, in consequence,

among the various i-esponsibilities for him to attend to.

Unnecessarily heavy impression upon type should never be permitted a

moment after it is discovered, for the alM-asion caused upon the fine lines of
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metal type, c\cn for a short time, is ruinous to them, as well as unpleasant

to the sight. We have seen lines of good type " pulled down " below their

regular lieight fully the thickness of a stout card by negligence in this

particular.
j

Heavy, broad-faced lines of type are always better if brought up by k

means of underlaying than by overlaying, as the former lifts them up so ?

as to recci\e the full efte(5t of the ink, Avhereas, in the latter case, they have '

•

to take their chances, for overlaying merely impresses upon the paper the |;

inadecjuatc supple' of ink that such lines generally recei\e when not made
slightl\- higher than the other lines.

TV.MI'AXS.

The tympaning, or the substances that are placed between the iron

impression cylinders or platens of presses, and the sheet that receives the

impression from the type, are variouslv composed of fine broad cloth, felt

cloth, layers of soft or hard paper, caid-board, parchment, or a mixture of

these articles. Solid book pages and masses of small tvpe require the

softer tympans; while, for open jobs, such as circulars, bill-headings,

lilanks, and other freely leaded work, paper tympans are the best, as they

induce a sharper, and, at the same time, a more delicate impression.

About seven or eight thicknesses of ordinarily sized book-paper, or four

to six of letter-paper, is sufficient for most kinds of light forms. Blanks

( having much rule-work in them will require a sheet or two less if properly

f
le\eled, which ma^- be done by placing two oi- three sheets of slightly

damp, but thin and soft paper under them, and, after slightly loosening the

quoins, planing down the form with care, afterward locking up a little

tighter than at first. As soon as the paper underneath is dry, it will be

found that the faces of the rules will have become more uniform in height,

and the joints less visible when they are printed from.

Pressmen will find at times that solid borders, tints, etc., requiring a

larger amount of ink and rolling than ordinary forms to co^•er them
evenly, will not work well on some of the platen-presses now in general

use. because of the inadequate means afforded by them for distributing the

ink. The rollers passing over such tint-plates or border-lines are deprived

of most of the ink contained upon them, and, when they return to the

distributing disc or cylinder, only partiallv and iniperfecftly recover them-

selves with ink at those places where their circumferences have passed

over solid lines lengthwise, when they must go over the same lines again;

but, being marked by the old tracks, and having regained only a small

coating of ink, they cannot deposit sufficient color upon these places,

which consequently form a visible contrast with other portions of the

form rolled at the same time, hut not subje^H to the same conditions. The
dilficulty may be remedied to some extent by placing the border or other

I

form in the chase diagonally or cornerwise,— not squarely as is usual,

—

thereby presenting angles that widen or diminish the marks made on the

rollers, and thus avoiding the necessitv to have the latter pass over the

same track as thev move to and fro.
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SHA])i:i) WORK.

Shaded presswork. or lapping one color with another and finisliing

Avith bronze, is produced by shifting the guages to get the shade desired,

using the same form or lines from it as many times as there are to be

variations of shade. The lightest color is printed first. Thus, if orange,

light blue, and black are to form the shades under the bronze, thev should

be printed in the order we have gi\en them. When thoroughlv dr\-,

print with gold size to hold the l:)ronze. When the bronze is to form an

intermediate shade between inks, and a solid color is to complete the work,

white size must be used, and dry powdered colors applied in the same

manner as bronze. This produces an elegant effedt if nicely done.

Onl\- such inks as dr\' quicklv and become hard should be used for

shaded work, as much delay and trouble will occur fi-oni inks that dry

slowh . It sometimes happens with the best inks, however, that spots

will not dr_\' in due season. By rubbing finely- powdered soapstone with

cotton wool o\er the woi-k previous to bronzing, the defed: will generally

be removed.

As many persons suppose that the shaded printing herein described is

produced by a new process, and is the invention and property of a party

who vaimts a recent " patent " obtained for the same, we will state that it

is neither a new nor a recent discovery. The writer hereof did such work

and saw others do it twenty-two years ago, and he can point to others

who practiced it long before that period, when it was considered public

property and unpatentable. We consider it so still, notwithstanding the

letters-patent said to be in possession of the party aforesaid. Has this

•'jiatent'" ever been properly investigated.'' We think it has not.

PRIXTIXr; WITH COLOREn FORM.S.

Tinted grounds are usualh' printed first: but. Avhen they arc lined and

in delicate tones, and the covering matter is in a strong color, they may

be printed last with quite as good an efteeS: as if done at first, provided the

other color is perfectly dry.

When forms are to be printed in several colors, care must be taken

that the same guages are used in printing the first section throughout, if

the sheets are not pointed. Otherwise, more or less trouble and vexation

may be expected, when the divided portions of the entire form ai-e brought

together, and exa6t register is necessary. Several impressions of each

seeSiion of such work should be taken on common paper whereby to adjust

those which follow, thus obviating the spoilage of good sheets.

In cases where a line nuist be printed in two colors to be made com-

plete, or Avherc letters are di\ided for two colors, the adjustments should

be made with metal quadrate^ or furniture, and leads so placed that the

pressman ma^ shift them to make register if necessary.

f^' III consc(ji(cncc of coiisiiierahlc miditioiis viatic to mir rciiiai-ks not cfitti-iitp/iitcif

•iiiJicn 7(V printed the s/n-ciiiicn /xtrt/.^ii of this book, ( ^o/iick 7(iax i/onc Jirst,) uw arc coin-

1 pcllcii to I oiitinuc tlictii on fiaffc 23^.
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HARPELS

TYPOGRAPH;

BOOK OF SPECIMENS,
CONTAINING

USEFUL INFORMATION

AND A COLLECTION OF

EXAMPLES OF LETTERPRESS JOB PRINTING,

ARRANOEI) FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF

APPRENTICES, AMATEURS, MASTER PRINTERS. AND OTHERS,

OSCAR H. HARPEL,
TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGNER AND PRINTER

CINCINNATI

:

PI'ULISHEn AND PRINTED BY THE At'THOR.

1870.
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THE TYPOGRAPH IMPOSING STAND.

DESIGN PRESENTED TO THE CRAFT.

The abovr ctiT keprI':sent.s a convenient Imposing Stone and Stand for same,

MENTIONED IN PAGE 9. ItS GENERAL ARRANGEMENT WILL BE FOUND

advantageous in Job Offices where economy of room

in close quarters is a matter of necessity.

A. marlile or sl.^te slab ; R, B. fmme of stand : C. rhase-hole npen from side to side and

placed in centre of stand. It contains three appertnres to accommodate chases of various

sizes. The small drawer over the chase-hole is intended to contain iron side- and foot-

sticks or chase-bars. D, D. are receptacles for straight fnrnitiirc. The drawers placed

af either end (at both ends is preferable) of the stand are for mallets, planers, shootinsi-

sticks, quoins, squares, and other implements for locking up and adjustins forms

M4'^^'

"(S)

I
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COMPOSCO BY MORT. A, READ. WITH OSCAR H HARPEL. CINCINNATI



JAMES PUMMILL.

CINCINNATI:
HITCHCOCK & WALDEN.

NEW YORK:

CARLTON & LANAIIAN.
1870.

From Printing Office of Methodist Book Concei-n—R. P. Thompson, Sup'!.



-|Kj)f^, !P00K OF ^PECIJVIE|^?.|-

Branch Office-24 West Fourth St. Cincinnati, O.-H, M, MAGILL, Gen'l Agent.

BRANCH OF THE

mfjymcjiu(ufi, /6y
Dear Sir :

The PH(ENIX, of Hartford, has as yet no Agency at

your place, and it occiors to us that there are jnciny good risAs

that might he had if an Agent of the Company were located.

We lieg to know if your other duties are such as wouldjustify
you in, soHciting and receiving applications for the PHCENIX
at your pia ce^—forwarding the same to this office for our ex-

amination. If approved, Policies will he issued here, and sent

to you for collection and delivery. For your agency in the

matter we luill allow you 15 per cent, cotmni.'ision, as well as the

fees—Policy Fee, $1, Survey Fee, oOc.—the latter to he paidhy
the assured. If you should see fit to take hold of this matter,

it luill give us pleasure, upon heiitg advised of the fact, to send

you all necessary documents, instructions, rates, etc. hy express,

enahling you at once to vigorously put th e agency in motion.

The PHCENIX Company is too ivell knoivn to need any
praise at our hands, and from the Statements herewith printed,

you will he able to see for yourself its financial position on the

fifst day of January, IS 70.

Awaiting your reply, am

Yours, Very Respectfully,

(G)

in answer is respectfully rr(/uestrd.

49



if^i'pei'^ IHpoghph;

STEVENS & HUNTER,
3sro. 1 3S^Eie.ie/XXjXj block:, ideti^oit, ^ycicn.

Resldent Agents of

Insurance Bompany,
H/RTFOI^D, CONI^,

Total Losses Paid, Five Million Dollars.

DEALER IN

*iOTftiiia.lP^y Cell's
Hats, Caps, Boots, Shoes,

llxittoiis, JfunrD ^loobs, ^koteries, Cninlis, etc.

A Discount of 5 per cent, will be allowed on all Bills over $5 bought for Gash.

BO



01^, Sooli ^f Bpeni'mest^

IffiOTSCS I

0JW^W^^w^<JV^V^V^V^W ii^rf^^W^^>l

III

ar

Ttt,

271 Vine Street,

UENTI.t:MEf<'S rUHNlSHIMi; bonus. G I nsrC I IsTHST-A-TI

51
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CIRCIJLAR.

<C^

sf^̂

^^.y

E keep constantly on liand and offer for sale,

at the Lowest Market Prices, all of the

LATEST STYLES

Of our own Manufacture, of Selected Stock,

at Wholesale and Retail.

Having greatly increased our facilities for man-
ufacturing, hy the introduction of Steam Power

and the most improved machinery, we can offer

as great inducements to buyers as any other house

in the country.

WE ALSO BUILD

OMNIBUSSES ana HOSE REELS.

We take great pleasure in showing our stock,

whether you buy or not, and only ask you to call

and examine for yourselves.

We would respectfully return our thanks for

the liberal patronage bestowed on us for so many
years, and hope, by prompt attention, to merit a

continuance of the same.

Respectfully,

B. BRUCE & CO.

TO THE TRADE.
We are prepared to fill all orders at Wholesale

Prices, and are satisfied that our Carriages will

compete favorably, both in avorkmanship, ma-

terial, and price, to those manufactured in the

Eastern market.

N. B.—If desired, we will send Illustrated
Catalogue of all the very latest styles of Car-
riages and Buggies.

6^

V4
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^^^rfow^ass, Pamls, Brushes, Painters' fcteriaMtc ^^^'

^®- ^« West F®^ft«^
^*'^"'^'

'Cuicinnatij 187

-^-
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.im©® Iffi^BEAS©! C®M^^AM¥,

To the Kepresentalives of the Company in Kentucky

!

Gentlemen:— Hereafter, return of

premiums for taxation will be made by this office to the

Auditor of Public Accounts, at Frankfort, as required by

the new Insurance Law of the State. The first state-

ment thereof will be made by us in the month of May,

or as soon as April returns from Agents are received here.

The taxes we will also pay at Frankfort. Hereafter, there-

fore, you will make no statement of your premium receipts

to the County Clerk as has been the custom, nor pay

any State taxes whatever; all such duty, under the new

Insurance Law, approved March 12, 1870, devolving upon

us to perform. We are anxious in making our first exhibit

at the State Capitol, to the newly created Insurance Bu-

reau, to present as substantial a showing as possible; we

therefore take the liberty of thus stating our wishes to

you that business for the remaining portion of March, and

April, may be prosecuted with a firm determination to

accomplish desired results.

We are proud of the noble position this Company oc-

cupies in Kentucky, and its popularity with agents and

the public, and nothing on our part shall be left undone

to retain a continuance of your favor and the people's

patronage.

Yours, Very Truly,

A. T. FORBES, Genl Agent.

B4



M 3pxmtm.

Addy, Hull Sf Co.

COMMTSSTON MERCHANTS
— IN —

Corner Vine and Water Sts. Cincinnati.

Snider & MoCall,
I' I! O PR I K T O Kfi II 1'

.Vplin AND Faii| GrjovE Papei| Mills,
11 K A I. K H S I N

ail MSiTiir iTSiR m a^^ wmm.
Office, 230 & 232 Walnut Street,

C^sTiJ^S4ffs. Cincinnati, Ohio.
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^If^ 3ht ^itidni[ml ^M^merft
>>-»-•

Cash on hand, in Bank, and due from Agents, . . $174,973 91

United States Securities, 163,060 00

Loans on Approved Securities, 169,050 00

New York Bank Stocks, 90,250 00

Hartford Bank Stocks, 433,420 00

Miscellaneous Bank Stocks, 44,750 00

Bonds—State, City, Eail Eoad, and Water, 467,300 00

State Stocks—Ohio, Missouri, Tennessee, and Alabama, 132,085 00

Assets at Market Value, . $1,674,888 91
Total Liabilities, $45,572.83.

Hartford, Conn, jrannary, 1S70.

ASSETS: January 1st, 1S59, $1,467,835.60

Unadjusted Losses, 131,970.62

NET. . $1,335,864.98

ASSETS: January 1st, 1870, $1,674,883.91

Unadjusted Losses, . 46,572.83

NET,
. $1,628,316.08

PIRE LOSSES PAID IN THE WEST AND SOUTH

:

Ohio,



-^3 0F(, ^OOK OF ^PECIjVlEJM?. ^-

A. Ackerland &. Co.
109 West Pearl St.

Lot

Size...

Price.

A. Ackerland &. Co.
109 West Pearl St.

Lot

Size

Price

Kelly Island

Vintage of 1864.

(H) 5 7-



HarpeTs Tyfografli;

V"
OF THE -

g^iiii iiifii^e^,

HuGHSs High School,
Thursday, June 2, 1870.

-OVERTURE—Two Pianos—'' Norma,"
Misses Bernstein, LoEWENSTEiN,and Pafpenheimer,

and Masters Roedteb, Gerstle, and Bettmas.

-VOCAL DUET—"When Night comes o'er the Plain,"

Misses Connor and Mullen.

. R. Elliot.-DECLAMATION—" Similia Similibus,"

Miss Seymour.

. Miss VoRis.

R. Carter.

. Miss Hall.

-READING—"Don't Run into Debt," . .

-PIANO SOLO—" Fra Diavolo," ....
-DECLAMATION—" Speech of Cassius,"

-READING—" Forty Years Ago," ....
-DUET— Fi'oim and Piano—" Stradella,"

O. Williams and J. Bettman.

-DECLAMATION—"Speech of Spartacns," . . . E. Nunnecker.

-VOCAL TRIO—" Zauberflcete,"

Misses Mullen, Owens, Bernstein, and LoewensYein.

-READING—"Candle Lecture," Miss Hobbs.

-DECLAMATION—" Horatius at the Bridge," . . J. D. McNeale.

-VOCAL SOLO—"Sing, Smile, Slumber," . . . Miss Seymour.

-READING—" The Raven," Miss Tatem.

-DECLAMATION—" The War Inevitable," .... A. Fiske.

-VOCAL DUET—" Our Way .Across the Sea,"

Miss Owens and F. McFarland.

-READING—" Why don't they ? Why they don't" . Miss Bricklet.

-PIANO SOLO—"Cascade," Miss Boernstein.

-READING—" Waiting at the Gate," Miss Burt.

-DECLAMATION—" How they Brought the Good News
from Ghent to Aix," J. Ebersole.

-READING—"On the Banks of the Tennessee," . Miss Sawyer.

-VOCAL SOLO—"Leise, Leise !" .... Miss Loewenbtein.

-READING—" Music for the Million," .... Miss Caret

-VOCAL DUET—" Norma," . Misses Bernstein and Loewenstein

I.

I
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AND AUCTIONEERS,
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on, BOOK OF SPECIMENS.

f»«ce^t3C

' Losses Paid;

$5,000,000.00

ChamlDer of Commerce Agency—A. S. Reeves, Agt.

MM,m 'Ci,§ ^iE#H l^ i*WW^T

LIFfOl
I

/^O^i^^ Carils of Admission must lie exhibited at the Door, and arc- not Iranstcrablc. y^-JwJ^

--61



Harpel's Typograph

MUSICAL
ENTERTAINmENT

Zn Behalf of the

OF BROOKIalTN,
Given under the Auspices and Direction of the

PHILADELPHIAN SOCIETY,

AT MOZAHT HiiLL,

Wednesday Evening, Aug. 10th, 1870

J

GMDS OF ADMISSION, ONE DOLLAR. ,

i
Seats may be secured at T. WERLE'S Music Store, 69 York Street, I

or at the Box Office of the Hall, from 9 o'clock, 1
a. m. until 4, p. m.
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,\3^^
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^^^

o^s
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\^70f

iEl©E'S W©©'DiS.W.

7

'^ for they ^^^^.

'ance r
'^nts of

>"l A

^/.

("'It.

F&flacdelp&ia

236 VIPST1|EET,71B0VE SIXTH, 236

. ^Cream always Fresh and made Daily. Delivered to fam
Tv >v ilies at 40 ets. per quart. A liberal deduction nrxade >^ ^'
^^ © „\. to Church Festivals, Pie-Nics, Fairs, etc. etc. X^ .e ^
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e^i^ HARPEL'S TYPOGRAPH; ^^^

3£fitatItsf)tlJ 1818.

ST^TlOrlERJ EPPOR^II
No. 12 West PoTirtli Street, Cincinnati.

fVIor^OGI^AMS i>ESlGf^ED, E^fiRAVED./p ij^t^lNTED IN gOLOf^S

^

3e»

^ Mm^^
Succ.essors

to DIEBOLD, BAHMANN & Co.
^

Patent Combination Bank Locks,

^iniiitfnati,

WM. R. WILSON,
Traveling Agent /y/

64
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HarpeVs Typograph :

1111'

i

z FOE mkim,X
Henry Striethorst

AN I)

Geo. Kemmeter,

^̂
^#Sis of Julius Balks 's standard American A, ^ 4^ 9) *>\\

Billiard Tables in use. -1'^^^%-' /i*@ c^'"

BEST BRANDS OF

Mints, j|iqaors, anS fl,igar3.

4^<^

CONSTANTLY ON HANI). ^# ,#

CO
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^^^..stvated J^rire
^y.,^

-Sj/af^a/.si-

CJ,<feF.SPrOKEE

sjl^~

o<^ IMPOF^TEFO OF '"^>°

tlerman ^Ifardware

XLI?
^«^^S^"'

i#f Qwiie^

ZFlSIHIJ^O T^CICLE, ETC

123 Main Street,

cm:c iNif/kxi, QKcio.

69
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Wai^el's Jypogi\aph ;

(programme.)

Tl|E DeA^D Sl^Of.

Capt. Cannon Mr. Johnson.

Mk. Hector Timid " Dominick.

" Wiseman, " Malone.

" Frederick Thornton, . . " Withenbury.

Louisa, Miss Tliompson.

Chatter, " Dominick.

ICI ON PARLE FRANCAIS.

Maj. Regulus Rattan, . . Mr. Mendenhall.

Victor Dubois, " Mitchell.

Mr. Spriggins, ... " Craig.

Mrs. Spriggins, Mrs. Burton.

Angelina, MissT.ylor.

Julia, Mrs. Nixon.

Anna Makia, " Mitchell.

Jntirtaimntnt to commtntt at Jiflfei o'lloxlj.

,u

>A^MIikA^^MkA.^^kA^
f

**
(Gibcntptttr "**

western:

'(^^ Dancing Assoc/a tion,

'c^<Jj' AT MiCMAMlCS' 1HSTITUTI,

^"^ il|«FSi(OB |9f«i«9, Upril 2lst, 1670.

No Gentleman will te admitted without a Ladv

OK^W ^m
70
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JAS. IVIURDOGK^ JR.
MAM lAin IIKU or KVF.KY VAIIIKTY HF

STENCIIaS,

:Booi5:-:]BiT>ar3D:E:n.S' ST-A.3vti*s,

XO t^'Orders Solicited and Promptly Executed,) CTXCINKATT.
Neat Stamps for Marking Printers' Cnts, Sticks, Chases, Galleys, etc. made to order.

C^ ^ CXTT FLOWEIiS, ^ ^

^-^S^^, floral Brnamtnts, ^ul^-^
y^ Gold and Silver Fish, fK
\J Aquarias, V/

'b's'^ Aquaria Plants,&e. ^.d^
/ Y'«i

' ^^^=-
2V^''\

C ^> GREENHOUSES BEDDING PUNTS, ^ ^^
J j^^ sucir A8 ^Sr V

y,^,-, Camellias, Roses, Verbenas, cS^

^^.
"*'

'elc?""' ,^ ^ ^~'"'- r^

1 BOX

SUPERIOR

Maple Candy,
|

COUGHS AND COLDS, |
MADE FI!0:\[

'll

No. 220 WALNUT STREET, EAST SIDE. Jf

PRICE, 25 CENTS.
]|

* Gibni Iji) tilt
*'

'"'wM^eai Western
DAf(Cll(G /SSOCI/TION.

AT MECHANICS' INSTITUTE,

lljiirsiloii |upiiiii!](, Iprj} o]sl, j$70.

No Goatloman will te admitted rithout a Lair

^
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«^^» HARPEL'S TYPOGRAPH; <^^^

W — Window Shades. h

W "^^j, H- H. BRENEMAN & CO. O- JW*l'«„. Proprietors, ^\ N^ "

JWIilW BAliK
MANUFACTUKER OF

MSICil SILLl^BD imi,
WITH THE

Celeliratei PMai & ColMer Coiiinatloii Ciisliis,

IIS iirlit Itnttli iT.fciWIS.B®.

S tJ" SI^ S T ® SI S^

^"''""PaidtotheSuvveV"

C^"
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iiNZIIliE;
Prepared liy

Wm.SJerrdliCo.

DRUGGISTS

Manufacturing Chemists,

112 WEST THIED ST. ()

11 Burnet Street,

CINCINNATI.

This akticle is invalu-
able FOR REMOVING ALI,

KINDS OF GUEASK Si'OTS.

EM'. FROM THE Must uki.i-

CATE EAIiRU-S, AND KOB
CLEANING Gloves without

]

G AFFECTING THE COLOR.



HcLTpeV s ^lypogT-cLplz;

4 ^jviiDz:!^ 8^ ^]V[cj]all,

®l^0ltsalc jpapcr Scalers,

232 WALNUT STREET,

Cincinnati, April 20, 1870.

Dear Sir:

Having made other arrangements, I have

severed my connection ivith the "Old House" and shall

"cease my wanderings." I am very tliajihful for past

Jciitdness and favors, and hope you ivill not desert the

ohl concern, and that you will favor my successor as

you have favored me.

Yours, Respectfully

,

L©il. p. R^@si.

Dear Sir:

Our Mr. ROSE hftving branched' out for him-

self we are left ivithout onr "old- stand-by" hut shall

soon have another representative on the road, and, in the

rheantime we trust we may have your orders as hereto-

fore, and' any goods you may ivant at any time in ab-

sence of our representative , shall, we assure you, have

our careful and proinpt attention.

Tours, Respectfully,



OT, ^ooTc of SpeGirneizs.

Martin X. J^ewcomhc.

^^ West Fourth Street, '^G',*'^

l/fe CINCINNATI. --'^'

Hoover, iumphrej & Ci

Wholesale

94 Pearl Street, Cinciiiiiati* 0'
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* >

January 1st, 1870.

Wilhrd T. Filsgerald and Ihos. P. Whetstone.

FLAGS AND I^ADGES
For Decorations and Society Purposes,

FURNISHED BY

186 Schuylkill Street,

fkank's BLOCK, READING, Pa



OK,, SOOiC OF S^-E O I 3Vi: E 3srs
,

C. DIEBOLD. J. KIEN2LE.

#
,®^W

Manufacturers of

mm,^m,o>^'mm

.?_!

FlftE^ ANiy I'tsr^

Safes anb Vaults,

Mil
T

^m. 8S»m # »WEi.M Stmeet.

Jtrtil'frn Sfromf ami J'l-tirl Sfs.

"tttWH'AWI, ®^



HaRPEL' 8 TyPOORAPH;

W^
^'

"o^
C''(?jO<

4 8?©

S. G. COBB'S
— Late Cobb & Davies,-

Oatalo^'iie of _Plaiits,

ADAPTED TO THE

FLOWEI( BORDE[( AND WIHDOW,

GROWN AT

LINDEN GROVE GARDENS,

Covington, K y.

»-•

No. ISa AVest r-ovii'tli street,

CINCINNATI, O.

f|E/D, PI^INTER, 58 WEST FOUIjTH STI^EET, NEAE| WALNUT.

18 70.-
oc^C)*^/^
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Tl|E QF^E/\y piF^E i|^ VicksBiJi^q.

EQUAL TO ANY EMERGENCY.

The following incident in the history of the Phcknix Insurance

Company of Hartford, indicates emphatically its character and con-

duct in an emergency, whicli for extent and magnitude never had

its parallel in the West or South. Vieksburg, Miss, on the nights of

December ikl, IWifi, and January 22d, ISO", was visited by conflagra-

tions, which, in a very short time, destroyed over one hundred and

fifty buildings and their costly contents, involving a loss largelj-

exceeding One Million Dollars; the PHCENIX had thirty-three

policies "under fire," netting a loss of

— S e 1 ,6 4 V, 1 1,

—

which was paid as rapidly as our Adjusters could prepare proofs

and draw drafts, thereby sustaining its Hell-earnod reputation for

prompt and honorable dealing, surpassed by no other Company in

the annals of insurance.

It requires no $25,000 Deposit Law to make such a

Company -worthy of confidence.

Wholesale and Retail

G^ © © E m s,
118 k 120 Central Avenue,

\>. Tkacy.
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,1- w^

h
I |||rs. IfjHitjHi |iniCtiH$nii

t m
Wednesday Evenings May icth^ at 8 o'clock.

m , 11 M J

. |wrt0i

Centreville.

mUi
o

um^ (P'2ie'/ii'7m^ /^ J

At halt-past Eight o'clock.
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LITTLE MIAMI, COL. Ss XENIA, and MARIETTA & CINCINNATI R. R.

m^iifim©^^® ^^s;
iVo. Loveland, 1870.

Permission is liereby given to THE BEARER, and all his friends,

to travel from any Station on the L. M., C. & X. and M. &. C. R. R.

or from any part of Clermont, Warren, and Hamilton Counties, on

foot, to the OLD-ESTABLISHED NEW YORK STORE of

KAPliAM^
to see the bargains he is now offering in all kinds of goods for Ladies'

and Gentlemen's wear.

e^G-OOJD UlSTTXTj TJSZEJID ."^a

4m^



mrpd's fepiO'irajpl;

if. k tll^, Mil fitiw.

[Et«Ii«e yi^l^orrt^^ott.

ifprg i^
iaiiiiiiniii |f(fo |* |il|odi.

_y// ^Ae residence ofJ\/{r. &jVIrs. G. litchards.
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George Davidson
]

Joel Drake I
-^''''^^' ^^ Court of Coimnoii Pleas

m.
I

o/ Hamilton County.
The State of Ohio. I

Thomas Powell, Attorney for Plaintiffs in Error.

A Wkit of Error was allowed in this cause in vacation return-

able before the Supreme Court.

The defendants below were indicted by the Grand Jury of

Hamilton County. The indictment contains two counts. The
first for keeping a room to be occupied for gambling, etc.; and

the second for keeping and exhibiting apparatus and devices

wherewith to play at games of chance to win and gain money.

A ''nolle prosequi ' was entered to the first count as follows:

"And on the same 10th day of July, in the said

term of June, a. d. 1869, of said Court, nolle prosequi ^^^f^^"^
entered herein, by order of Court, as to the first count

of the indictment, at the request of the Prosecuting Attorney."

The defendants plead to the second count of the indictment

as follows :

"And afterwards, to-wit : on the 10th day of July, in said

term of June, A. d. 1869, of said Court, this day came the Pro-

secuting Attorney on behalf of the State of Ohio. The

defendants coming into Court, and being arraigned upon pl|e^^5^&'"6.'

said indictment for pleas thereto, say they are guilty

as charged in the second count of the indictment, and not in the

first, which said plea is accepted by the Prosecuting Attorney."

(3)
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MRS. FRENCH
Respectfull}' announces to her customers and the general pubHc that

she IS now receivmo-

Direct from Cincinnati,
A Fresli and Elegant Assortment of

MILLINERY
J^lSTJD

'«
ff"41

M &
Which she will be pleased to show- to all who niav favor her with

a visit. The latest Styles of

Hals, Mm, Flowsrs, Mhn, im, Mm, CdSp

And many other articles of Ladies' Wear will he ibiind at her store,

in great variety, and at

Very RiisoiiiiE Prices.

Please give her a Call.

South Side Public Square,

danviiiIjix:, iimImS.
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HASBROUCK'S

Inula Troches^
PURELY VE&ETABLE,

A pleasant and effectual remedy for

ASTHMA, HOARSENESS, COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, CATARRH,

And the various affections of the Lungs
and Throat.

ic-

DIRECTIONS:
Take from one to three every hour as

required.

Children five years old one-half Troche,

Free from Cubebs, Opium, Antimony, or

any disagreeable or deleterious drug.

Harpel, Printer, Cin.



ifr, juuk gJ |pciiii?n5.

Cheap Boot / Shoe Store

gat TIMS ilSEBBfi.

Corner Vine and ISth, tytllCtilflCltl^ \J,

^>---'^?^>C^9^cx£>a<5^^A^^^x3CK^e/^'p^xM5^aA9^txs^^ '.9^oa<yQ^£>^)-sa<?QA9"D^yM5Nav£>^xo&g^A&-o^sa^

^« 4jl^y

DeGOLYER & RYCHEN, Proprietors,

600 West Fifth Street, Cincinnati.

Lbs. Inh,

m
per lb.

'ev£>tx?Q^5'a.£>-cX?<i<3''9^<>«?-G/&3 [^'D^yvC-Q/3^Q'£>'&3'Q^'&£>'TXj-Q/S^e>'Sy06-<l^'?>£^^
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Justice of the Peace.
OFFICE:

S. E. Cor. Ninth Street and Central Avenue.

B^wn&^n^.

Borket

Returnable

No.

18

\

Plaintiff will takejndgmnit ifyou fail to appear,

for . . . . $

Jiistice's Fees, .

Constahhii' Feei<, .

(A TRUE COPY.)

Coti.ifffhir.

^

^"^-L
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\>>,6^ Harpel's Typograph. h^'

MANnrA:T7222 :r

AND

Loixrtr Five Mills,

sqiMinud ^ s. s. man, M^lT7UirX, Fit.

JOHN GATIS
Importer and Dealer in

French
WINES, OOBDIALS, fto.

58 Greenwioh Street,

THOS. BELDEN, Agent. NEW TOBX«
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44 RANDOM RHYMES.

S 1 :̂© K I

WATCH the gossamer wreaths that rise

From the fragrant fokls of ray good cigar.

And dream of the Cuban isle that lies

Ever embraced by the seas afar,

Where the palm-trees cast their shadows long,

'Neath the cloudless blue of the tropic skies,

And the Creole senoritas throng

To gladden the eve with their starry eyes.

I dream of a damsel whose orbs of jet

Once fettered ray heart witii their raystic powei

And woke a feeling that lingers yet,

As I sit and smoke in the twilight hour.

All, me, how often mid orange groves

We wandered away in that vernal land

—

Unto paths where elfish Cupid roves

—

With the perfumed blossoms on either iiand.

'T was there her fingers so deftly formed

The delicate cigarettas for me,

And hers was the glance that fiashed and warmed

With its fire the passion it would not see.

And free of fancy she rambled so,

Till the groves were laden with gIol)es of gold,

In that Spanish island all aglow

With its sunny memories manifold.

And then I sought for Inez again,

Resolved to tell her the story of love

—

1 waited from eight o'clock till ten.

Like a lone, disconsolate turtle-dove

:

lUit she came no more as in the past.

To strengthen the tie that iier absence l)roke,

So I lit a mild cigar at last,

To solace the hopes tliat ended in smoke I

(m) 97
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Adam B. Robbins,
( Late of ROBBINS & POSEY, Cincinnati,)

Manafactarer of and Dealer in

BOOTS & SHOES,
16 High Street,

Webster Buildings, BOSTON.

Q

^
<P.

•^
^^

4 ^"^y^.^! ^^^^
"

-^-i?! • %> '"'Oyr lo^e, ^ -^^^ ^-^^

'^-^ -''^r^'-C!^^?^.
'^

«4!^
-^

Q:

"'i>.

'^^:y s:>./f-^.
-i'
•^... -''^^,,:w:^-'
^-^^-^

^^/.- -^^^
^^ ^^^
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Louis Snider.



Harper s Typograp h

;

^mi©^ ifiis^
JULY Isi, 1870.

White Lead Works,
[Established 1837.

Eckstein, Hills & Co.
PROPEIKTORS,

Corroders and Manufacturers of

CINCINNATI, O.

OFFICE, No. 171 Race Street,

FACTORY, West Eighth Street.

H .^ I«^ T^ .4. IV' ^

HARNESS GREASE,
For Keeping Exposed Leather Waterproof, Smooth, and Pliable.

Manufactured and Sold by JOHN M. LITERS, Newport, Kentucky.

102 —



or, !Book of Specimens.

Quotations Net, and subject to fluctuations of the market.

TERMS CASH WITHOUT DISCOUNT,

White Lead in Oil.

Eckstein, Hills & Co.'s

•'Phcenix" Brand, (perfectly pure,)

ire also prepare the following Brands of
White. Lead, ivhich for whiteness, body, and
durability, are tinequaled by any in the mar-
ket at con-esponding prices :

Lawrence & Co.'s " Pure,"
" " "Superior,"

" " Imperial," .

"Columbia,"

'' "Ohio,"

" "Challenge," .

(An advance cf >ic. per It. on orders less than one [1] tun.)

Zinc White, in Oil.

Genuine French Zinc White, .

Parlor,

Imperial,

•Jo, 50, 100,

200 * 350
pounds, &
upwards.

25 lb. til!

pulls in

pounds.

Dry White Lead.

Pure White Lead, in Lbls.

In boxes of 25 and 50 lbs. full weight.

Pure Red Lead.

In bbls. J bbls. and 200 lb kegs, .

in boxes of 25 and 50 His. full weight,

(An advance of Ic. per lb. on all orders for less than SOO lis.)

CBNT.S.

Hi

8

6J

12^

11

10

11

11^

10

lOi

CKNTS.

12

11

10

9

8i

8

7

13

11

J

10^

jl'^^S^-*5^^j^^^^^'H«^.^?^M^

\%

f^

fuT UP BY CANNING FRUIT CO. pwAi^K.
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KarLel'o Typog^apL,

3^ Soiree Da^j.^

Ihursd/y Evening, February 17th, 18/0.

''^n

:t^lNG, fEB[^Uy\I

'""'•^'"^e called at8'.;o-c\ocV,^^^'

'^/^^^-^^̂ ^^Y^/v^/

! t'

T^-igy-*^^ 51 W. FOURTH STREET ^ ^ »' Vi^

FROM ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD BY STILLMAN 81 ADAMS, CINCINNATI.
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^jok of

©lla@f©. ^t

DEPOSITED BY

Cincinnati, 187

Checks on Banks in this City deposited with us
after Jlalf-past One o'elock, CANNOT BE COL-
LECTED UNTIL THE ENSUING DAY, and are

taken at the risk of the Depositors until collected.

DOZLARS. CENTS.

'A
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flARPEL'S Typo GRAPH
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^^ -^ ^^
'V

J'

P)

cii<rciiT]sr^A.Ti.

5^/1//? (& B/DDLE,

^inffat[fcr^ and ^ohbur^ af§m$,

J\'. E. Corner Front and Chestnut Streets,

Presented by WM» F^ ^@&PMm..

ORJEAT TVES^TJERN I>A.]XCING CI1.CJ3S,

C^ommittff of 3[vraitgcmcnts:

C. ESBERGER, J. DrEHER, V. SaEGEB,

Til. Lf.tzi.er, G. Frokhlich, M. Steinavek.

G. Thiej., W. R. Smith, J. Maxnk,

G. Stutzman, Wm. Voll, A. Voll,

C. W. Adams, Thos. Coughlin, G. Long,

C. Heeg, Chas. Smith, Wm. Cook,

J. Essex., C. Hesle, C. Wuest.

L. HEIL, Chief. O. ZIMMER, Ass't Chief.

S C H "WE BE li'S S J^liTlD.

SECO]VI> GItA-IVI> A.I>fJVIVJER(SA.ItY P»1C PTIC,
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HlARPiL'8 TYPQeiK^PH;

AN ACCOUNT

Remarkable Occurrences

IN THE LIFE AND TRAVELS

OF

Col. James Smith,

DritiNc; ms C\i'ri\rrv wnn^riii-: Indians, in ihk \'i;\iis

i755,'56, S-7, '58, &S-9.

IVith an Appendix of Illustrative Notes.

By WM. M. DARLINGTON,

OF PITTSBURGH.

CINCINNATI:

R0B)-RT ClaRKK AN'O CoMI'AMY

1870.
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SppINO GPOVE

t t t T t t T " t t
fnf iq^imw iqf i^p ^vc^ -vr9 *#

,

4< c> op «Jf

History and Improvements, i.

fjhn\m\im§ on ^ncieut and ||oclciin

FiACES Of $EfUiTy-B£<

CINCINNATI:

ROBHRT Cl.ARKE AND COMPANY

i86c).
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QE, BOOK OF SF:

SPICKER'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Per gross,

POLISHED IRON GATE HOOKS.

2i 3 3J 4 4J 5 5J 6 in.

. S2.90 3.10 3.40 3.70 4.00 4.50 500 5.50

POLISHED IRON WARDROBE HOOKS.

1 l\ U If 2 -21 Sin.

Without Kuob, . per gross, $1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

With "
. . " 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90

^

POLISHED IRON SCREW OR DRIVE HOOKS.

1 U l.l If 2 2j 2i in.

Per gross, 35 40 45 50 55 65 75 cts.

228
S^t

<k&6'*

(0) 113



MaTp el^ s Typ o g rap

h

SURVEYORS AGENCY DEPARTJIENT.

^''*^,^ JHSUP-A«<=^
j:°«P4^^^

Hartford, Coii*-

'"'"'"^'^
Offiee-No. Z4 West Fourth

^uce^'

CINCINNATI .

IS Vine Street, between Ninth and Tenth,

|l| FRED. WATEHMAN&CO.

Fred. M'atenuan.
Louis Ballcnberg.

DKAl.EKS IN

No. 273 VINE STREET,
!

^A^holesale and Retail. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Agents for Geo. P. Prescott's Celebrated Smoking Tobacco.

Dl/MO^Dl^K._®f,. iBDfst aitiJ Cf)tap£5t

Manufactured ty TjlyMVlOjMD |j\|K pOJVIP/iNY, PITTSBUEaH, Pa.

Works, earner First Avenue and Feriry Street,

B. F. H. LYNN, Gen'l Agent.

11-
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^
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SS.V

r^

t ir©niM© of mmBkj %
2' For the Immefliatc Helief of ft

^^ 09
b Headacho, Neuralgia, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,

(J^

Epilepsy, Delirium Tremens, and all

Diseases of the Nerves.

In ctise of Violent Heatlache, take a
tablespoonl'ul in a little watei'; If no
relief is experionoed in one hour repeat
the dose. In case of Slocplcssuess, take
two lablespooiisful on retiring. In
case of Ki)ilcp'^.v and Chronic AtTec-
tion.s of the Nerves, a tablespoonful
three times a day will Ix' sufficient.

(In ease of Delirium Trem(>ns, give ta-
blespoonful at once, and repeat if not
relieved in one-half hour.

-^ PREPARE D I! Y

7^ Apothecary,

Ws N. E, COR, SIXTH AND MOUND STREETS,
Ciiiciniiati.



INVITATION TO RECEPTION—DOTTED LINE ACROSS CENTRE INDICATES THE FOLD.

f . I ||rt, |iig| |elMrt,

'tz{m (p^e'/i{/?m^ t/eMmimi /Sm^ /o^/^^

tJ2^ e^m c c/ccii.

Richland, Ky.
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€ii^ <^£i€icw (^/T (oy)^^^^^^e^<i.

|?l» |.|i(geF,

J. Q. R^kii©pp,

ilEioiiif IPiiiiei;

|ff. l©@ H'est \ni\\ \UmK
CIlTGI3SriNrA.TI, O.

(cover of brief.)

uui[«m^ 0{0iii|t 0| #hi0.

BRIEF.

Ex parte Joseph Lytle,

Habeas Corpus.

[otion for §.l(otoante of Mrit of ^rror to |)robtit£

Court of 0Mo.

T. A. O'COJ^KOR, AWy for Relator.
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English Poetry.

M'xih Illustrations bp (Jircat ^vtists.

" Then came the magic of a poet's name.

Like light, upon my fancy; and I sat

Brooding for hours, amid sequestered nooks.

On all the mighty masters of the lyre."

LONDON:
T. NELSON & SONS, PATERN0STP:R ROW

K D I N B U K G H ; AND NEW Y O It K ,

187 0.
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OR, BOOK OF 8PECIMEN8.

I., ]P, IS^T^OXI,.

rilil Elim ti'OMi?Al¥.
MANUFACTURKRS OF

upcrior Mm imb Morhct dtutltri).

OUR GOODS ARE ALL WARRANTED.

John A. Peck, Pres't.

E. B. Mallett, Sec'y. Hamgatmtl^ ®'®®m®

¥i€10E ^Pll^lii,

IjULE DESI&I

l^slp^ig®

|uEBN (jiTY Printing Ink Gompany,

F
MANUFACTURERS OF

^^ ^ ElCjill, Piaprietors

I !fK

Geo. DeGoIyer.
John Rychen.

West Fiftlh Street,

(p) 121



a^-< OFFICE OF »r^^

Successors to DiefioM, Bahmann & Co,

MANUFACTURERS OF

(^ire and ^urglar ^proof ^afes,
AND

Patent Combination Bank Locks,

0irbGinrba/ii^ 787

OI^FIOE 03?'

Addy, Hull & Co.

/y

vdvof ds ndme'd ielow^ for credit on account cjyron

Soyle'S. <^lca/sc acknowledge receipt.

DATE. TIME. DRANA^'ER. AMOUNT



or, Book of .S^)tfime-ns.

IVr res^rct to find your Agency among fliosc report!ng

for tlie month ofMA )', and our sympathies are -vifh you. for

-tve are -cve/l aivare it afforded you no pleasure io be compelled

to close the Fiscal Tear -vifh a blank. We shall be very glad

indeed, to hax'e you begin the nezv I'ear zvith business to report,

and the month of jfune zvill be a very proper season for such a

displa V ofenergy and. determination, as -fill xvipe out the cipher

mark, no'cv against you, for MAT.

OFFICE OF

Ollcabetanb, ^omcrbinc ^ ^obnstan,

vjea^i'Tmm^7

We 1)and Jjerewith

statement of your account^ for wljicb please execute notes in set-

ttemctit^ to llje order of parties designated , and enclose to us

at your earliest convenience. Your prompt attention will con-

fer a. favor.
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^

jl!c*«»
'\v jFourtlb .Strttt.

A
A

ST JV 3S5" IDS

To Appeentioes

Many elegant devices may be produced from Rules and Borders for Fancy Work.

with slight labor; all that is required is a will and a little brain-work.

This page is but a trifle to what may be done.

Aim to accomplish

and excel

!

z X
124



•t ^3R,B4^K ^y StPR-GJMKSfS.x—

—

F. & K. M.

"^'^•y LOVE, RF.LIEF, A ^^ ^

^rclher

McMillan lodge, IS^o
.

-i^iA, I", §^^.M.

will meet in Social T(e -union, at Masonic Xenifle,

on baturdav JEveninc] . Mav 7th. '1870

.

Xourself and lady are respectfully invited to

he present.

M, W, ^M@M&M, W, M,

|. ^. dlobcvt,

it Home,
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FOR THE IMMEDIATE RELIEF OF

Headache, Neuralgia, Spasmodic Asthma, Epilepsy,

Nervousness, Delirium Tremens,

And all other Diseases of the Nerves.

mHE great success attending the introduction of the HYDRATE OF CHLORAL
-* in the above diseases, has induced tlie undersigned to introduce tliis preparation to

the public.

It is composed of Bromide of Potassium and HYDRATE OF CHLORAL dis-

solved in Syrup.

Bromide Potassium has been used for years in nervous diseases of every form. In

Epilepsy and Neuralgic Headache it has been proved a specific.

HYDRATE OF CHLORAL is a new remedy, lately introduced to the notice of

the profession by Dr. Liebreich, who found it highly beneficial. It is found to diflTer

most materially from the old narcotics, in producing no bad effects as sickness at the

stomach and other disagreeable symptoms after its use.

No remedy has ever been found to produce healthful slumber so speedily, and

thereby relieve pain.

It relieves pain, irritation, nervous excitement, and morbid irritability of body and

mind.

It produces no costiveness, no derangement of the constitution or general health;

hence its superiority over Laudanum, Morphia, or Opium in any form.

To speak summarily, this preparation as a remedy may be adopted in all cases

where Opium or its preparations are administered, without being followed by their dis-

tressing and pernicious consequences.

PREPARED BY

Apothecary,

NORTH-EAST CORNER SIXTH AND MOUND STREETS, CINCINNATI, 0.
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Duncans, Ford &. Elder,

WMiLESILE iiiSEii;
AND

Cl N C I N N AT I
, p.

cm^a/ ^Mame^^ etc

e nanc/ '^ou me aae/a/wn^ 6¥ me

Yellow Root,

Red or Blood Root,

Lady Slij)per,

May Apple,

Seneca Snalce Root,

Virginia or Bl'lc Root,

Beth Root,

vinglica, ....
Spikenard,

Indian Turnip,

Sassafras Root Baric,

Ginseng,

Bees Wax,

.

Feathers,

Tallow,

Wool, tub luashed,

unwashed, •

Flax Seed,

Jfavy Beans,

Com. White Beans,

Flint Hides,

Dry Salt "

Green

Dried Peaches,

tipples, •

128



OFFICE OF

Addy^ Hull &f Co.

/c^

Xo. 1 Hot Blast, Cliarcoal, @
^' 2 " " " @

Mill " " " @
Iron Mountain Hot Blast, Charcoal, .... @
No. 1 Hot Blast, Stonecoal, @

•' 2 " " " („

•5 @
Mill " " " (it.

Cold Blast, Charcoal, (No. 1, 2, Mottled, and White, I
(>

Iron Mountain, Surface Ore, Malleable, . . . @

cZ/ei /ci ifcui (iecec^tcn me /oi/mi'ma. <^iantu, ccfn/H(4ina me /fU>-

yac^ton,} ^/ OHIO, INDIANA, KENTUCKY, TENNESSEE, MISSOURI, ALABAMA,

ma MISSISSIPPI

:

HOT liZAST, C/uireoiil.

MONROE,
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BAEGELT & VOGES,
iy e i» 1 e 1' s i «

Hardv\^are & Iron,
COLLEGE CORNER, O.

A full assortmani of Builders' Hardware, Carpenters' and

Wagon Makers' Tools,

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

FROM

Brachmaini & Massard,
* b> ciisrciisrisr.A.Ti. -^'V^
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GOLDEN
SHERRY.

Brachmann & Massard,
SI "WEST TiIIE,]D STE,EET, 1TE.A.U- VIITE;,

CINCINNATI, O.

OAio I'remiums in 1S09 $170,936.00

Ohio Losses in ISG'J, 33,473.8^

NET, . . . $117,461.14

Illinois Preniitnns in ISGU, $113,158.62

Illinois Losses in 1869, 48,999.33

NET, . . . $64,159.10

The Phwiiix, witJi its unrivalled agency organization, sJwuld
do a much larger business in Illinois. Thus far, for the cur-

rent year, indications are entirely satisfactory.
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Golden Sherry,
o

Brach^nann & Massai'd,

A 0.8/ West 2'h,ird Street, near Vine,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

^/^ c/{nen» ^Jaai€it c/^.yMoan/ tJ?/u6'Utn ^ernmaif/, dcAce^ me /ii€<teHce

ct 1/ffuUe// ana /itenaa a^ meei

'S^nnaa/3^eMnwn ana fLfhcia/ crtc fiiriCj

-_W^ //i€ t/iiiunad m i^^. lo/in t^/H. ^^(oaiie'acn, neai ^/enwccxi tyia^tcn,

'^aa^ay, ^cMfet Jl^/^ /^/(^.

k ii'

> ^F °V
I. imkk

OPENING SERVICES, SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH, 1870.

SUBSCRIPTIOJ^, $

JfAME,

RJCSIDEJfCE.
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Pariieular attention paid to "'Style."

o

Late Hirsch & Scallan,

I
-o

o-

CINCINNATI, 0.

161 Race Street, 2d door above Fourth.

^ITDE;^

»ra.ii
* \

easli 0apttal, $l,000,oo#.

Robert Buchanan,
Jos. C. Butler,
A. D. Bullock,

Sam'l N. Murphy,

(forpornlors anli Commissioners:

Alfred Gaither,
H. A. V. Post,
Robert Mitchell,

Augustus Wessel,
Alexander Long,
C. W. Moulton,

J. B. Bennett.

Office, 118 West Fourth Street.

(over)
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FROM

CINGINNATI,

O.

^^ i<^ li <>M a^H Id ^ -V

ptitttiill ?llif|t
^^**«^'^'^»^«mmMt

201 VIITE STREET,

BY GEOnOE BARNARD, CINCINNATI
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Steam Printers,
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CEREMONY CIRCULAR LINE OF FOLDING.

i
i

tt
tttjCl

|[.
"p. rforntr ^Im ana |totlftfe |trt«ts,

Thursday I^venijuj, 'Odoher ^ISth, -lS70,

AT SE^BJf 4'-GL^«K.

pnk 1. ;jfau. tttoint[tt^ l]»ll»«f»
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$L

G§MMMIi€lAli

mmw,Am<s: r TS
CINCINNATI.

(D®11IPAHY,

iSG

^l

)ry
'Cincinnati^ -i 8 7

From

geiieivi^d af WmMM S EMbHqMs

tons Pl^ Iron.
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OUTHEy{NSUyNC[|OMPANY

j^EW 'QF(LEAN^, ^EPT. 1870.

Dear Sir:—

Your favor reporting no business for the

month of August has been received, and the fact duly

entered upon our books—blank number one for the Fall

term. Such things at times will occur, but, by faithful

energy and active enterprise, it is to be hoped a frequent

repetition may be avoided. This Company intends, if

possible, to DOUBLE its premium receipts for 1871, as

compared with the figures of the previous year, and for

this increase we look mainly to agencies which heretofore

have not made substantial progress. There is no more

popular Company in the South than the time-tried and

fire-tested SOUTHERN, nor one possessing greater claims

to public patronage.

We desire your aid in making good our estimate of

the year's business.

Respectfully,

President.
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1 ...
^

5' ONTHEGROUNDSOF P

Miles Greenwood, Esq.
|,

|vondaIe, {"riday j|{ternoon, }|ay E^tl|/FO, I

ENTRANCE TICKET.
<^^ Price, Fifty Cents. ^

WM. MEITZLER,
with

Diebold & Kienzle,
Manuiafturers ot"

Fire and Burglar Proof

SAFES,
Office, No. 90 Elm Street, CINCINNATI, O.

COOPERAGE & loOPERg^ I^UPFLIEg,

A.D.Morrison. CrNCiNN/\JI,

—^ 148
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IJ'if/i this fitid Tickler of risks expiring at your ageucy

during tJic month of JULY, to ivhicli your attention is

invited. Examine the list and check it xvith your Record

(i)
'. ^ (<5 Book. Guard -veil the renexvals, for therein is ivisdom in

-^ <jj- kB these active, stirring times.

¥\
IN

I

Of NEW business much is offering—the development of ^iffe 1

-weakness and impairment in some companies rendering the ,1^

old and strong offices more attractive to property owners than c''!^ ^

ever. Examine such business carefully, and m transferring
't O !

// /() PhKnix Books, make it your study to get better rates than
{
^tV

formerly paid to cheap institutions: for risks at hnr rates are 'i\r) 6)

S^
I fF /"*'' "-^ capable of injuring the Phccnix as any other office. ^i ^

1
i

Keep up the rates: earn the reputation of a high-priced agent,

and glory in the fact that you deal in Reliable Indemnity

rather than in Cheap Insurance.

Be it yours to uphold the dignity of the profession, and

add reputation to the present high position of

d

%-^^
Q^"^^S>i^3 '0~' a^g^r

Q>^/-^5^J^ —»g~" au-r%-^%-

^M
t^i^&jgl^JZ^^
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'ARTY INVITATION LINE OF FOLDING,

(3i

rxiJ Jlonr flerry.xW onr ^^lancm: ^Inb

FIIiST GSAND SOCIAL HOP,

To be given at

i^atonia jprings, jljur^day jlveninj, \^^%i ^i% jSTO.

i.EO. r^. STEVENS, .11^0. OVEI|M/N, GEO. H. DAVISO^, \\^. FELTIIAUS.
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i$-cf. JULY. i^7ii.

The alien fion of tin friends and patrons of tin'

Insiiraticc Company, of Providence, R. I. is respectfully directed to

its present brilliant and prosperous condition as revealed by its

12tlj iitnancial Statement.

vi/ no time in its hitherto successful and marked career, has it

been able to come before the public ivith equal claims upon their

patronaijc. For past liberal patronage xve are thankful, the public

have realized the bettefits ofgood insurance, and our mission has been

crowned with success. Agents of the EAGLE will still continue

to be found in cz'erv citv, toxvn, village, and prominent settlement in

the United States,—from the Atlantic coast to the golden shores of

the Pacific slope, and from the (iulf of Mexico to the Northern

Lakes,—ready and willing to attend to the wants ofproperty holders

in the line of first-class insurance, and able to guarantee indemnitv

of the order -which stands the test of time and fre, to public use and

private satisfaction, and better sccuritv against the adversity fire so

frequently causes, than hoarded gold.

In the future, as iu the past, losses will be paid promptly, business

attended to with dispatch, all classes of risks accepted, large-insur-

ance grallied -uherc values justify it, rates as lozu as commenstirate

with the hazards assumed and protection of the assured, and nothing

left undone on the part of the management to make the EAGLE
vjorthy the confidence and pride of the people ; a to-wer of strength in

the day of calamity, and a sure refuge from the angry Fire- Fiend

.

We deal in Reliable Indemnity, not Clieap Insurance.
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;—BE VERT CAREFUL OF YOUR CARD PLATE,
'. as it easily becomes scratched and corroded, there-

by impairing the beauty of the engraving. You will find it

to your advantage to leave your Plate in our charge, as our

fjKulities for keeping them in good order are perfect.

All I'latos ri'rrii'fd arc carefull;/ rcgisU^ved.

SHIPLEY &. SMITH,
Prac«i.call Itigpaveps, 42 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati.

fflcSSing ;inb (jisiting fl^arbs jngrabtb ant) ||rintc!) in t&t fattst Htijlts.

SAMUEL LOWRY. WM. J. LOWRY.

Samuel Lowry &; Co.
LATE LO'WIfX- & ^'A.TTEE.SOIT,

Siicoessors to J. D. LEHMER,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
36 Yiiie Street, Cincinnati.

PROVISIONS, FLOUR, GRAIN, COTTON, Etc.

etobltrt 1829.

6iunnmitii^erfiri)mini]§offfWnft.

M^trxtt unit Jtlarini.

C'fficc lUTlcgt luidi

SBe^ibltee Capital \mb llcdcvfdbu^ $220,000.00.

®. as. SBifliamS. !):^ra|itfitt.

26m. 0. Kfllocrt, (Scfrctar.

X. Sifftop (ncmnit, ^uuicnicur. ^cnrl) Sotjlinfl, 2?c|'icbtttjcr.
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^gatleiaei'?_ EemiL

% THUl^SDAY EVEtiJNC/UGUST 25th. 18?0. f)

.m %t ^ether's lall.

.^<^4t*^-4^r^—-^T^^^^v;^'-^!^^
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Woodward Glub,

OUPKIMS' no; M(.a]L,]L,

Tuesday Even'g, November 1st, 1870.

fey I

w

1 Promenade March, at 8}-2 o'clock, 1

1—ftuadrille, invitation

i g f 1—Polka, Tell Tale, i

Y " ^ 2—MaZOUrka, . One Heart, one Thought. Y

I 10.—auadrille, Barbe Blue. Y
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This emi of the Receipt mnst be returned with the money, to]

It be Registered, before the day of the Drawing.
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MONTH LY STATEMENT.

%inanna/i^ /(y7

Folio 23 West Fourth Street.

To Mdse. as per Bill reiv'd,

Cincinnati, i8j

^^^ -^ In Slcrount luitli

IX Terms Net Cash.

interest charged after HO days .wEBSTEF^ Lo.

ST.A.TE3Vn:ETsrT.

/^/

ir. to s#ws® wnsB^ o#<«
J 7.5 TF'es^ Third Street.
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Usiit^d States @f ^^^ri^a, lli^®®®J i^ '^w*'-''"''"'-'"''''^^?!

OF OIBTOI^^^g?!.

indehlfd to Charles Moran, of .ihe Cit)f j J^ei

ises to pay the same on the sum'ender ^ this

Valley, in the City of Ciiici)i;icth^ 'ith

effect of the coupons or :

amount, tenor, and do

of securing advances made, a;i,J to

of leliich are secured by a -^att^aqe, or

of -the resolution aforesaid, anii covering

being about six and 'Jiree./en.'I'.s miles in I,

acquired by said .rating s.

in trust, to secnr. .
,

,'' said Si'

in muf'^sf

their President, a:

eighteen hundred

id attested

Und seveK

ilotth ff..,^li[eei ^ailivHy ^o. 1
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A .S7-./i'//-;.S O/-' FAMILIAR SKETCHES.

CHARLES ADAMS. D. D.

"7 meditale on all thy 7vorks.'''—PSALM CXI.III, 5.

CINCINNA Th-
HITCHCOCK AND WAL. DEN

NEW \OI<K

:

CAKI.ION AND I.AN'AHAN.

1870.

It.. in Criiitinj; Clfli.f ..f M.-th..(lisl Hn..k t ..nrcrri- k I'. 'I'mom f s. .N . Siipl
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O thee I dedicate these leaves,

'' Torn from the forest nooks,

When blue-eyed Summer laid her liand

Upon the wood, and through its limbs

Breathed living joy and love.

I'o thee, thou tendril of my heart

!

That clingest around it still,

In every season of our life,

—

Whether the winds of chill Adversity

Bestrew oiu- path with leaves,

—

Or Ceres pours her golden horn

'^< ' -AC^ Of beauty in our laps,

—

Or m the shadow of our days

The dewy, laughing eyes of Hope

Throw radiant gleams divine :

—

To thee, O solace of my soul

!

My gentlest friend, my love

!

That read'st forever to my heart

The tale of deep and patient toil,

Through the far ways of life :

—

To thee I dedicate these flowers,

Gathered in woodlands gray

Throughout the devious, sunny days.

When Dryads sat beneath the boughs,

And talked, as friends, to me 1

I'r-iuting Office of Methodist P.ook Concern—R. P. Thomi-son, Sup't.
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CONTENTS.

PAGE.
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Russet Leaves. 59

Sprinji-ljouse Jlcquaintances.

LTHOUGH a pleasant breeze comes from the

West, and passes along our country liills and

valleys, undulating the fields of grain, and Ijring-

ing cool odors with it, yet sometimes the Summer sun

pours down a heat that is, perhaps, as sweltering as the

reflected sunshine of the parched and dusty city. Occa-

sionally the wind is hushed—not enough stirs to sway

the lightest gossamer that hangs tremblingly from the old

roof of the spring-house. On such occasions I leave my

cozy den in the attic, and seek the cool retirement of the

limestone building, amid pans and crockery-ware, and the

quiet whisperings of the spring-brook.

Water dropping from high places or gliding over peb-

bly surfaces seems to have a peculiar effect on the atmo-

sphere. Visit the fountain, where it spurts up far into

the air, falling in mist and spray to the earth again, and,

however sultry may be the day. you will find the air in

that locality awakened into magical freshness, and the

feverish ness removed entirely from the atmosphere. So

in the spring-liouse : as the breeze of this pleasant spot

Kiuiii Piinliiig Office nf Mctlmdist Book Concern—R. P. ThomisoN, Sup'L.
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OUR

Oriental Missions,

VOLUME I.

INDIA AND CHINA.

EDWARD THOMSON, D. D., LL. D.,

Lnie liishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

CINCINNA Tf

:

HITCHCOCK AND WALDEN.
NEW YORK:

CARLTON AND LANAHAN.

1870.

From Printing OflFicc cf Methodist Book Concern— R. P. '( homi'Son, Sti[>'t.
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Ijnfct. |.|nii|np,

B.A.IsrK:EIi.,

112 West Fcurth Street, Cincinniti.

M Geo. H. Sliotwell & Co.
^^j

^"^"-^fsf
''"" '^^ / 75 West Third Street,

Cincinnati.
'0^.

Cl?as. ix. 'Cannon,

K«^a.J\.T^E.
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CATALOGUE

Baxter, Kyle & Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

,TQW 8

§?.

Grates, and Hollow ^W^are.
c^

Stoe\e and Salesroom:

South Side Main Street, between Seventh and Eighth,

Fou N D Rjf

:

North-West Corner Main and Thirteenth Streets,

''
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Wm. DODD & Co.

Wholesale Dealers.

HATS, CAPS, FURS, GLOVES,

Corner Vine and Pearl Streets,

CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati, August 15th, 1870.

We sliall be prepared this Fall to offer our customers a

complete stock of goods in all the departments of our

business, viz :—Hats and Caps (jf all kinds
; Ladies' and

Gentlemen's Furs
;
Buck, Sheep, and Kid Gloves.

Prices will be as low, and terms as liberal as those of

any house in our line. We purchase exclusively for Gash,

from tirst hands, and manufacture extensively ourselves,

consecjuently are enabled to offer superior inducements

to (ksh a.nd Short-Time buyers.

We hope to see all our old friends and a great many

new ones.

WM. DODD &L CO.

Corner Vine & Pearl Streets.
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C. WELLS,
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WHISKEY
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—

'

Brachmann & Massard,
No. 81 WEST THIRD STREET, near Vine,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Harpel, Pr. Cin.
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LOT7ZS RZFZSii,
MANUFAOTUEEE OF

Uozisuch Cottoziades

STTPEH LONG CLOTHS,

Lower Five Mills,

Represented by H. S. WILEY. MAlTYUlTK,Pa.

JOHN GATES,
Importer and Dealer in

French Brandies,
WINES, CORDIALS, &c.

58 Greenwich Street,

THOS..BELDEN, Agent. NEW YORK.
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The Fayette County
joiisTT stock:

Agricultural and Mechanical Soc'y.

Connersville, Ind. from Sept. 6tli to 10th, 1870.

TRAIN CALDWELL, President.

CHAS ROEHL, fi'cc'.f/. ED"W. F. CLAY POOL, y?Tas.
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CUSTOM MADE, |
WARRANTED, A

EZRA SWAIN, ®

NoblesTille, Iiid. q

CUSTOM MADE,
jj

WARRANTED, j^,

t EZRA SWAIN, l
^ Xoblesville, Iiid. j)

ijockarde, |ri)gd 4 ju

MACON, GA.

V"OI-i- E j "XrOL-

3. 11 4,
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, '//pmv recyeivi of fJiis, pleoyse

forivcord- yo-m" re'f/U'?vtsJo?' Mqmwm o>f Ji'w&T^tB7iQ^

O/Tid TTbucJi' oiligo. cy no 6iosi7v&ss k> reporo^ ^mt'

S*-iv Yotl;, Aiioiixt J'Jtli, 1S;0.
E. S. T.

CTOBER, 1010.

'GENTS will very much oblige by forwarding their September

returns, upon the new form of Abstract, promptly on the 30th

inst. Where this is impossible, we trust that the first day of October

will not be allowed to pass until Uncle Sam has the documents in his

possession. Entering from the new form upon our books will consume,

for a while, more time than usual, hence our request for prompt returns, so

as to enable us to transmit Monthly Schedule to the Parent ofiice on time.
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Roberts Sf Bingham^
Growers and Shippers of

Kelly Island Grapes,

Office, 22 Erie Street,

Wm. L. Xorfou. SANDUSK Y, O.
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This Cut is an exact

representation of

Style PP.

THE above Organ (Style PP) is made expressly for Philip Phillips's personal use and trade by

the well-known and established manufacturers,

rvBHERE will also be found constantly on hand all other styles of Smith's American Organs to

\y sell or rent, (with a very liberal discount to Sabbath-Schools, Churches, and Ministers,) at

prices ranging from $ioo to $i,ooo.

Call, see, and hear these beautiful singing-toned Organs before purchasing elsewhere.

Below are described five of the most useful and popular styles.

Price, $100.

Price, $200.

Five Octave, single reed, in solid Black Walnut Case, sunUen Molded

Panels, Knee Swell, Tiemolo, and Metallic Blow Pedals.

Five Octave, double reed, in Black Walnut or Oak Case, Molded Pai>el-

ings, containing Six Stops.

Style N;Q), 24.

Price, $225.

Five Octaves, double reed, with Sub-Bass, in fine Black Walnut or Oak

Case, Molded Pauelings, containing Seven Stops.

Price, $300.

Five Octave, double reed, with Sub-Bass and Coupler, in Black Walnut or

Oak Case, finely finished, containing Ten Stops.

Style N;q,, 3S,

I

Price, $375.

Same as Style No. 34, with an addition of a beautiful ornamental top,

imitating pipes, etc. Magnificent Organ for the Home.

Call on or address

PHILIP PHILLIPS, 37 Union Square, Broadway, New York.

VESTERN METHODIST BOOK CONCERN, CINCINNATI.
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^'^Irs. Mm. D. ilobocrs.
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By PHILIP PHILLIPS.

Tf»)©§?ng(i;if Pirepfftl. 128 pages, board
covers. 50 cts. each, $35 per hundred. A
beautiful bldiiding of the Bii/e, Biiityan, and
the most precious poetry of Christian hfe, set

to appropriate music, and especially adapted
to the Sabbatk-Sclwol, Church, and Family.

PCew StandatPdl Singei?. 224 pages,

board covers. 60 cts. each, S40 per hundred.

Mr. Phillips's latest Book for Sunday-Schools,

prepared by him while in Europe, containing

a z'ery large collection of New Choice Hyintts

and Tunes, together with the real old standard

ones, from the most eminent American and
English authors.

|y|l(JlS?C3(l Leaves. 104 pages, stiff cov-

ers. 40 cts. each, $%o per hundred. An e-\-

cellent K<;ok for Sunday-Schools, at an ex-

ceedingly low price ; also containing the soul-

stirring songs "Your Mission," "The Rescue,"
"VVIiat are You going to do. Brother.'" "Out-
side the Gate," etc.

Tft© Sin.g'ing' Pe©|?ll©. 28 pages, IS cts.

each, $1 2 per hundred, 50 cts. per annum. A n
Advocate/or Congregational Singing, Pub-
lished quarterly. Each number contains four

pages of fresh new music. Designed for the

Sanctnary, the Sabbath-School, tlie Prayer-
Meeting, and the Home. Correspondence
solicited. Subscribe now.

Pilgrinaancl Leaves. Bound together,

75 cts. each, $65 per liundred. A large, com-
plete collection of Sunday-School Music, em-
bracing the Singing Pilgrim and Musical
Leaves, firmly bound in stiff board covers.

Fpesjt Leaves. By T. c. O'Kank.
Bound in stitT covers, containing 128 pages.

40 cts. each, $y^ per hundred. In this beau-
tiful Book will be found the author's best

tunes, such as " Old, Old Story," " Guide us.

Savior," " Beautiful Sabbath Alorning," etc.,

and is one of the most popular Sunday-School
Singing Books published, containing a large

collection of Infant-Class Songs.

Saadla5j'=S6fi@al HycrinaL 25cts.each,

$20 per hundred. Contaming all the hymns
(without the music) of the Singing Pilgrim and
Musical Leaves. Schools who do not read
music can be supplied with the words, and
those who desire music with the Pilgrun and
Leaves, thereby obtaining a large collection,

for the entire school, at a small expense.

HalCawedl SQngS. Revised, 320 p^ges,
muslin covers. 75 cts. each, $50 per hundred.
This Book is universally adiuitted to be the

best Book extant for Pi-ayer, Social, and
Revival Meetings. Its Hymns and Tunes
are selected from all sources, both old and
new, and are of the most Spiritual and re-

viving character.

i^ew Hymni and! f[in^ eo,Q,k. 496
pages, 1,400 Hymns, 576 Tunes. Muslin, large

type edition, $2.50 each, $200 per hundred:
small type edition, 5' -75 each, $150 per hun-
dred. The music of this Book is so arranged
as to afford a variety of three tunes directly op-

posite each Hymn, and is especially designed
for Congregational Singing. Published by
Carlton & Lanahan, New York.

tip

For any of the above Books, in large or small quantities, address

THE PUBLISHERS,
PHILIP PHILLIPS, 37 Uuloii Square, BroiKhray, N. Y.,

HITCHCOCK & WALDEX, Cincinnati, Chicagro, or St. Loui.s,

Or either of tliefollozuing ^uell-known Houses :

Carlton <V Lanahan, New i'orh ; Sheldon <5r» Co., New York; Sunday-School Union,

AVjy York ; J. P. Magee. Boston ; Oliver Ditson &' Co.. Boston ; Randall &' Aston,
Columbus. O. ; Raymond <5r» S'ons, Detroit, Mich. ; IVm. Ballantyne, Washington,

D C. ; Merrill dr" Co., Indianafiolis. Ind ; E. Grafton, Montreal, Canada; E.
Thomas, Bookseller, San Francisco, Cal. ; f. B. Lipfiiucott &^ Co., Philadelphia ; J.

C. Garrigues &' Co., Philadelphia; .9. W. Thomas, Philadelphia; Perkenfiine &'

Hlogins. Philadelphia ; H. H Otis, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Ingham &> Bragg, Clevelana,

Ohio ; Cushing &' Baily, Baltimore, Maryland ; Hitchcock 6^ IValden, Atlanta, Ga. ;

Joseph Horner, Pittsburg. Penn. ; Christian Advocate Office, New Orleans, La.;
Sunday-School Union, 56 Old Bailey, London, England.

,^-^^hmMj^~-
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^ LIFE "^

ASSURANCE ON THE LIFE OF

Amount, $.

Date

Term

Premium, $

PAYMENTS DUE,

ienmil Jgtnt

QFF£€M , C^IMCIWM&Wi^ #,

Western Methodist Book Concern Print.
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For the Western and South-Western States.

Time when the Suit's 7ipper limb is at the horizon.

ECLIPSES.
Im the year 1S71 there will be four eclipses: two of the Sun and two of the Moon.

I. A partial Eclipse of the Moon, January 6th. Moon rises eclipsed.
11. Au .Annular Kclipse of the Sun, June lylh. Invisible.

III. A partial Eclipse of the Moon, July 2d. Invisible.

IV. A total eclipse of the Sun, December nth. Invisible.

THE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.
ARIES, 'y HEAD AND FACE.

H

^

GEMIXI,
THE A R.MS.

LEO,
THE HEART.

LIBRA,
THE REINS.

SAGITTARrUS, yr

THE THIGHS. ^

AQUARIUS, ^^
THE LEGS.

V

60

";:

TAURUS,
THE NECK.

CANCER,
THE BREAST.

riRGO,
THE BOWELS.

m

PISCES, )-( THE FEET.

NAMES AND CHARACTERS OF THE PLANETS, Etc.

O The Sun.
^ The Earth.

§ Mercury.
$ Venus.

rf Mars.
"J/ Jupiter.

^ Saturn.
Jjl Herschel.

r^ Conjunction.

S Opposition.

BAscendina; Node.
Descending Node.

]) First Quarter.

(y; Full Moon.
(I Last Quarter.

S New Moon.

THE FOUR SEASONS.
Sini enters Aries March 2od. 711. 42m. evening. Spring commences.
Sun enters Cancer June 2id. 4h. 4m. evening. Summer connnenccs.
Sun enters Libra September 2;(d. 6h. iSm. morning. Autumn commences.
Sun enters Capricorn December 22d. oh. 21m. morning. Winter commences.

MOVABLE AND OTHER FEASTS.

The Sun's Risit/g" and Set/in^' is c'^'^" in Jl/ean or Clock Time, correctedfor refraction, and is the true T

Epiphany Jan. 6

.Septiia^esima Sunday i''ol). 5

Ash Wednesdav Feb. 22

Good Friday Apr. 7

Easter Sunday Apr. g
Ascension Day May 18

Whit Sunday May
Advent Sunday Dec.
Christmas Dec.

EMBER DAYS.
1. Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday after ist Sunday in Lent. AT.Trch i, 3, and 4.

2. Wednesday, Friday, and -Saturday alter Pentecost. May 31 ; June 2 and 3.

3. Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday after I4t!i of September. September 20, 22, and 23.

4. Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday after 14th of December. December 20, 22, and 23.

CHRONOLOGICAL CYCLES.

SCORPIO,
j,

THE SECRETS. i>

vp CAPRICORXUS,
Jj^ THE KNEES. fc

Im
Epact

I

Solar Cycle 4
I
Julian Period 65.S4 A

The first dav of Januarv, 1S71, is the 2,404,429th day since the commencement of the Julian Period. <\
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No. 218 MARKET STREET,

PR INCIPAL FACTORY; WAREROOMS;

N. E. Cor. Main and Eighth Sts. CINCINNATI. 165 Washington Street, CHICAGO.

Phelau & CoUender's Latest Improved Patent Combination Cushions
attached to all our Tahles.

a
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IncomfafaHe Miastreli

Comm^aciag Moiui^j lY^mlag, Mqt. f

,

SATUR©AT MA1?m3E^3i, i, 3^, H,

:'

MILK OP LILIES,
;{

A SUPEEIOE LOTION 1

For Beautifying the Skin, f

removing; \

TAN), WUEQKLm,

Obviating the use of Powder.

IHBECTIONS:

Us« the Lotion after each Ablution.

i!

PREPARED BY

JULES DEAUDIADE.
Rue de la Paix, Paris,

V^ t-*(j>r^% u-*i|j;>r-^^| ^—tttir î »—»?^'.')
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:

Cor. First and Ferry -^^^
Streets, ^"^^

j^^ No. 267 Penn Street.

Diamond

^.K.LV^
•5^^ near 9th,

General Agent for

Company

ALSO.

. Agent for

T. H. SENIOR,

A MAIiUFACTUREBS OF

PAPER AND CARD CUTTERS,

Campbell's Priniinj Kachinerj, Type and Frinters' Supplies,

JlliiKSYoll

•.^^'/f.^^/z/j^'
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CASES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

For all grades of American Movements, all Styles and Patterns,

Quality varying from lo to i8 karat.

PRICES FOR MAKING GOLD CASES:

American, weighing 60 dwt. or less, Plain Engine Turned, . $13 00

Imported, " (50 " " " " " . 16 00

Extra for eaoli additional ounce, . . . . . . 2 00

EXTRA CHARGE FOR ENGRAVING AND ENAMELING.

The Standard Rates in Gold will be charged

:

10 kar.at Gold, per dwt 48 cts.

12 " " " 56 "

14 " " " 64 "

16 " " " 72 "

18 " " " 80 "

All kinds of Imported Movements Cased in Gold or Silver, in any manner
and style desired :

Special attention given to Case Repairing.

Prices in Gold, in quantities, as follows :

Lefts ihiiu likt .1« I. 100 dwl. or over. lUKl rtwt. or over.

14 karat, j)er dwt. . . . 8.5 cts. 80 cts. lo cts.

K; " "... 92 " 87 " 82 "

15 " " . . . $1 on 95 " 90 "

Terms-NET CASH, and no deviation.

Premium on Gold will be charged same as "Gold Closes" on the day the

order is received
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—={ DECATUR. }=-

—

Ji'rom September ^"©th to ©ctober Ist, 18^©-.

XySecretary

.

CONTRISUTED 3» CHICAGO BEPUBt-lCAN JOB PRINTINS CO.

MB ^^®t» lA^^

^mtn^^
WHITTEN & HOPKINS,

(ierCl Western Agents.

Leavenworth,

Kansas.

^*.

'•- *• fe
^<S"''4

^a%ii8 Sit^

s^tikwaiiii^i^ ^ii).

OIF SCARTFOUD, OQiM^SaT.

«50,000 Aleiiiljors.
Alluvial I3ivicl«-n<l.-!.

A-^w<t^ o^<•l• ^;=J<>,<)f><),000.

All I^olii-it-K Noii-K'orfeitinK.
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t^M me (JMai? (ynm.

PRICE LIST

Manufactured by

JOHJN" C. DITEBEE,

Ha. 51 Mlest fourtb Street.

Office, No. I, Up Stairs, CINCINNATI.

Tradew Mark.

W
-v^rf t'/
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Mam^M^'B TTP&^mapMt

Esta'^lished i 820.

^%m^mm.^^

MRLES WELtg

Treasurer.

VINCIWNATI.

BLACK &. COLORED,

PELT AND RUBBER

TAPES,

ESIONEO AND COMPOSED
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26 CELP]BEATEI) WO.MKN.

lying. He is a clever young man, and I see no objection.

He is very unlike his fanatic uncle."

He might have talked an hour Avithout receiving a reply.

Catherine's manner had changed; there was no longer the

emotion or the blush. "What shall I tell him?" "Any thing

you please," said she, "so that I never see him again."

"Why, this is strange," said Luther; "you did not seem to

have scruples of conscience just now. My dear Catherine,

you must not forget that you have no natural relations here,

and this young man can be a protector to you." " I wish

you would not speak of him," repUed she. " Is there any

one else that you like better?" said Luther. She made no

reply. "Nay, speak; I have every disposition to serve you.

Has any other person made the same proposition to you?"

" Yes," said Catherine, with a little womanly pride ;
" Coun-

selor Baumgartner has made the same proposal." " Do you

prefer him ?" " Yes," she replied, rising ;
" but I am as

happy as I ever expect to be. My friends assure me that

I am no burden, but a help to them ; so I wish you good

morning."

Poor Catherine hastened to her room. Her dream was

over. Luther, the austere, the insensible reformer, had awak-

ened her from it. Margaret entered while her eyes were yet

red with weeping. She tenderly approached, and embraced

her; but neither exchanged a word. "There is no hope for

Bodenstein," thought Luther ;
"'

it is evident Baumgartner is

the object. Catherine is a child. If the Elector dies she is

without a supijort, except by the labor of licr liands, and

they do not look as if they were made for labor. I will

write to Jerome Baumgartner. He is well known as a young

counselor at Xui'emberg." The young counselor recei\ed this

letter witli surprise and incredulity. The positive refusal of

Catherine, some months before, had left no doubt on liis

luiiid. and lie thought the wisest plan was to inclose the

lettei- to her, and to inquire whether it was written with lier

sanction. In the moan time Jjuther's friends began to urge

(Y) " —:i93—
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Are You
Still doubtful about the value—not to say necessity—of Accidental Insurance ? Look about you,

and see the benefits that have accrued to those who were

Insured Against
Accidents, and who, when disabled, were so fortunate in having a Policy that covered all

Accidents ?
issued by the Accident Insurance Company, of Tipton, Minn. Make inquiries of the fortunate

possessor, and you will find that by prompt payment and honorable dealing, the Company has

made a good name in the land.

If Not,
Yet satisfied, take a policy yourself, and experience the sense of relief and safety which always

attends the jjossessor of an Accident Policy in this excellent Company. At home or abroad,

traveling or stationary, vou feel safe, and ready to exclaim

Why Not?
have attended to this before? Sure enough. It was not the fault of the Company that you were

not. It is not now too late. Call on the Agent at once, and procure a policy.

TABLES SHOWING THE COST OP INSURANCE.

FIRST CLASS.
For Merchants, Pi-ofessional Men, Bankers, and all

others who follow an occupation not in itself Haz-
ardous to Life or Limb.

PER YEAR.

rl.OOO if killed, $5.00 per week if disabled, costs $ 5.00
.;,000 " 15.00 " '• " 15.00
5,001) " 25.00 " " " 25.00

IN SAME RATIO TO 510,000.

SECOND CLASS.
For Railroad Conductors, Persons Liable to Extra

Travel, Traveling Agents, Mail Agents, Mechanics,
Laborers, Farmers, Millers, and all others of this

Class.
FEB YEAR.

$1,000 if killed, S5.00 per week if disabled, costs $ 7.50

3,000 •' 15.00 " " " 22.50

5,000 " 25.00 " " " 37.50

m SAUE RATIO TO $10,000.

ROGBR ITITALiKBR^ Agent^

S. E. Corner Third and Wall Streets,

ST. PAUL, MINN.
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5^.

W. M. B. C.

English Books, .

Grerman Books,

Stationery,

Frames, Chromos,

Total,

^^^..

To the Editor of..

PUBLISHED BY

190 West Fourth-Street, CINCINNATI.

^eti/ /y t^uitf te/wn ryirecefVt^ <:/ fJitce, _ 0- -

FoK Sale by

HITCHCOCK & WALDEN,
Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Lonis.

For Sale by

Please send copy of Paper containing Notice to the Publishers.

WESTERN METHODIST BOOK CONCERN, CINCINNATI R. P. THOMPSON, SUP'T.
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Capital^ $1^000^000.

J. B. BENNETT, Fres't. J, H. BEATTIE, Secy.

J. J. BERNE, Sup't of Agencies.

©i^Qbm^MS ©i" mmmmmi

NSUHANCE anDe S COMPANY,

A to A, 16 feet.

A to B, 22 inches.
C to C, 6 feet, O inches.
D to E, 2 feet, lO inches.

4 feet.

Insurance \j\]^

$1,000,000.
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in .Soutl^ dTnroltna:

Manifest your appreciation of the many

sterling and popular qualities of the ''old reliable' POTOMAC, by

dedicating yourselves anew to its service. From a small Com-

pany a few years ago, it has risen to its present powerful position,

and to your zealous efforts, mainly, the praise is ascribed. Let

not tliese efforts cease, but Work, Work, Work, and resolve on

adding fresh laurels to the fair name andfame of the POTOMAC.

M. E. H.
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Silk and Cassimere

189 Walnut St — Corner Fifth,

Geo. S. WooiK \

Geo. W. I'ickard.
J

CINCINNATI,

nDi3vr:Eis3"si02srs of BriOcit

:

Crown—6>^ deep. Bell—3^, 1-16 sides; % front and rear.

Tip—7% by 7%. Brim—2^^ front and rear, % off at sides.

Band and Binding, 10 line.

We take pleasure in calling yotir attention to the Trade

Fall Style of Silk Hat, and would state that ovir facil=

ities for manufacturing are such as will enable us to

produce first=class goods at reasonable prices. We are

making several grades^ ranging in prices as folloivs, viz:

$4:8, $51, $54, $57, $60, $66, $72, and $84, per doz.

^ NET CASH.
^n early order from yoit is respectfully requested,

and a single Hat will be sent as sample, when desired.

Very Truly Yours,
cittffusi 25lh, /STO. P.^ w.
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^ THE %

jne or

^ THE OLDEST FAMILY JOURNALS IN THE W^EST, |»

"^
u

J Is about commencing its Twenty-Eighth Volume. U

cj b

^ IT IS COrslCEDED TO BE ONE OF THE ^

^ i»

j
It is devoted to the Home Circle, the Qounting Jioom, and the V/ork Shop. |°

°i It is " Independent in all things, J^eutral in nothinq-." \>

cJ
i»

^ It piibliMlirs onl:> wliat » Reliable, and speakm oiiI.t ivliat in Triitlil'iil. making: f

cJ it tlie Jonrnal nhic-Ii tlie Parent ina.v, n'i<h<»nt Tear. jo

i place before his Family. f
i i»

i ^^ i>

^ We would also call attention to the new feature, which has given such universal satisfaction to {»

^ our patrons for several years past, viz: i»

<j TO EVERY SUBSCRIBER OF jo

H JhE jLLUgTRyVTED -I^NION ]4Af^D-5oOK,
^

jcj A large octavo volume of 1V2, pages; its columns being full of valuable statistics, tables, and fresh ^
j«i and instructive reading matter on different subjects, of interest to the Farmer, the Merchant, and Js

','^< the Mechanic. Especial attention has also been paid to the Household and Health Departments, i>

Q which will be of great interest to the Women Folks; and even the Young Folks will find several !*

) i columns devoted to them, that will afTord both pleasure and profit. The most interesting feature of
^

)^ the Hand-Book will be its illustrations, of which there will be at least FIFTY ; many of these have
^

'cJ been engraved specially for it, in the most artistic style, Illustrating the k

«i River, Lake and Mountain Scenery of the West

;

^

;^
Domestic Subjects, illustrative of Home Life;

|^

j The Wonders of the Tosemite Valley, '^

,^ (jiving eugravings of some of the most romantic and beautiful scenery in the world. .\lso, several ^

,j
pictures showing the greatest curiosities of Tree and Forest growth

:

f

'«i The Big Tree of Penang ;
^

^
The Cedars of Lebanon; ^

\i The CJreat Chestnut Tree of Mount .Ktna; b

j The Dragon Blood Tree, &c., «&c.
^

', Take it all in all, we venture the assertion that our seventy thousand subscribers will unani- l

mously pronounce it to be worth at least half the subscription price of the paper.

^ To those persons who have never seen the Weekly Times, we will take jjleasure in sending a S

^ specimen copy on application. L)

'^
t

«5 T IS R. IVI S^ • HSr-Address, f
oi ~ !*

i Single Subscribers, - $2.00 per year. C. W. STARBUOK & 00.
^

^ Clubs of Ten, - - 1.50 " " Xo. «2', West Xhir.l .street. 9
<^ and one to the Club Agent. riNciXN VTi o cT

FURNISHED BY "TIMES ' JOB OFFICE, CINCINNATI O. F. CARNAHAN. MANAGER
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SELECTIONS. 229

XXXI.-FORTY YEARS AGO.

I 'vE wandered to the village, Tom,

I 've sat beneath the tree.

Upon the school-house play-ground,

That sheltered you and me;

But none were left to greet me, Tom
And few were left to know,

Who played with us upon the green

Just forty years ago.

The grass was just as green, Tom,

Barefooted boys at play

Were sporting, just as we did then.

With spirits just as gay.

But the master sleeps upon the hill

Which, coated o'er with snow.

Afforded us a sliding-place.

Some forty years ago.

From Wilson, Hinkic & Co., Cincinnati, Publishers ot the Eclectic Educitional Series.
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COMPLETE ARITHMETIC.

CUSTOMS OR DUTIES.

267. OlistOins are taxes levied by the national govern-

ment on imported goods

and the tonnage of ves-

sels. Customs are also

called Duties.

Ports of Entry for foreign

goods are established by law,

and at each port of entry there

is a Custom House, where cus-

toms or duties are collected.

The officer in charge of the

custom house is called the Col-

lector of Customs, and a list of

the rates of duties to be col-

lected, is called a Tariff.

Duties are Specific or Ad
Valorem.

268. Specific Duties are customs assessed on the

quantity of goods imported, without reference to their

value.

In assessing specific duties an allowance is made (1) for waste, called

Draft; (2) for the weight of box, cask, etc., called Tare or Tret; (3) for

waste of liquids, called Leakage; and (4) for the breaking of bottles,

called Breakage. The weight of goods before allowances are made is

called Gross Weight, and the weight after all allowances are made is

called Net Weight.

269. Ad Valorem Duties are customs assessed on

the cost of goods in the country from which they are im-

ported.

The cost of imported goods is shown by an Invoice or Manifest,

and when the currency of the country from which goods are im-

ported has a depreciated value, the amount of depreciation is stated

in a consular certificate, attached to the invoice. When the owner

or consignee can not exhibit an invoice of goods at the custom house,

their value is determined by appraisement.

From Wilson, Hinkle & Co., Cincinnati, Publishers of the Eclectic Educational Series.
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COMPLETE ARITHMETIC.

METRIC TABLES.

182.—I. Measures of Length.

1
1

II

1



Ji a r ID er s ^' jid o s r a p \;

A

COMP^LETE

A L G E B K A

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES,

A. SCHUYLER, M. A.,

Professor of Mathematics and Logic in Baldiviit University; Author of

Higher Arithmetic and Principles of Logic.

CINCINNATI:
WILSON, HINKLE & CO.

NEW YORK; CLARK & .MAYNARD.

From Wilson, Hinkle & Co., Cincinnati, Publishers of the Eclectic Educational Series.
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6-1 ALGEBRA.

91. Examples.

(t2 _ ^2 _ (g ^ fe) (g _ 5) ^ a _ 6
1. Keduce

^^^ _|_ ^,^^^ _^ ^2 (-„
_f_ ^^ ^,, ^5) a + 6

'

o -o J
g- — b"^

i
a -r b

2. Keduce „ ^ t 1 i.?
' ^^"^- —~I

'

a^— 2ab + 0^ a — 6

3. Keduce r^—

•

Ans. -r—:—r^.Ta
a-* — 0^ a^ + ao -f-

6^

4. Reduce ' / '

^
• ^ns. ^ •^.—

-„
•

x^ +2/ ^ — •''^^ + y

_ „ , x2 + 13a; + 42 , x + 7
0. Reduce ^ , -,

,

——^ • ^ns. —-—
x^ -f 14a; + 48 x -\- o

, ^ , x4 — w* . x2 +y2
b. Reduce -7 ^ • Ans. -^-—^"^r~i—

T

x*' — y" x^ -f- x^y -\- y*

7. Reduce -^^ r-'^^ T"^ • ^'^s-
—

\
'

x^ — x^y— xxj^ ^y^ ^ -r y

8. Reduce '

;, —{
—7- • Am. —

x^ -\- (b -\- c) X + be X -\- c

9. Reduce ^ ^,^^4
^ ' ^^'

^,2 _ 52

10 Reduce
•'^' " P^' + ^y" 1)^:^ +pa;-g,
a;* — qx^ -[- {p— 1) a;^ + 5a;— p

92. Case II.

To reduce entire or mixed quantities to fractions,

a ad
1. a = -= — > by multiplying both terms by d.

n ,
n ofl . n ad -\- n

2. a H- - = — + - = —-jdad d

3. a — h — c __ ad b —

c

ad — 6 -|- c

d d d d

From Wilson, Hinkic & Co., Cincinnati, Publishers of the Eclectic Educational Series.
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SELECTIONS.

CHAPTER 11.

SELECTIONS FOR READING.

Exercise I.

Is it an ox?

It is an ox.

Is it my ox?

It is my ox.

Go on, go on, ox, do go on.

Do we go ?

Do we go up ?

We do go up.

Ah! so we do.

Am I in ?

Am I in it ?

I am in it.

Oh ! so I am.
I. R.—

3

From Wilson, Hinkle & Co., Cincinnati, Publishers of the Eclectic Educational Series.
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COMPLETE ARITHMETIC.

2. MEASURES OP SURFACES OR AREAS,

Square Measure.

The denomiiritions are

square inches, xquare feet,

square yards, square rods (or

perches), roods, acres, and

square miles.

Table.

144 sq. in. = 1 sq. ft.

9 sq. ft. = 1 sq. yd.

30^ sq. yd. --= 1 P.

40 P. =1 R.

4 B. - 1 A.

640 A. ^=1 s^. mi.

Surveyor's Measure.

Table.

7.92 in. '-



Harpel's Typograph;

SHAPE OF THE EARTH. 73

145. Recapitulation.

The altitude of the celestial pole is found from the culminations of

circumpolar stars.

Correction is required for atmospheric refraction; it increases

the apparent altitude of a celestial object, especially when near the

horizon.

Terrestrial latitude is found :

1. By culminations of circumpolar stars

;

2. Bv meridian altitude of the sun '::^ declination.

Day = night
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or, Book of Specimens.

TJttlc Eyes and Little Hands. l6i

LITTLE EYES AND LITTLE HANDS.

Ijtti.e eyes,

Like the shining blue above,

Full of light and love,

Full of glee

;

Telling of a life within,

In a world of sin,

Born to you and me !

Will they see the golden way

Leading up to day ?

And the God to whom we pray,

Li the skies ?

Little hands,

\w the long and weary strife

Of a toiling life,

Will they win ?

Will they early learn to bless ?

Rescue from distress ?

Will they fear to sin ?

For the true, the good, the right.

Will they bravely fight ?

Strew along the paths of night

Golden sands ?

Little feet.

Entered on a thorny way ;

Will it lead to day

.And renown ?

As its rugged steeps are trod,

Will they climb to God
.And a seraph's crown .'

Where the loving Savior goes,

Finding friends or foes.

Will they follow till life's close.

As is meet ?

Little eyes,

May they wear an angel's guise

Li the upi^er skies !

From Printing Office of Methodist Book Concern— K. P. TiioMi-soN, Supt.
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xx^rtPELi S TiPOGRiiPH,'

School to Learn English.

AT ADYENT CHURCH,

On Howard Street,

Between Second and Third Streets, near Second Street,

On Sunday, at 1 o'clock, p. m., and

on Thursday, at 7^, p. m.

The English Language will be

taught

WITHOUT CHARGE.

ALL CHINAMEN

ARE INVITED TO COME AND LEARN.

Wk insert the above both as a typographical curiosity, and to exliibit the expansive scope of tlie

great art tliat lias at length so systematized a language embracing many thousands of compound

synibols or characters, which, whether they represent mere sounds, or complete words and phrases,

or both, have required the most untiring study, laborious care, and nice analyzation, to make them

subservient to a far wider utility than thej- ever before possessed, by being cast upon separate type

bodies. This at first glance would seem to involve difficulties so numerous as to make complete suc-

cess at least doubtful. Hitherto the method of printing pursued by the Chinese has been by means

of engraved blocks, charged with an ink-like preparation, and impressed upon the paper, silk, etc.

by slow and tedious hand processes. But a revolution has been eflfected whereby the language of

the Mongolian race may be circulated to almost any extent; for to-day the " Celestial" people may

have their written thoughts multiplied by means of movable types set up to suit the occasion, and

the mighty mechanism of the latest modern " fast" steam printing-presses. The ordinary pair of

cases and stand used by American and European printers, will not suffice, however, for the needs

of the compositor of Chinese type. He must have a sort of ampitheatre built about him, con-

taining several thousands of compartments, for the same number of these to us strange hiero-

glyphics, with which he must of necessity become familiar.

Says our good friend and an excellent printer—Mr. Wm. M. Cubery, of San Francisco, Ca?.—who

kindly sent us, by letter, the electrotype shell from which the Chinese presented above is printed:

—

"The above is ?i facsimile of the cards issued by the Church of the Advent, San Francisco, and printed on

bright red paper by Cubery & Co., inviting the Chinese here to attend its School for them. Most of the Protestant

Churches of the city have similar Schools. Each pupil requires a teacher; and it is an interesting sight to see

well-dressed white ladies or children sitting beside these dark sons of the East and teaching them the English

alphabet. But the faithful are amply rewarded for their labors when they hear these heathen people repeating

the Lord's Prayer, Ten Commandments, or passages from the Scriptures. They also learn to sing psalms and

hymns.

" In reading the Chinese characters commence at the right side and read downward."
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JF^, ///(• u/hh-rsigiicd, agree to pay the amounts set opposite

our names, to the Trustees of the METHODIST EPISCOPAL

CHURCH OF CUMMINSVILLE, for the ereetion of a house of

zuorship for said Church.

iereek flivlslon fto. 33§, Sons of Temperafie

(me aie m aiieai^ /o aiMJ/bn j/c^i.. 'f?ionm/

j/el ^ict (wma tio, ^o ^ can 4e/ioit /o ammon.

^na &mae ^me-U^

Financial Scribe.

LAWS.
CHAPTER V.-Page 9.

Section 2. When a member is six montlis in arrears for dues, and tlie FINANCIAL SCKIBE shall have duly

notified the delinquent, and lie fails to pay his dues for one month thereafter, the Division may, without charge or

trial, suspend or expel him.

All dues payable quarterly in ADVANCE, on the first of January, April, July and October.
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362 Golden Hours.

y/i N VAND WEAR.

W. '1". PuRTEK.

If-t'^tr^ I^ ^ ?3E^ :p=p: ^S
-0-^0-

"B
4 #-^^-#

4;^=t^ :p=b:

'rhere 's no roy - al road to greatness, Men must ev - er climb to fame ; All the wealth in misers'

a3E? ^
-#—«-

"ir
-•—•-

"*t* ^-?

-0^-0-

-0—0-

^ ^.

P :#=pc fc=Sf 7"^"J'^".^^j"?~7^J^tr~f^^/]T~^^-#-i

n

cof fers Wouldn't bny a deathless name. Is a no - ble goal be - fore you ? Would you

\
N^ 3^SE£ fc =^tt«f

— —iPi-«- S d d
:i=^^—#- 1=3

-#^—#--L-*-^#—

#

tl—
^-

-s—^—.-•- ^=:^ ^=;= •

—

—0-

*=*^ i^=ftf
9^^=i= :?^

JE9;

I 'i ^^^^—0- ^^ :^5z4^:itn^
-V—V- 0~-G—0- ^¥-^ -0—0-'-0-- -«•

great achievements dare? Brother, then be up and doing— Brother ! you must "/?'V;/ and /Kfcjr.'

1^^^tT3E^^^33a^^E3EiE3Et3
-K-

stzat -«"-i-

i^-JE^
#—

^

a
^^-^-^TTT :i^=it:

-•^#- ^S;--d-

2. Toil and labor—never stopping

Till you make the prize your own,

For you know, 't is " constant dropping

Wears away the hardest stone."

Never slack sublime endeavor.

Nor 'mid cheerless toil despair

:

If you 'd rise above your fellows,

Brother 1 you must " Win and Wear."

3. 'T is the lesson Nature teaches

All throughout her wide domain ;

And the text from which she preaches

Is " that labor leads to gain."

Moral worth and honest merit

—

Brighter crowns than inonarchs bear—

These you never can inherit

:

Brother ! these you "Win and Wear.'
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^^^ G-7?5.;

I'.A.T^ls/LA.ls^ <aXJI I«!tBEiXTIT ^-EIEl-A-T-

mmi'i^^''''''''''^^cmn

h.n?
|^©©r©^ii ^aU ip©ll©S«

THURSDAY, JUNE 23d, 1870.

Nine o'clock, A. M.

MUSIC.

" Individually," .... Henrietta L. Baldwin, Hoove's Hill.

"Whate'er the Motive, Pleasure is the Mark," . Lucy L. Coombs, Utico,.

MUSIC.

" Utility of Mj'Stery,"
" Who Grasps the Lever? "

. Alice M. Hayman, Moore's Hill.

Mattie a. Sparks, Moore's Hill.

MUSIC.

"The Superiority of Man," . . . Ham'l. Ij. Avste's, Mooi-e"s Hill.

" Under the Sea," Thomas C. Kidd, Moore's Hill.

MUSIC.

'itmmmitmt^
'The Great Conflict," .

'Ignorance and Vice,"
' Mind, the Measure of the Man,"

^

C. J. U. Harrison, Moore's Hill.

John Wm. Moore, Moore's Hill.

Robert W. Wood. Moore's Hill.

BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS. CONFERRING DEGREES. %

MUSIC.

^Uncbktron.
^-^^

21S
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CHAMPAiaUE.
Veuve Cliquot, g4 00

Carte d'Or, 4 00

Piper Heidsick, 4 00

Green Seal, 4 00

RHINE WINE.

Leibfrauenmilch, $2 00

Forster Reisling 1 50

Hochheimer, 1 50

Johannesberger 1 50

Red Rhine Wine, 1 50

SPARKILNa.

Longwortli's Golden Wedding, 2 50

Longworth's Catawba, 2 00

Werk's Catawba 2 00

DRY CATAWBA.
Duhme's 1 50

Bogen's Seedling, 2 25

Werk's 1 50

CALIFORNIA.

Hock, 2 00

Port, 2 00

SHERRY.
Old Duff Gordon, 3 00

Cabinet 2 00

Topaz, 2 00

MADEIRA.
Old Reserve 3 00

South Side, 3 00

London Dock, 3 00

Saudeman, 3 00

CLARET.

Chateau Lafitte, 3 00

Chateau La Rose, 3 50

St. Julien, ( Medoc,) 1 50

BRANDIES.

Hennessy's Pale Brandy, 5 00

Otard,Dupuy & Co., 4 00

Fine Old Apple Brandy,... 3 00

Peach Brandy 3 00

RUM.

Best Jamaica 3 00

Old St. Croix, 3 00

WHISKEY.

Bourbon, extra fine 2 50

Old Monogahela 2 50

Scotch, 3 00

Irish, 3 00

GIN.

Grape-leaf, 3 00

Genuine Old Tom, 2 00

ALE, PORTER, Ssc.

Younger's Edinburgh Ale, 50

Barclay Perkin's Porter, -50

Guinness' Stout, 50

American Ales and Porters, 2.5

Kissingen Water, 15

-^
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Boback^s Stom-
acli Bitters,
itnlike all other

r> liters in the

market, possess

i)dri7tsic merit.

J/o.s/ Bitters, so

called, are merely wishiwashy stuff,

sold as a beverage. Dr. Roback's

Bitters are not a beverage in any
sense of the word, bid contain the

most expensive drugs known to

science for the radical cure of
Indigestion and Dyi<pepsia, and
for all cases where a tonic and
stimulant are

required. Thcu

restore the vital

forces in a re-

markable degree,

and. give toiie to

the syslein.

It is nouj eleven

years since Dr.
llohack, the cel-

ebrated Swedish
physician, from
Stockholm, Stoe-

den, came to this

country and introduced the Scan-
dinavian Blood Durijier; since

which time 'thousands have been

cured, by its iise, of Scrofula and
other blood diseases. It contains,

besides the Iodide of Potassa and
Syrup of Stillingia, drugs import-

ed from Sweden for its express

manufacture, nnknoivn and not

kept by apothe-

caries in this
c u n try. A
single trial toill

convince the most

skeptical of its

wondirfid value.

Dr. Roback's

Blood Pills are

iiUKiirpassed by
Imy Pill manu-
factured for a
similar purpose.

' "" ~^

KOBACK'S
STOMACH

BITTERS
cii;i:

DYSPEPSIA

SLOOD PILLS
< lltE

Kick Ilcadnolie,

K4»1CA4'K'K

BLOOD PURIFIER
ClIRES

And all Disu

U. S. PROP. MED. CO.

Nos. 56 & 58 East Third Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
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50 DEVIZES. C. 31.

^^ii; aE=355^atzit:s at=it^S ^-tLS__it
i I

"

I I _

1. Faith is the brightest evi - dence Of things beyond our sight
; It pierces

^a I I I^ I I^
Si—^-&—z^y-

thro' the veil of sense, And dwells in heavenly light, And dwells in heavenly light.

s-i j?^—t^

'jui
r^ r^

^=t

WHERE IS 31 Y HOME? 8s d I.

1. Where countless throngs in spirit one, Forev-er glo-rious :is tlie sun,

Shall live, when time has ceased to run. There is my home, There is my home

f- r f ,-r • -rc iV r r r^M ^^m ^ =^==^

No. 700. L. 31. S. W. L.

^j=J=d=^
^-r-^^ ^^3ta^ ^=r

1. By faith in Christ I walk with God, With heaven, my journey's end, in view :

g^iN^^^j^Jd^^aJii:4-\i-JM^̂
Rup-port-ed by his staff and rod. My road is safe and pleasant too.

EXCELSIOR MUSIC. FROM FRANKLIN TYPE FOUNDRY, CINCINNATI.

G. K. Tenney, Compositor.
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Amount Insured, . $

Premium, and Fees, $

PBOPERTT jySUBED.'

18

18

18

18

Agent.
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BOBEBT ALLISON. CBAS. H. SUITE. HOBACE L, J0H1TS017.

OS. SMITH & Jog
*' PBOPBIETOBS or f

The Franklin Type Foundry,

No. 158 VIHB STREET,

EverytJoiag First-class, CINCINMATL

7^- -^- -^V^ -

ih

z

/mg¥l4M
t
cf

It
Al

r^-'M^ W<I vM

-^^S^^y^^i

"^"^'^t
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r
jFor ]Ji-f5iinit of tiic illititti) Slalts,

(Sen. II. S. ©vttiit.

jFor Tifc ^JiTsibnit of Ihc illiiitri) States,

i^on. Scljuijlcv ^olfaji*.





2^ ^f!:(^>^€^^^hzie^d.

etlicnlion,

WILLIAM H. ALLEN, LL. D.,

Presidetit of Girard College.

My Friend and Classmate:

WO reasons have specially pronipted me to place your

name in this little volume. One is the fact that you

have so long and so successfully devotedyour eminent

abilities to the education and welfare ofyouth—a work

in harmony with the genius of this my humble effort;

and another reason is founded upon those invariably

pleasant relations, and that sincere friendship, which

commenced zvith our college days, and upon which

time and separation have, as I trust, exerted no

disturbing influence.

With profound and affectionate respect.

(cc)
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The above engraving was executed by Mr. GEO. K. STILLM'^N, Wood Engraver, Cincinnati, with a Ruling Machine,

and it is believed to be the only thing of the Kind ever done on wood.

JDHN.H.BOG/IRr. r'"7'~\ r^
GCO./<.Sr/LLMAN.

^liitlt

11352 Westrourth. Street,

)JIW(nJIMMMSMJ^^
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45

PRICES PER 1000 OF FRACTIONAL SIZES OF PAPER.
These prices include the customary allowance for AVaste and Surplus,

Per
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LETTEK CIRCULARS. 131

A Plain Mitred Rule Border, not cut to order, should increase the piice of the
page SO cents ; if cut to order of speciallj- selected rule, add the labor of initering
and the waste, which cannot be less than 50 cents additional, and way be §1.00. If

the rule is of little service for other work charse half Its cost.

A Rule Border Justified to tit rule corners is worth from 50 cents to .§1 .00.

A Border of Two Sets of Rules, one enclosed within the other, is worth from
§1 50 to s2 00 for the labor, exclusive of value of rule.

A Plain Flower Border may be rated at "5 cents.

A Combination Border of the simplest pattern, and largest pieces, is worth
SI 00. Elaborate Combination Borders on Minionette body are worth from $4.00 to
$10 00 each. Combination Borders for Headings, at same price as for Note Circulars.
Electrotyping, with Blocking, of an ordinary Letter Circular, 5\ x 7?4 inches,

is worth from i^« 65 to •;:). 00.

PRESSWORK OF LETTER CIRCULARS.

Color of Ink.
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CHECKS. 165

PRESSWORK OF CHECKS IN BLACK INK.

Quantities.
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POSTERS. 229

The priees of Uiia ]iase are for PrcssTvork only.

9^2 X 12 inches, Gluarter Medium.... One-eig-hth of 24 x 38.

Same prices may bo used for size 10 x 14, and all smaller sizes.

Color of Ink.
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(bear Sir,—
We take pleasure in informing you, that on

and after this date, we reduce the 'price of Leads and

(Brass (Rule in strips, to the following rates

:

OLD PRICE.

6 to Pica and thicker, per lb. .40

7

8

9

10

12

flfiii MmMs in strips.

OLD PRICE,

12 cents perfoot.

15

18

24

30

36

42

48

54
60

66

72

45

54
.68

.90

1.44

NEW PRICE.

30

35
.40

.60

.80

1-25

NEW PRICE.

10 cents perfoot.

12

15

20

24

28

34

38

44

48

52

58

go ' " . . . 72

COLOI\ED/ND JOB INKS WILL BE SOLD/T LABEL PI|ICE.

Hoping to receive your orders, we remain,

Yotirs, truly,

ALLISON, SMITH k JOHNSON.
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(No. U.) FAMILY SCENE IN POMPEII.

By permission—from the" Illustrated Union Hand- Book for 1871," published by C. W.Starbuck & Co. of the Cincinnati Times.
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When fine 'red inks or inks containing much red are to be used on
ele(5trotype or copper-plates, the latter should be silver-plated or well-

washed two or three times with liquid silvering solution, which must be

allowed to "set" before being used; otherwise tlie chemical properties of

the copper will produce a disagreeable change of the color. We give a

recipe for making an excellent

Silvering Solution for Electrotype Plates.

Nitrate of Silver 2 drachms ; Distilled Water 37 drachms. Dissolve, and add Sal Ammoniac
I drachm ; Hydrophosphite of Soda 4 drachms ; Precipitated Chalk 4 drachms.

Agitate the preparation occasionally for twelve hours, when it will be ready for use. Apply
with a piece of fine sponge.

When colored inks arc dull, tough, dry, or work badly, they may be

softened, improved, and brightened by using difierent articles. Here are

recipes for making some of the best:

A Liquid for Brightening Common Qualities of Black or Colored Inks.

Demar Varnish i ounce; Balsam Fir J-a ounce; Oil Bergamot 25 drops; Balsam Copaiba 35
drops ; Kreosote 10 drops ; Copal Varnish 50 drops. Use in small quantities.

This has been sold for some time under a variety of names, such as " Indispensable,"
" Pre-requisite," etc.

The whites of fresh eggs are also brighteners of colored inks ; but they must be applied a
little at a time, as they dry very hard, and are apt to take away the su(5tion of rollers if used for

any extended period.

A Good Reducing Dryer.

Brown's (genuine) Japan. Use in small quantities.

Hardening Gloss for Inks.

Gum Arabic di.ssolved in Alcohol or a weak dilution of Oxalic Acid. Use in small quantities,

and mi.\ with the ink as the latter is consumed.

To give Dark Inks a Bronze or Changeable Hue.

Take i^ lbs. (Jum Shellac and dissolve it in i gallon 95 per cent. Alcohol or Cologne Spirits

for 24 hours. Then add 14 ounces Analine Red. Let it stand a few hours longer, when it will be
ready for use. Add this to good blue, black, or other dark inks as needed, in quantities to suit

when, if carefully done, they will be found to have a rich bronze or changeable hue.

Quick Drying Preparation for Inks to be used on Bookbinders' Cases.

I ounce Bees Wax ;
i^ ounce Gum Arabic dissolved in Acetic Acid sufficient to make a thin

mucilage; J^ ounce Brown's Japan. Incorporate with one pound ofgood Cut Ink.

We also subjoin the following recipes, which may be of service to

some of our subscribers:

To make Lithographic Transfer ^Vriting Ink.

Shellac i^ ounces ; Good Soap 2 ounces
; White Wa.x i ounce ; Tallow i ounce. Add three

tablespoonsful of strong solution of (Jum Sardarac ; and when the whole is prepared, color with
Ivory Black or the best Lampblack.

To make a Strong and Durable Paste.

One full quart of good Wheat l-'lour; two gallcms Cold Water. Mix, and rub out with the
hands all lumps that are formed by the flour. Then add about one-quarter of a pound of pulverized
alum, and boil the whole together eight or ten minutes, or until the mass thickens, stirring it well
all the time. Now add a quart of hot water, and boil imtil the paste becomes thick .-»gain and of
a pale brownish tint. When well made, it will be pcrfcclly clear and free of lumps, and keep
from ten to fifteen days.W (Dd)

• —.,y^— y
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Gum for Backing Labels.

Take any quantity of clear, pure Dextrine and mix it with boiling water until it assumes

the consistency of ordinary mucilage. Apply thinly with a full-bodied, evenly-made, and wide

camel's hair brush. The paper should not be too thin or unsized. This preparation will dry

quickly, and adhere when slightly wet.

Offsetting, or having the back of a sheet marked by the printing on the

one placed under it, may be obviated by piling sheets irregularly, and not

permitting them to accumulate until they become weighty. Printing done

on dry, highly polished, and hard paper, should be laid out thinly upon a

drying rack. Where great liability to offset exists, it is best to place slip-

sheets of thin, cheap paper between the printed sheets.

Rice paper, or good rag news, makes excellent slip-sheets to prevent

offsetting on sheets that must be turned and printed before the first side

is dry, especially in wood-cut presswork.

When tympans become marked from sheets that are printed on both

sides, they may be quickly cleaned by rubbing a piece of raw cotton charged

with benzine over them. This dries at once, and does not soil like oil,

which is sometimes used.

Printing on parchment is sometimes troublesome because of the animal

fat that remains in the parchment. By rubbing the sheet over with a clean

piece of cotton, dampened with purified benzine, previous to printing, a

good impression can be had. But generally, if high grade ink is used, with

little or no redutftion by varnish, it will print parchment well.

When bronze, smalts, flock, or dvy colors are to be used in printing,

the size should be of the best possible quality, and tenacious in its hold

upon the paper, as well as upon the article to be employed. White size

tinted to suit the bronze, smalts, etc., should be used for fine work.

Bronze should be applied with the finest cotton wool, or a piece of the

best otter pelt, and wiped off and polished with dean cotton or fur before

the sizing becomes too hard, being cautious that no scratches are made by

the finger nails or from sand in the cotton.

Smalts are generally sifted through a fine sieve upon the printed sheet

until it is covered with a sufficient quantity to give it a coating, and the

surplus material shaken off when the size is dry.

Flock requires a very strong size to hold it on the paper firmly, and it

should be laid on smoothly and evenly. It may be rubbed througli a sieve

also, and pressed on with a fine buckskin pad. Passing sheets or cards

printed with bronze or flock between polished iron cylinders improves the

appearance of the work very much.
Dry colors are applied the same as bronze.

The maintenance of a uniform and full color, yet without having more
ink at one time upon the rollers or form than is required to do this, is

always essential to produce neat presswork. If sheets are allowed to be

printed in all the various shades of an ink,—from its intensest depth to its

greyer tints,—they will appear badly when placed side by side, especially

in book work. The supply of ink should therefore be regulated exadlly

according to the consumption.

-«rS3;^^,
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PRINTING WITH COLORED INKS, ETC.

The employment of colored and tinted inks, either singly or in har-

monious combinations, is now so generally expe(5led from job printers,

that some reliable notes for the guidance of those not yet familiar with

the management of colors in printing cannot but be acceptable.

We have gathered from M. Chevreul's able and complete treatise on

''"'The Principles of the Harmony of Contrast of Colors" corroborated oy

other writers on the subje(5l and our own experience and experiments, the

following facfts, which will be found to embrace most of the rviles necessary

to be observed in mixing and arranging colors used for printing. But it

must not be assumed that the mere dicftations of fancy will insure efte<5live

combinations of colors. Certain unchangeable laws of natural harmonj'

that govern all colors have so arranged themselves as to be always

arbitrary. The proper appreciation of these laws will always result in

producing pleasing effects in great variety; while an indifference to, or

ignorance of, them will fail to accomplish anything desirable.

In the first place, White Light is held to be composed of three j>7-imary colors—yellow,
RED, and BLUE, properly blended. From these three primaries, which may be proportioned and
mingled almost infinitely, are produced all the hues that are known.

If two of the primary colors are mixed, they produce a secondary color. Thus, yellow and
red make orange; red and blue combined form violet; blue and yellow give green. Each of these

secondary colors harmonize perfectly with the primary that does not enter into its composition.

So, for e.xample, orange, made from yellow and red, contrasts perfedtly with blue
; green, a mixture

of blue and yellow, harmonizes with red ; and violet, formed by combining red and blue, agrees

with yellow. Each of these contrasting colors brightens the other: a violet and a yellow, for

instance, being much brighter when placed side by side than when seen separately. These
results are what is termed the Harmony of Contrast of Colors. Nature furnishes numberless

specimens of this harmony of contrast.

The best contrasts are those that are formed from the primary colors ; and the vhree primaries

also form a good harmony when placed together. Colors that do not contrast diminish the

brightness of each other when placed together. Red, which becomes more brilliant beside green,

is weakened by being placed against orange. But neither red nor blue contrasts well with violet,

because the latter has each of them in its composition. In cases where their coming together

cannot be avoided, the dulness produced may be partially overcome by adding a little of the

opposite color. For example, if a violet has to contrast with red, add a shade or two of blue to

the violet, rendering it purple. If, however, the violet has to harmonize with blue or green, add
more red to it.

The TONES of a color consist of the series of gradations that may be made with it by weakening
its greatest point of intensity with white, or deepening it with black.

Tints are the tones of a color produced by the addition of white added to the normal color.

A HUE is the change produced in a color by adding to :t another color. The original color

must always be in the ascendant, or it becomes a hue of the color added to it.

Shades are the tones of a color produced by the mixing of black with the normal color.

Tertiari- Colors are formed by a mixture of two secondary colors. Thus, orange and green

make what is called citrine—a pleasant hue wherein yellow predominates, because it occurs in

each of the secondaries from which it is made. Purple or deep violet and orange make russet

wherein red is the strongest hue for the same reason that yellow is in citrine. Olive, formed from
deep violet and green, is the third and last tertiary color, and has blue for its predominating hue.

Tertiary colors are also termed colored greys. Thus, citrine is yellow-grey; russet is red-grey;

olive is blue-grey.

NoRMAL-GRKY is merely a mixture of pure black and white, mixed in various proportions,

producing a variety of tones from white to black. When a primary or secondary color is added
to a normal-grey, it becomes a colored-grey.

j
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The Luminous or Warm Colors are Yellow, Orange, Red, Light Green, and the light

tones ofsombre colors.

The Sombre or Cold Colors are Blue, Violet or Purple, and the broken tones of the

luminous colors.

Colors with Black.—In all contrasts, the depth of the color is an important element, but
especially so in such as are to be affefted by the presence of black. In but few instances will

the latter bear the neighborhood of a very deep color to advantage, while it harmonizes with the

lighter ones by contrast of tone. Yellow, from its near approach to white, should always be
worked "full;" orange and green should also be full, and moderately deep in tone, to contrast

with black. If a blue is employed, it should be light, or it will impoverish the black and be
weakened itself A very light blue border, with a broad margin of white between it and the

body of matter enclosed, will give a clean, bright look to black ink, and whiteness to the paper
A light pink (such as carmine reduced with flake white or with clear varnish) is also good

; yet
perhaps the preceding is preferable. Dark and heavy borders are frequently a positive injury to

printing, where the working in a light shade would have secured a good efieft ; for the border
should always be so far secondary to the matter enclosed as not to draw off the attention too

much to itself

Colors on Tinted Papers and Tinted Grounds.—Besides the kind of harmony already

mentioned, there is another, which is produced by the contrast of light and dark shades of the

same color. This might be employed in printing more frequently than it is at present with
some advantage, as the effects it is capable of yielding are very chaste and pleasing. In a

photograph or an engraving, all the effedt is dependent on difference of tones of one color; and
the beauty of a wood in summer consists chiefly in the contrast displayed by a variety of shades
ofgreen only. A deep green ink on a paper of a light tone of the same color is especially good if

a heavy letter is used; and, indeed, in most printing in colors, full, solid-faced letters should be
preferred to outlines or shaded ones, which are difficult to work, and have at best but an inferior

appearance, unless the darkest tones are employed. A deep blue on a light blue ground, or against

a light blue border, is also good ; and, without the latter accompaniment, it is not unpleasant on a
blue wove writing-paper. To secure the proper effeft, however, the tints should be of the same
hue—that is, if the groundwork is of a bluish green, the color that is to be worked upon it should

also be a green, inclining to blue; if, on the other hand, the ground is of a yellower green, the

body of ink should also be yellower ; and so on. This may easily be managed by adding a small

portion of ink of the color required, until the hue is matched.

Neutral Tints.—In selecfling borders for the more chaste description of printing, it is a

pretty safe rule to avoid such as cover much surface, if they are to be worked in any strong color

or in black. When lighter tints are used, they will bear extension over a larger surface ; and in

this case, a pale grey or neutral border will have a beneficial effedl on any body with which it is

contrasted, as well as on b!ack itself, which is purified by its pro.ximity. If the central printing

is in black only, or in black and yellow, a lavender grey may be substituted for the border. And
in any case in which the central matter is all in one color, it will improve it to have a border of

grey that is slightly tinged luith the complementary ofsuch color. Thus, if the body be red, a

very small portion of green may be added to the grey; and so forth.

Broken Colors are those in which all three of the primaries e.\ist.

Complementary Colors.—The primary or the secondary colors requisite to make up the

complement of colored rays that constitute white light. The complementary of a primary, as

red, is the secondary of the other two primaries (green), and vice versa.

Mixtures, etc., that produce Tones, Hues, Tints, and Shades of Color.

Yellow and Carmine or Deep Red produce Scarlet or Vermillion.

Carmine and Blue produce Deep Lilac, Violet, and Purple.

Blue and Black produce Deep Blue or Blue-Black.

Carmine, Yellow, and Black produce rich Brown.

Yellow and Black make Bronze Green.

Yellow, Blue, and Black make Deep Green.

Yellow and Blue produce Bright or Light Green.

Carmine and White make Pinks of any depth.

Ultramarine, White, and Carmine form the deeper tones of Lilac, etc.

— 236-
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Violet and White produce Pale Lilac or Lavender.

Cobalt alone or with White is a lively Pale Blue.

Chinese Blue makes a deep Bronze Blue Ink.

Emerald Chrome, Pale Lemon Chrome, and Chinese Blue make any tone of Emerald Green

Ink required.

Amber is made from Pale Yellow Chrome and Carmine.

Red Brown may be made with Burnt Umber and a little Scarlet Lake,

Light Brown is made from Burnt Sienna, shading with Lake.

Salmon may be made by a combination of White, Burnt Sienna, and a little Orange Chrome

to suit the fancy.

Combinations of Inks that Harmonize Well.

Two Colors.—Scarlet Red and Deep Green; Orange and Violet; Light Blue and Deep

Red ; Yellow and Blue ; Black and Salmon ; Black and Light Green ; Dark and Light Blue ;

Carmine and Emerald.

Three Colors.—Red, Yellow, and Blue; Orange, Black, and Light Blue; Light Salmon,

Dark Green, and Scarlet ; Brown, Light Orange, and Purple ; Dark Brown, Orange Yellow, and

Blue ; Crimson Lake, Greenish-Yellow, and Black.

Four Colors.—Black, Green, Dark Red, and Sienna; Scarlet, Dark Green, Lavender, and

Black ; Ultramarine or Cobalt Blue, Vermillion, Bronze Green, and Lilac ; Sienna, Blue, Red,

and Black.

Tints of any desired depth may be made by putting down a finely ground white ink as a

basis, and toning it with the color desired—whether a primary, secondary, or tertiary.

Varnish tints are made by adding color to full-bodied, well-boiled printers' varnish, using a

little soap and drying preparation to make them work smoothly and dry quickly.

In mi.xing tints to print with, the muller should be used to rub in the color thoroughly
;

otherwise the work is liable to be streaky.

It is advisable to mix no more of a tint than is needed for the work in hand.

Most colored printing inks work best if applied to the rollers a little at a time vuitil the depth

of color desired is reached, as it distributes slower than black, and is more liable to thicken upon

and clog the type when too great a quantity is used at once.

In oixler to do fine printing with colored inks, it is of great importance

that everything connected with the work be perfe^ly clean—form, stone,

press, and rollers. The quality and finish of the paper, etc., and size of

type to be printed thereon, should also be considered. Soft paper and

heavy lines, or coarse cuts, will require the less expensive inks, and such

as are soft without much tenacity; while highly polished, hard surfaces,

—

as on enamelled cards, etc.—call for the finer grades. All good colored

inks should work free, and without gumminess or toughness, no matter

what the price of them may be.

When the weather is cold or variable, it is often necessary to temper

colored inks more or less. But this should be done with great caution and

in small quantities by the inexperienced. The best reducing preparations

added to the ink in very small quantities, but sufficient to produce the

desired result, are generally sufficient. Oils or varnishes used in improper

quantities impair the brightness of a color, and produce a greasincss or

"curdle" that prevents them from distributing evenly and solidly.

A heavier impression and dwell than usual upon surfaces printed with

colors is generally necessary, as such inks have peculiar bodies, and do

not take hold of paper so easily as black. For very fine color work, a

press that has a trip or contrivance to throw off and on the impression,

to admit of repeated rolling, is best.



OVERLAYING CUTS.

The popular opinion of a wood engraving, or its copper or tjpe-metal
representative, is inseparable from its treatment bv the pressman. If the

cut is badly printed, the verdici is
—

" It is a poor cut;" while a carefully

overlaid and well-printed cut is termed " A good piece of engraving."
But the criticism may be totally incorredl in either case; for that which
is condemned may be intrinsically a beautiful and meritorious work of
art, while that which is praised may be nothing of the kind beyond what
the printer has wrought for it.

As far as pradicable, the printer's and engraver's arts should be

accommodated to each other, and we are glad to observe that a disposition

to do this is becoming more common than formerlv.

The engravers proof is generally considered to exhibit the standard

of eftedl the engraving is capable of producing. Using the best of ink

carefully laid on the block, and paper manufacftured expressly for the

purpose of proving his Avork, the engraver skilfully "brings out," by
means of his smooth ivory burnisher, the strongest effefts, treating more
gently the middle tones, giving a proper degree of finish and delicacy to

the fading tints, and treating the lights and mere tracery that expresses

distance, etc., with a view to preserve that harmonious yet natural effecft

so pleasing to the critical eye, and, at the same time, making visible the

thought or thing to be expressed definitely and according to the artist's

intention.

In first-class printing from wood-cuts, the engraver's proof may be
quite equalled, and sometimes surpassed, in many features. Examples of
this fadl may be found in Mitchell's work on ''The Birds" and in

numerous other of our finest holiday books.

Aside from the quality of the paper or ink, one of the chief processes
by which effeft from cuts is reached, is hy what is termed "overlaying;"

and to do this well is not the least accomplishment of the thorough
pressman.

The first step toward overlaying is to take a clean and well-defined

impression of the engraving upon a sheet of paper that is moderately sized

and calendered, but not too hard. Upon this impression he builds or

pastes '•overlays'''' of exadt cuttings—made from other impressions on other

papers of various thicknesses—of the dark parts, the middle tones, tints,

and whatever requires stronger relief than the ordinary flat impression
would produce. The precise lines of the objeft to be overlaid must be
carefully followed in making these cuttings, and a small, keen-bladed
knife alone should be used. Delicate outlines requiring but little impres-
sion, when they appear too strong, are to be cut out or "reduced" one,

two, or more thicknesses of the tympaning.

After the various important parts of a cut are overlaid according to

the relative degrees of strength and blending desired, it sometimes becomes
necessary to scrape or rub down the edges of overlays, so as to prevent
the marks that might otherwise be made from the edges being too abrupt.
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When the overlaying, reducing, and scraping processes are completed

on the detached sheet, it must be fixed with great precision over another

impression of the cut taken upon one of the under tympan -sheets of the

press. After careful examination to see that no overlays have been doubled

over or displaced, have two or more outer tympan-sheets over all, and

get an impression to ascertain if the proper eife(5l is produced; and, if not,

add to or reduce the overlaying until it is corretR:. This will require good

judgment, and some idea of the proper amount of light and shade due to

the subjedt. Sometimes a cutting of fine tissue paper will be sufficient

to produce a clear, smooth eftecft where it is lacking; and in portions

where the subject appears too heavy or harsh, the removal of a verj- little

overlaying will often make it right.

The minor parts of an engraving, if they be well cut, require but little

attention after the main features are thoroughly attended to.

While we would advocate complete overlaying in every case of any

importance, we cannot gainsay the facfl that even partial overlaying—say

that of the dark eftedts of a picture—is better than none at all; and almost

every cut that is sent to press can be improved by even a little attention

to this particular.

Another method of preparation to print cuts is to use three-, four-, and

even five-ply photograph-mount card-board, and to cut away the lights

and fainter tints of a picture, allowing the stronger portion of it to stand,

or, in other words, reversing the operation of overlaying or building up.

This is principally employed for newspaper illustrations and large cuts,

upon w'hich long runs of presswork are to be made. The photograph

-

card will last longer than paper overlaying, but we do not think it pro-

duces so delicate an efte(5l.

Overlays require more or less attention during the printing of a form

of cuts, and sometimes need to be repaired or renewed.

We illustrate the difference between overlaying and not overlaying in

the two cuts on the next page, which are otherwise precisely alike.

There will also be found in various parts of this volume several leaves

containing specimens of overlaid cuts, which have been numbered from

I to II, and exhibit different styles of treatment. These cuts were not

made expressly for this purpose, but were selected from ordinary stocks.

Most of them have been previously used for other purposes, and are good

examples of such as may be ordinarily met with in illustrated books.

Wood-cuts must never be washed with lye. Benzine or camphene

onlv should be used.

TO MAKE PASTE-POINTS.

Neat and useful paste-points for small jolos mav be made by taking a

piece of No. i brass rule, and, after cutting it in the shape of a triangle of

any convenient size, filing a neat point at one of the angles about a quarter

of an inch long, and bending it at a right angle with the l)road part. Paste

tough manilla paper around and on both sides of the flat part or plate, and

trim. When dry, paste on tlie tympan as required.
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TREATMENT OF NEW WOOD TYPE.

Large wood-letters when quite new should be soaked in a mixture of
turpentine and thin boiled linseed oil over night, and taken out of the bath

in the morning and wiped clean. Let them stand awhile to absorb what
oil, etc. may not have been removed by wiping, then ink them well. After
they stand a few hours, wash them with benzine. This will also apply to

wood tint-blocks, or any other large wood surface to be printed from.

HOW TO DOCTOR A ROLLER.

The following method of recuperating a hard and unworkable roller

has been found to answer admirably:—After washing the roller carefully

with lye, cover the surface with a thin layer of molasses, and lay it aside

till the next morning. Then wash it with water, and let it hang till dry

enough for using.

'Jr^4.a^lJs--^ csr*'-^
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CARCELY any other branch of skilled industry, involving

^J^ much capital and intelligence for its proper prosecution as the

general printing business, has such contradi(5torj and widely

varying charges for its products. Proprietors of offices and

those who have them in charge, having, in a majority of cases, adopted

no standard whereby to estimate labor, consumption of material, \vear,

waste, and other necessary expenses, seem to transact their affairs in this

particular by a system of guesswork, or some other hap-hazard principle,

which has caused the idea to exist in the minds of many persons who
employ printers fi-equently, that the profits of the craft are so exorbitant

that the smallest sum a piece of work can be had for, (often without regard

to quality it is true), is ample remuneration for the amount of work done.

The foolish, not to say reckless, greed of incompetent parties, who will

have business at any price or risk, is mainly accountable for the inadequate

prices that rule for many kinds of printing; while those who can do better

things, but have placed themselves in competition with the suicidal disposi-

tion to underbid,—so rife among certain wretched printers,—have the satis-

fa(5lion, if such it is, of knowing they will be the real sufferers, adfinem.
That many persons engaged in printing are fairly intentioned, but

culpably ignorant concerning the true value of their own work,—laboring

on industriously for years with little or no advance in their worldly cir-

cumstances,—is literally true. Undecisive of characfter, although possibly

capable as workmen, they underrate themselves, and constantly yield to

the representations of interested parties, who make it their business to get

the most labor for the least money, and who have, hy a pra<5lice of "getting

bids," made printing almost a beggarly vocation in many quarters; besides

which, the too ready disposition to reduce the prices of Avork, etc. below,

rather than increase them up to, a fair valuation, seems to become, as time

progresses, more and more the rule among printers themselves.

In this connexion we deem that we are doing a real service to our

fellow-craftsmen in pointing out a work that will serve them as a valuable

and pra(5lical guide in making estimates and obtaining a full understanding

of many items that every manager and clerk should be familiar with. We
allude to Mr. Theo. L. De Vinxe's new edition oi^'The Printers' Price

List; a Manual for Clerks and Book-keepers in Job Printing Offices."'

It is a work of much research and labor, and is published by Fr.wcis
Hart & Co., General Printers, No. 63 Cortlandt Sti-eet, New York.

Many of the evils that attend the prosecution of type- and press-work

arise from the want of a good system of apprenticeship, now almost totally

ignored throughout our country. A lad or young man of any age is

pennitted to enter an office in some capacity, uncontrolled by any Iroal
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regulation bearing upon the generally verbal agreement made between

the parties. After serving what he deems a sufficient time in his case, or

until he feels disposed to quit, whether capable as a workman or not, the

youth starts forth, joins a ^^Unioti" and, presto! he must rank, so far as

wages are concerned at least, with the really good workman who has

served a full and faithful term of indentured apprenticeship, during which

he has become excellent and expert in his calling.

Again: chance or opportunity may place the inferior printer in charge

or possession of an office of greater or lesser resources, where, knowing his

incapacity to compete squarely with his betters, his resource is to compel

patronage by doing miserable work for undiscriminating customers at

the poorest prices, and thereby often causing his abler competitor to take

less than what he knows is just compensation for his work, or leave his

facilities unemployed.

The following rules for business management have been found corredt,

both from observation and practice, and we cannot urge them too strongly

upon the attention of every one who conduces a printing concern with

something more than a mere pittance in view:

Do not go beyond your capital in purchasing material, and never pur-

chase what is not likely to be of immediate use, no matter how cheap it is.

Avoid buying odds and ends of second-hand printing material about

which you know little or nothing.

Insist upon order, and the careful usage of the implements, etc., whether

the office is your own or otherwise.

Have regular hours for opening and closing business, and require all

your workmen to observe them.

Preserve a carefully considered, just, and fixed system for estimating

work according to its quality, keeping in view the probable consumption

and waste of all material, wear and tear of implements, superintendence,

and other expenses, no matter how trivial they niay seem; for the least

cost can be computed by an average per centage.

Having determined w^hat amount of money a piece of work is really

worth, including a positive and not suppositious profit, make that the

price, and do not deviate from it.

Be courteous and willing to accommodate all reasonable demands, but

be decisive in your transaftions. A host of errors results from a vascil-

lating disposition.

Be prompt, making no promises that you may not reasonably expert

to fulfil; and fill your orders according to your promises. In hurried

times do not put aside one customer because a later one is urgent, unless

the first one has allowed ample time wherein you may accommodate the

last one also; for, though you may have gained a new patron by the

measure, you will be apt to lose the former one if he be disappointed by

not getting his work when promised.

When customers want good work done at less than it is fairly worth,

reason with them calmly; and, if they will not be convinced, but make
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assertions in regard to the prices charged by others that seem unreason-

able, or seem disposed to go elsewhere, do not go into a tirade against

your competitors. Neither would we have you yield, knowing you are

adopting a wrong; but simply declare you cannot do business at such rates

and realize a fair profit.

Have a clear understanding with a patron before what he desires is

done, what the price for it will be,—approximately, but large enough, if

it cannot be determined at once,—so that there will be no disagreeable

compromise to make after the work is rendered and to be settled for.

Lost valuable time occasioned by the customer, such as extra work,

alterations, etc., should be charged. Too little regard for these items

causes sad leaks in the profits of an office. A price is given, based upon
the ordinary contingencies of a piece of work; but the part}- for whom it

is to be done proves capricious, and demands frequent changes, proofs,

etc., although the first piece of work may be performed neatlj' and well.

It is but just, then, that he should pay for it. Where no guide is given or

any style indicated, or where there has been no previous understanding

concerning such waste of time, its cost should be stated immediately before

it is made, so as to make it optional with the patron to have it done or not.

Careful estimates, cast-ups, and the like, requiring time and experience

to make, should be charged for, unless the work is guaranteed to the office,

in which case it should go with the estimate for general superintendence.

The cash system should be closely adhered to, and strangers, without

any exception, on account of appearance or address, required to pav in

advance, or to leave a sufficient deposit to prevent absolute loss.

Workpeople should be paid in full every pay-day; but it would be well

to have an understanding with them concerning the time they are to give

an employer, and the employer them, notice of separation for any cause.

As an earnest, on the part of the accepted workman, it should be made
a part of the business contradt that he leave in his emplover's hands a

certain sum weekly to be forfeited in case of his non-compliance with the

agreement. An equivalent, whereby to bind the employer, might also

be made by a written agreement or stipulation properh' witnessed. This
would prevent the sudden departures and discharges that usuallv occur in

the most improper seasons.

While it is always right to be amiable and pleasant with those who
patronize an establishment, their familiarity with workmen during working
hours should not be permitted; and informing them of matters in hand
not necessary for them to know, had better be left unsaid. Loungers
should be repelled by the simple information, politely but pointedlv told,

that your affairs require your personal attention, and that it retards the

workmen to converse with them. This will gcncrallv suffice without

giving oflience.

Do not suppose, if orders are plenty and customers easih- managed
iluring ])usy seasons, that dull times will not come and patrons be exat5ling

or hard to please. It is during business lulls that many are tempted to

work below what they can aflbrd to do, and to yield advantages that are

prettv sure to remain advantages fo tlir customer in future tiansaL^tions,
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Never retain an unprofitable workman unless jou can aftbrd the ex-

pense, or it is done out of charity. One who receives more than he yields

becomes a burden, and should not be needlessly encouraged.

Have no more workmen than your materials and implements will keep

comfortably employed without waste of time. It is often a false idea that

the more people there are about a concern, the more business is being done.

In the type department, it should be the rule to distribute forms as fast

as they are released from the press, unless there is a prospe<ft of their being

used again within a reasonable length of time. But, unless there is an

arrangement made with a customer to keep type standing for him, its

being kept in form should be solely for the benefit of the office.

Make it incumbent upon compositors to send forms to press thoroughly

justified, revised, and leveled, leaving nothing for the pressman to do but

make it ready on the press and print it. Also insist upon the forms being

returned from the pressroom as soon as they are off, thoroughly washed

and free from attachments that are no longer useful, such as underlays, etc.

Do not be lured into purchasing everything new that emanates from

the foundries. Obtain what you really need ivlien you need it, and then

seledl what you deem the most appropriate and best for your purpose.

Much of the embarrassment that occurs among employing printers comes

from the disposition to increase their stock of types, etc. with the latest

productions, whether their incomes warrant it or not. It will require a

pretty considerable business and large profits to permit the purchase of

the temptations that our friends the type-founders spread before our eyes

so constantly. But, we repeat, beware of indulging in novelties too often.

If your business is good, do not be niggardly with such supplies as

hasten forward your transadlions. Let there be enough sticks, chases,

leads, slugs, metal furniture, small tools, etc., to permit workmen to keep

at work and not wait upon each other. But this does not imply that

unnecessary quantities should be got merely for transient convenience.

As fast as an article of general supply is released, it should be placed in a

position for immediate use again, and not have to be searched for when

needed.

Avoid practising or encouraging the prevalent disposition among

customers to have, and workmen to do, what may be termed useless

compositio7i—that is, having several justifications of as manj' styles of

letters in one line, when one, or at most two, kinds of letters would look

neater and better, and require less expenditure of time and labor. Elab-

orate border and flourish work, and curving type lines and rules into a bad

imitation of engraving, may be ranked with this kind of composition,

which, unless it is amply paid for, becomes a nuisance and a positive bar

to the profitable prosecution of a job. At the same time we advocate the

most elegant and artistic efte<5ts that can be produced, if it is paid for.

Otherwise adhere to the rules of " neatness and dispatch," permitting

nothing to be done that is not well done; but, at the same time, let it be

done without unnecessary waste of time; for in nothing is the fadl that

"time is monev" more pronounced than in the printing business.
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Technical Terms used by Printers:

Alley—Tlie space V)et\veen two stands.

Ascending letters—Letters that extend into

the upper shoulder: as b, d, !, etc., and all

tlie capitals.

Author's proof—The clean proof sent to an
author after the compositor's errors have
been corrected.

Jianque—A table about four feet high, to lay
sheets on at press.

Bastard title—A short title preceding the
general title of a work.

Bastard type—Type with a face larger or
smaller than its" appropriate body, as Non-
pareil on Minion Dody, or Minion on Non-
pareil body.

Battel-—Types accidentally injured in a form.

Beard of a letter—The outer angles support-
ing the face of a type and extending to the
shoulder.

Bearer—A strip of reglet to bear oft' the im-
pression from a blanli page. A long piece
of furniture, type-high, used in working
Jobs. A solid-faced type interspersed over
the blank parts of a page, in composing
for stereotyping, to resist the force of the
knife when the plates are shaved.

Bearei'-lines—The top line and bottom line

in a page prepared for stereotyping.

i?ed—The flat part of the press on which the
form is laid.

Bevels—Slugs cast nearly type-high, with
a bevelled edge, used by stereotypers to
form the flange on the side of the plates.

Bite—An irregular white spot on the edge
or corner of a printed page, caused by the
frisket not being suflieiently cut out.

"

Blanket—A woolen cloth used in the tym-
pan.

Blank-line—\ line of (juadrates.

Blocks—The mahogany frames on which
stereotype plates are" affixed for printing.

Bodkin—A delicate awl-like tool used for
correcting errors in type.

Horf.v—The shank of the letter.

Botch—An incompetent workman.
Boltle-arsed—Type wider at the bottom than

at the top.

TJoares—The compartments of a case in which
the types are placed.

Brayer—A wooden or glass rubber, fiat at
the bottom, used to bray or spread out ink
on the ink-block.

Break-line—\ short line.

Broadside—k form of one page, printed on
one side of a whole sheet of paper.

Broken matter—Pages of type disrupted and
somewhat intermingled.

Bundle—Two reams of paper.

Bur—RoiigU edge of a type which the foun-
der neglected'to take 6(f in dressing.

Caret—A character [ \] used to denote the
place where an omission in the proof
should be inserted.

CVi.se—The receptacle for type, divided mto
niunerous compartments".

Cassie paper— Formerly, the two outside
quires of a ream, consisting of defective
sheets.

Casting o^—Estimating how many pages u
certain quantity of copy will make m type.

Ceriphs—The fine lines and cross-strokes ar

the end of a letter.

Chapel—A printing-oflSce.

Chase—A rectangular iron frame in which
pages of type are imposed.

Clean proofsPi. proof containing few faults.

Clearing awaj/—Properly disposing of ma-
terials after a work has been completed.

Close matter—Solid matter with few break-
lines.

Comj)anionship—All the hands on a work.

Composing—Setting type.

Composing-rule—A steel or brass rule, with
a beak at one end, used in type-setting.

Cotnposing-stick-kTL instrument in which
types are arranged in words and lines.

Correct^k compositor is said to correct when
he amends the faults marked in a proof.

Corrections—The alterations or errors which
are marked in a proof.

Cut-in letter—k type of large size adjusted
at the beginning of a line at the commence-
ment of chapters.

Cut-in note—A note justified into the side of
a page.

Dead horse—Matter charged before it is set.

Dele, [^—A proof-reader's mark, signifjing
to take out.

Devil—The errand-boy of a printing-office.

Dished—A defect in electrotyped plates, the
centre of a letter being lowerthan its edges.

Distributing—Returning type to their various
boxes after havmg been printed from.
Spreading ink evenly over the surface of
a roller.

Doublet—Among compositors, a repetition of
words ; among pressmen, a sheet that is

twice pulled and mackled.

Dressing a chase orform— Fitting the pages
and chase with furniture and quoins.

Drive out—To space widely.

Duck's-bill—A tongue cut in a piece of stout
paper and pasted on the tympan at the
bottom of the tympan-sheet, to support
the paper when laid on the tympan.

Dudoecimo, orVlnio—Twelve pages to a form

Em—The square of the body of a type.

En—Half the dimensions of the preceding.

Even page—The '2d, 4th, Oth, or any even-
numbered page of a book.

i*'a<—Poetry and leaded matter.

Face of a letter or form—The part that is

printed from.

Fat face, or Eat letter—Broa.i\-stemmed let-

ter.

First f07-m—The form first printed, which
generally contains the first page of a sheet.

Fly—The person or apparatus that takes ott

the sheets from the jjress.
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Folio—Two pages to a form.

Foot-sticks— Sloping pieces of furniture

placed at the bottom of pages, between
which and the chase the quoins are driven
to fasten the pages.

Form—The pages when imposed in a chase.

Foulproof—k proof with many faults marked
in it.

Fount—An assortment of type in definite

proportions.

Friar—A light patch in a printed sheet, caused
by defective rolling.

Frisket—An iron frame fastened by a hinge
to the upper part of the tympan, to hold
the sheet of paper fast as it goes in and
comes from the press.

Fudge—To contrive without proper mate-
rials.

Full press—When two men work at the press
with hand-rollers.

Furniture—Strips of wood or metal placed
around aud between pages when imposed.

(iaUey—A wooden or brass flat oblong tray,

with side and head ledges, for holding type
when composed.

Galley-slaves—An ancient term of derision
applied by pressmen to compositors.

Gauge—A strip of reglet with a notch in it,

passed with the make-up, to denote the
length of the pages.

Get in—To set close.

Good eoto?-—Sheets printed neither too black
nor too light.

Guide—A piece of metal frequently used to

denote the last line set.

Gutter-sticks—Furniture used in imposition
to separate the pages.

Half2jress—When but one person works at

the press.

Half-title —The title of a book inserted in the
upper portion of the first page of matter.

Head-sticks—Furniture put at the head of
pages in imposition, to make margin.

Hell—The receptacle for broken or battered
letters ; the old-metal box ; the shoe.

High-line—Term applied to a type that
ranges above the rest in a line.

High {or low) to paper—Applied to a type
cast higher or lower than the rest of "the

fount.

Horse—The stage on the banque on which
pressmen set the heap of paper.

i/07\s'mf/—Charging for work before it is ex-
ecuted.

Imposing—Arranging and locking up a form
of type in a chase.

Imposing-stone—The stone on which com-
positors impose and correct forms.

Imprint—The name of the printer or of the
publisher appended to jobs or title-pages.

Inferior letters—Small letters cast near the
bottom of the line.

Inset—Same as offcut.

Jeff—To throw for a choice with quadrates
instead of dice.

Justifying—Spacing out lines accurately.

Keep in—To crowd in by thin spacing.

Keep out—To drive out or expand matter by
wide spacing.

Kei-ned letter—Type of which a part of the
face hangs over the body.

Laying ca*e«—Filling cases with a fount of
new type.

Laying pages—F\&cmg pages on the stone
' n a proper order for imposition.

Leaders—Dots or hyphens placed at inter-
vals, one, two, or three ems in length, to
guide the eye across the line to the folio
m tables of contents, etc.

Leads—Thm strips of metal cast of various
thicknesses, quadrate-high, to separate
lines of type.

Lean—Close and solid matter.

Lean face—Light, thin type.

Letter hangs—When the page is out of
square.

Letter-press printing—Printing from types.

lAgatures—Two or more letters cast on the
same shank, as ff, fl, fi, fH, ffi, se, oe.

Locking up—Tightening up a form by means
of quoins.

Logotypes—The same as ligatures.

Long cross—The bar that divides a chase the
longest way.

Long pull—When the bar is brought close to
the cheek of a press.

Low case—When the compositor has set al-

most all the letters out of his case.

Lower case—The ease containing the small
letters of the alphabet, figures, points, etc.

Low line—Applied to a type that ranges lower
than the rest in a line.

Mackle—When part of the impression ap-
pears double.

Make-up—To arrange the lines of matter
into pages.

Making margin— In imposition, arranging
the space between the pages of a form so
that the margin will be properly propor-
tioned.

Making ready—Preparing a form on the
press for printing.

Mallet—A wooden hammer.
Matter—Composed type.

Measure—The width of a page.

Monk—A black spot m a printed sheet, owing
to the ink not being properly distributed.

Nakedform—A form without furniture.

Nicks—Hollows cast in the front of the lower
part of the shank of a type, to show the
compositor how to place it in his stick.

Octavo, or Svo—Eight pages to a form.

Odd page or folio—The 1st, 3d, and all un-
even-numbered pages.

Q^^Signifies that the pressman has worked
off the form.

Offcut—A portion of a sheet that is cut of}

before foldmg.

Off its feel—When matter does not stand up-
right.

Open matter—Matter widely leaded or con-
taining numerous break-lines.

Out—An omission marked m a proof by the
reader.

Out of register—When the pages do not back
each other.

Overlays—Cuttings of paper pasted on the
tympan-sheet to bring up the impression.

f
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Overrunning—Carrying wonls backward or
forward in correcting.

Page-cord—Twine used for tying up pages.

Passing the make-up—Passing to the next
hand in order tlie Hnes remaniing (if ^ny)
after a compositor has made up his nat-
ter, together with the guage and proper
folio.

Pe^l—A broad, thin board with a long handle.

Perfecting—Printing the second form of a
sheet.

A'—Type promiscuously intermingled.

Pick—A particle of ink or paper imbedded
m the noUow of a letter, filling up its face
and occasioning a spot.

Pigs—.4n ancient nickname given in derision
by compositors to pressmen. The press-
room was called a pig-sty.

Planer— k smooth block of wood used for

levelling the surface of pages of type when
imposed.

Planing down—To bring down types evenly
on their feet, by laying a planer on the
page and striking it tirmly with a mallet.

Platen—The part of a printing-press which,
under the influence of the lever, gives the
impression to a sheet.

Point-holes—Fine holes made by the points
to register the second impression by.

Points—Two thin pieces of steel with a point
at one end, adjusted to the tympan with
screws, to make register.

Quadrate—A low square blank type, used to
indent the first line of a paragraph, and to
fill up blank spaces.

Quartei's—Octavos and twelves are said to
be imposed in quarters, not from their
equal divisions, but because they are im-
posed and locked up in four parts.

Quarto, or ito—Four pages to a form.

Quire—Twenty-four sheets of paper.

Quoins—Small wedges for locking up a form.

Quotation /umiture— Quotations cast of
various sizes in length and width, to be
used for blanking and as furniture.

Quotations—Large hollow quadrates.

Rack—Receptacle for cases.

Ratting—V{ov'kmg at less than the estab-
lished prices.

Ream—Twenty quires of paper.

Recto—Right-hand page.

References—Letters or characters serving to
direct the reader's attention to notes at
the foot of a page.

Register—To cause the pages in a sheet to
print precisely back to back.

Register sheet—'Vhe sheet used to make re-
gister.

Reglet—Thin furniture, of an equal thickness
all its length. It is made to the thickness
of type.

Reiteralion—T'he form printed on the second
side.

Revise—'Vhe last proof of a form before work-
ing it off.

Riding—One color falling on another. Type
at the end of a line catching against a lead.

Rise—A form is said to rise when, in raising
it from the correcting-stone, no letters
drop out.

Roller—An iron or wooden "core " or cylin-

der covered with composition, which, set

in an iron frame, revolves and is used for

inking type.

jRoMJice—The handle for running in and out
the carriage of a hand-press.

Round pick—A dot in a letter in a stereotype
plate caused by an air-V)iibble.

Running title—The title of the book or sub-
ject placed at the top of the pages.

Runs on sorts—Requiring an inordinate pro-
portion of particular letters.

Satv-block—A box similar to a carpenter's
mitre-block, to guide in cutting furniture,
etc.

Schedule—A list passed with the make-up,
containing folios on which the compositor
marks his name opposite to the pages set
by him.

Set oif—When sheets that are newly worked
ott' soil those that come in contact with
them, they are said to set off.

Shank—The square metal upon which the
face of a letter stands.

Sheep^s-foot—An iron hammer with a claw-
end.

Shooting-stick—A wedge-shaped instrument
for locking up a form.

Sltort C7-0SS—The short bar which, crossing
the long bar, divides the chase into quar-
ters.

Shoulder—The upper surface of the shank
of a type not covered by the letter.

Side-sorts—Types in the side and upper
boxes of a case, consisting of letters not
frequently used.

Side-sticks—Sloping furniture on the outside
of the pages next to the chase, where the
quoins are inserted.

Signatu7-e—A\etteT of the alphabet or a figure
used at the bottom of the first page of a
sheet, as a direction for the binder in
placing the sheets in a volume.

Slice galley—A galley with an upper false
bottom, called a slice, used for large pages
and jobs.

Slug—A thick lead.

Slur—A blurred impression in a printed
sheet.

Solid pick—A letter in a stereotype plate
filled up with metal, resulting from an im-
perfect mould.

Sorts—The letters in the several ease-boxes
are separately called sorts, in printers' and
founders' language.

Sjiace-ndes—Fine lines, cast type-high, and
of even ems in length, for table and alge-
braical work.

Spaces—Low blank types used to separate
words.

Squabble—A page or form is squabbled when
the letters are twisted out of a square po-
sition.

Stand—The frame on which the cases are
placed.

Stem—The straight flat strokes of a straight
letter.

Siei-eotppe printing—Printinp; from plates.

/Sf<e^—Written opposite to a word, to signifv
that the word erroneously struck out in a
proof shall remain.
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Sub—A compositor occasionally employed
on a daily paper, to fill the place of an ab-
sentee.

Superior letters—Letters of a small face, cast
by the founder near the top of the line.

Table-work—Matter consisting partly of rules
and figures.

Take, or Taking—k given portion of copy.

Token—Two hundred and fifty sheets.

Turn for a letter—When a sort runs short, a
letter of the same thickness is substituted,
placed bottom upward.

Tjjmpan—A frame covered with parchment
and attached to the press-bed, to lay the
sheet on before printing.

Underlay—A piece of paper or card placed
under types or cuts to improve the impres-
sion.

Uppercase—The case containing capital and
small capital letters, fractions, etc.

Verso—Left-hand page.

Way-goose—k term given in England to the
annual dinner customary among printers
there during the summer months.

White line—A line of quadrates.

Whitepage—k blank page.

White 2)ajyer—Until the second side of a
sheet is printed, pressmen call the heap
white paper.

Working in pocket—When the hands share
equally their earnings on a work.

C'^^L?^^^^'^-
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the hranklin type foundry, Cincinnati, for many favors.

Cincinnati Type Foundry Co., through its Business Managers, INIessrs. Chas. Wells
T reasurer, H. Barth, and W. P. Hunt, Cincinnati, for many favors.

Messrs Chatfield & Woods
; Stone & Stewart ; and Snider & McCall • Dealers in

Printers Stock, Cincinnati, for most substantial favors.

Messrs. R. P. Thompson, Printer and Superintendent : C. S. Whitson, Printer and Foreman •

Jas. a. Cassady, Assistant Foreman of the Bindery; T. M. See, Foreman of the Ekarotype
Room; John H. Armstrong, Manager of the Press Department; and Charles Taulman
Pressman, of the Western Methodist Book Concern, for many facilities and accommodations. '

Mr. Luther M. Harpel, Printer, Telegrapher, and Book-keeper, Cincinnati. At present
engaged with us as an assistant.

Messrs. David Cohen and Mort. A. Read, Printers and Foremen in our own establishment
—the first named in the press room, and the latter in the composing room,—for much patient
extra manipulation. Also, Mr. Jno. E. Raisbeck and Matt. Eberhardt of our compositors.

Mr. John Wolff, Principal Wareroom Clerk of Franklin Type Foundry, and Mr. Robert
R. Reid, his assistant, for numerous attentions.

Mr C. H. Fairbanks, Printer and Foreman, (at present engaged on the Specimen Book of
Franklin Type Foundry), Cincinnati.

Mr. William Gockel, Brass Rule Maker and Fitter at Franklin Type Foundry, Cincinnati,
for much intricate mitring, etc.

Mr. John Watson, Foreman Composing Room at Franklin Type Foundry, Cincinnati.
Messrs. Wilson, Hinkle & Co., Educational Publishers and Stationers, Cincinnati.
Mr. Cornelius Braam, the efficient Wareroom Clerk of Cincinnati Type Foundry Co

Cincinnati.

Mr. (Ieorge Barnard, Printer, with Cincinnati Type Foundry Co., Cincinnati.

Messrs. McKay & Cullin, Eleflrotypers and Stereotypers, Cincinnati, for much troublesome
and tedious work in their line.

Mr. Granville Pollock, Foreman of Plate Finishing Room at Franklin Type Foundry
Cincinnati, for many attentions.

Mr. B. B. Chamberlin, Designer and Engraver on Wood, Cincinnati. The excellent work
of this gentleman occurs in numerous places in our book.

Messrs. Stillman & Adams, and Bogart & Stillman, Designers and Engravers, Cincinnati.
Mr. James Pummill, Printer, Author, and Editor, Cincinnati.
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Mr. (). F. Carnahan, Printer and Foreman Job Department Cincinnati Daily Times.

Mr. C. ^V. Stakbixk, Proprietor Cincinnati Daily Times, for privilege of using cnts, etc.

Mr. John Rowei.i., Bookbinder and Ruler, for special personal care in binding the book.

Mr. Thomas Ma<:Kell.\r, .Viithor, Kditor, Printer, and Type Founder, (of the firm of Mac-
Kellar, Smiths & Jordan, proprietors of the Johnson Type Foundry, Philad'a), (jermantown, Pa.

Mr. R. S. Mf.namin, Editor, Publisher, and Dealer in Printing Materials, Philadelphia.

Mr. Jekky S. Thompson, Printer and Superintendent Republican Job Printing Co., Chicago.

Mr. Edward Di' Laurens, Travelling Agent for T.K.Wright & Co., Philadelphia, whose
fine colored inks have been used almost entirely throughout the work.

Mr. Thomas Rowley, Typographic Designer and Printer, (of the firm of Rowley & Chew),
Philadelphia.

Mr. Chas. Eneu Johnson, Manufa(5lurer of Fine Printing Inks, Philadelphia.

Mr. Theo. L. De Vin'Ne, Author and Printer, (of the firm of F'rancis Hart & Co., New York),

Jersey City, N. J., for many valuable favors.

R. Hoe & Co., the celebrated Printing Press Machine and Saw Manufacflurers, New York
City, for cuts.

Mr. Henry Johnson, President Jones Manufacfturing Company, manufacflurers of the Globe
Printing Presses, Palmyra, N. Y.

Mr. Geo. C. Ripley, Secretarj' Home Life Insurance Company, New York, for the beautiful

cuts on page 240.

The Boston Type Foundry, through its well-known Business Agent, Mr. James A. St. John.

Mr. Wm. Cubery, Printer, (of the firm of Cubery & Co.), San Francisco, Cal.

The black ink used throughout the work is from the manufa<5lories of J. K. \Yright & Co.:

Gray's Ferry Printing Ink Works ; and Charles Eneu Johnson & Co., Philadelphia : and
George Mather's Sons, New York. The average price paid for it was about $2.50 per pound.

The presswork, under the superintendence of Mr. David Cohen, was done mainly on the
new " Globe" half-medium, although other bed-and-platen treadle-presses were used. 476,000
impressions were required to complete less than three thousand copies of the book.

The e.vcellent eleclrotyping of the Franklin Type Foundry, under the personal care of Mr.
Alexander Campbell, and of Messrs. McKay & Cullin, Cincinnati, has been frequently

brought into requisition for various small parts of the work ; and we are pleased to say that our

city produces this kind of work equal, if not superior, to any done in the country.

Messrs. Smith & Porter, General Printers, Boston, also have our thanks for plates of

tessellated borders, worked in colors.

Messrs. Copper & Fry, the well-known Stamp Cutters of Philadelphia, executed the stamp
seen on the " Typograph."

It will be noted that we have avoided using in these pages the most expensive colored printing

inks, such as exceeding fine carmines, purples, violets, greens, etc. This has been intentional on

our part, as we have desired to present work that may be done with the medium grades of colored

inks, such as are most generally used, and do not involve extravagant outlay. Neither have
we exhibited the extremes that may be reached in typographic display. It may be mentioned
incidentally, however, that we had made arrangements with Mons. Charles Derriev, the

celebrated engraver, founder, and printer of Paris, France, and several other superior letterpress

printers in Europe, to have pages of their workmanship in the " Typograph." The impending
war now in progress between France and Prussia has prevented the fulfilment of this understand-

ing, and we have been consequently left to do what we could ourselves, except in a few obvious

instances, or delay the work indefinitely.

S®°"Parties desiring electrotyped duplicates of any of the Designs, Borders, or

Engravings shown in this volume, will be furnished with them at reasonable

prices.

«t®* Collections of Samples from our current work may be had in lots costing

from $1.00 to $5.00.

"GP^
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At the Uassachusetts Charitable Usehanic Association Exhibition, held in Boston, in September, 1269, the " SLSBS "

received a Gold Medal, the highest award ever made for a Job Piinting Press.

o-

'• The Cnmmittec pronounce the Globe Job Printing Press to be the beat Job Press yet ojfcrcj thr sale.

It Ka^ several new principles which other presses ol the kind do not have; among which is the 'Throw-Off,'
an advantage which is almost indispensable, and will he readily appreciated hv all printers. It possesses a

nc\' mode of giving the impression by which a ' Dwell ' is obtained when the form has touched the sheet,
the-cby securing a more perfect impression than can possibly be obtained by the old mctliod bv crank rnovc-

mc It. The Detention of the Rollers on the Cylinder at the will of the operator, without stopping
the machincrv, thereby giving extra facilities for distribution of the ink, is a new feature in Job Presses, the
.'.'ant of which has been felt by pressmen for years, but never until now has this great desideratum been ac-
cot'iplished. There are other points, of more or less importance, which render this a most desirable press,
am , in the opinion of the Committee, the most perfect yet presented to the notice of printers. We therefore
rcci)mmcnd the a« ard of a Gold Medal."

M. B. SHURTLEFF, .Mayor of Boston, ^
A. K. 1'. WELCH, of Welch, Bigelow & Co. '

,

ORRIN F. FRYE, of Rand, Avery & Frve,
|

judges.

CH.ARI.ES DE.ANE.
'

J

Ad of these Presses will be thoroughly tested, strongly boxed, and delivered to the order of the purchaser,

J
at our manufactory, Palmyra, N. Y. at the following Net Cash Prices

!

HALF MEDIUM, 13x19'
QUARTO MEDIUM, lO x 1.5

EIGHTH MEDIUM, S x 12

inches inside of chase. $S50
423
2,60

Fountain, $25. Steam Fixtures, $15. Boxing, $6 to $10 extra

1 Boiler Mould, 2 sots of Seller Stocks, and 3 Chases, are included with each Press.

This page was worked on a Half Medium (Jlobc Press.
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MANDFACTHRES TYPE IN GREAT VARIETY,

And its Complete and Extensive

Printing Maghine Wobks,
Also produce all the IRON and WOODEN APPURTENANCES

of the business, including

dlaltnd^r, Jtflr, mA Sand

w w
a ^)

We are also the Agents for the sale of Type and Presses from all other

manufacturers in the country, and fill orders promptly

from any Specimen Book
;

NO OTHER House in the Union CAN fit out a complete Office with

Types, Presses, Stands, and Cases, entirely with goods

of their own production,

OO IsTSEQ TJE IsTT Xi-Y"

This if5_the place to fit out a Printing Office. Send for Specime:

and Estimates to '

C. WELLS, Treas.

No. 201 Vine Street. Cincinnati, Ohio.
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HAGAR & CO.

38 Gold Street, New York.

This old-established Foundry, having a Large Stock and Complete
Assortment of the most Modern Faces of

^
@
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^.
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Is prepared to fill Orders with accuracy and despatch.

Ffinting fflalefial, rower, Hand, and Job Ffesses,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Of all the Popular Manufacturers, furnished at Short Notice and at Eoeular Prices

DSTaUITi luiClli ( -Woodward Avenue SAHrilAHClSC0,CaL!c,.?8?ree..

^L ESTESTIMATES FURNISHED AND INQUIRIES RELATIVE TO THE BUSINESS, PROMPTLY AND CHEERFULLY MADE.
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FAIRMOUNT PRINTING INK WORKS,

PHILAllLPHIA.

HE reputation of our Inks is now so well established throughout

the United States and elsewhere, for their brilliancy, ease of work-

ing, cheapness, and general superiority, that an extended notice

of them here is not necessary, We deem it sufficient, therefore, to state that

no pains will be spared in the future as in the past, to maintain the highest

degree of excellence in our products and to give the fullest satisfaction to

our many patrons. Si^°The Ink used on this page is our own make.

J. K. Wright & eo.
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Is the only Low Priced Press ever invented that will do

Ci>ooD ^A^Glci.k .

It i>! s(i simple ill its oonsti-nction, iiml so admirable in its details,
tliMt a iiovi<M' ill tlip art of jirintiiij; tMiii readily understand its prin-
cililos and the manner in wliii'li it is worked. The finest printing is

dune upon it at a speed equaling the highest-eost presses, and it is

so durable in fonstruction that it will long outwear them and cost
nothintr tor r<>p.iiis. It excels all other presses in Simplicity,
Durability, Compactness, Availability, Convenience, Efficiency,
Speed, anil Economy. Tlie proprietor claims that printing can be
done as well and as rapiilly on this Press as on the best that print-
ers use ; and for printing offices where artificial power is not used, or
for business men, apothecaries, grocers, country traders, and others
who desire to do their own printing, it is entirely without a rival.

It is most admirably adapter! to the use of Sabbath-schools,
Colleges, and other institutions for instruction, imd for Missionary

I 1 tlie v\oild. Also unsurpassed as a Village Newspaper and .lob Press. Three
le tiirnished as follows: —

TJiKutecimo, ]>rint.s 4 by O iiir/irs. price, $11>
Octavo, " <; '' to •• '• 30
Qnnrto, •'

.'> >• 14 '• • .70

Send for full descriptive illiistiatp<l circulars, with testimonials from all parts of the country, and
specimens of plain and color printing done on the Press, and specimen sheets of types, borders, cuts,
rules, etc. to

Benjamin O. Wo OD S , Manufacturer,
Dealer in every descripticn of Printing Materials, No. 351 Federal Street, Boston, Uass.

Or to the following Agents: C. C. THURSTON, No. K; College Place, N. Y.; KELLY, HOWELL & LUDWIG,
017 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.; A. C. KELLOGG, 65 West Van Bnren St. Chicago, 111.

Woilv in ill p 11

^i7es of Pie>se--

•§«

ill

Bray's WJ^rinting Ink Horks,

ILADELPHIA.

Ill
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Prices: Single Stand, $8; Double, $12. Boxing and Shipping, $3 per dozen.

Jt
j^HIS is an improved form of Printers' Composing Stand, and is composed wholly of iron.

It is intended to take the place of the old wooden '•'•rack .--tand."

The advantages of the Iron Stand will be easily understood from the cuts. In the first place,

there are no slides; the inventor claiming that a stand should be a stand, and not a cabinet. The
depositing of cases of type under the compositor's stand was a source of evil, rather than a convenience, from

the start. Every printer knows that if a case which is under a stand, is wanted, he must go there and set

his line; and if a brother typo is at work at that stand, one or the other is obliged to give way. To the

compositor who is using the Roman case it is a great annoyance, and to the employer it is a loss of time.

Where the bulk of type is in racks, this occurs frequently. It has been estimated that one man's time out

often is wholly lost to the employer in this setting of lines from cases among printers' legs.

Those cases are always dusty and dirty, for they catch everything. They are an abomination to a stand,

because they are always raking a compositor's shins and knees, or else obliging him to stand in a stooping

posture. The cabinet is unquestionably the proper place for italic and job'type.

The Bracket form of the Iron Stand will be readily appreciated by all printers, and cannot fail to

call forth their unqualified approval. It gives opportunity to stand ereO, and to use the legs freely
;

and those who avail themselves of the stool can doubly realize the comforts of it in sitting close up, and

when a change is desired the stool can be pushed under the stand out of the way.

Its beauty as an article of printing office furniture, would alone recommend it, if it possessed

none of the advantages claimed. An office furnished with these stands presents a very clean, light, and airy

appearance.

There is no chance to store rubbish under these stands. The office hoy can sweep clean, without

difficulty, in one-third the time it takes to sweep around the old ones.

Their durability makes them a good investment. There is no article in a printing office but wears

out ; the Iron itand will never wear out by any ordinary use.

Some improvements have been made in both single and double stands, being principally to add strength

and firmness. They are now thought to be as simple and strong as it is possible to make them.

The manufadurer offers the Iron Bracket Composing Stand to Printers in confidence that it will meet

with a hearty reception, as AN ARTICLE OF MERIT,

)\l
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No. 43 John Street,

JNevv York,

IMPORTER AND DEALER

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

Cut Girds ind Gihd Stock,

PROGRAMM

Paper and Cards for Invitations and Bills of Fare,

COUDS AND TASSELS FOU FHOailAMMES.

Fy\l(CY j\l|TICLES F01|C0TlLL0NS>p THE GEr|M/N,

Stitioners' Stods of Efcrj Description,



^^|raWkli^7

AEMM&W, BMITM dl I0MWJB0M,

Momifadurers of, ami Dealers in.

^^ m ORNAtffe

PRINTERS' MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

§om^htc §rititinff 0ffices,
Of nnji size, fimiixhed mi short notice.

Type fiirnished from any Foundry in the country.

STEREOTYPING AND ELECTROTYPING IN ALL BRANCHES.



-^
With Good Rollers one can do Qood Work on

° any press, but with Poor Rollers good presses

and materials avail nothing.

.^-.J

(^

TAW BfBBI^K <fe CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

I

omposition

89 WEST SIXTH ST.

IIM

Ins kini) of JiloIIcrs cast to orticr aui) sent iioiciJ to aiiB pnrt of tlit couiitrn.

jFor pricffi, testimonials, ttc. sec circulars.

R O L L. B R.S FOi* S.A.X.E: B"^ i/^

CINCINNATI TYPE FOUNDRY CO.

201 Vine Street, Cincinnati;

GEORGE H.VINTEN,

THE REPUBLIC PRINTING CO.

Springfield, Ohio;

ROBERT RO"WELL,
r^.

%^

'^•

»>
137 Poydras St. New Orleans

;

/

r^>

106 Jefferson St, Louisville
I v\; ic^

AXn IIKALKICS IX FKINTKKS' NATKltlALS <iK\KI(ALLY. ^C v\

/J



Particular attention given to

ELECTROTYPING

Jooks, Music, Patent Medicine Labels

Wood Cuts. Advertisements, etc.

,/^-r-"

Putlishers, Country Printers, and Others.

WE have the resources of a first-clasa printing office by

which we are enabled to set up in the Latest Stjles

of Type, and Electrotype any kind of jobs, and forward

them, to any distance, at the most reasonable price.

Samples of our Electrotyping on pages 107

and 157 of this book.

^jTEIEf,

DESIGNED BY MORT. A. READ. "THE NEAT PRINTER," CINCINNATI.
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Established '^^ A. D. 1845.

tV

i

' li

Manufacturers of

Mrmf^r^' #Im^
FOR MAKINC

} ( \)i]i])ositi(m Rollers

I For Hand or Power Presses. |

Manufactory, Ludlow Avenue, Cumminsville,

I=. O. B02C 525,

CiivoiNiVATi, Ohio.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING ROLLERS WITH OUR GLUES;

Lj teep .say ten Ihs. of the glue in'rain or other soft water until it becomes mofl-

/^ erately pliant, but not too poft ; then place it on a draining board or in a coarse
KJ seive until entirely free of surface drops; then place it in the boiling kettle

and melt it well over an ordinarily brisk fire or by steam. This will take about fif-

teen to twenty-five minutes. The best sugar-house syrup should now lie addeil in

the proportion of a quart to a pound of glue, for cold weather rollers, reducing the
iiuantity of syrup as the weather becomes warmer. Hoil for about half an hour
longer, or less time if ii shall be found suflficient. Stir the composition frei|uently

while boiling, and skim off any dross or impurities that may rise to the top.

It is well to les^he condition of the boiling mass occasionally. Do this by let-

ting a few drops fall on a plate or board. When a proper combination is formed
the composition will lie compact, elastic, tough, and smooth, having no raw stick-

iness when cool. Overboiling composition is apt to make it short and crumbling.

Persons who desire to u.se glycerin in connection with our glue may do so by de-

ducting half as much of the latter as they add of the former. Glycerin should be

added to the composition only a few minutes previous to pouring off. Pour slowly.

C. 0. D. Orders from a distance promptly filled at our lowest rates.



The Oldest New York Type Foundry.
BST-A.:BIL.XSia:ElI3 1810.

wllfpllwrti

WAMBM& WME,j

fillii, llff11 k ft
63 & 65 BEEKMAN ST.

NO PAINS OR EXPENSE SPARED TO FURNISH THE BEST ARTICLE OF

t; B

We also furnish, of the best makers.

Cases, Stands, Sallejs, Ink, Holler Composition,

AND ALL KIMDS OF PRINTING MATERIAL,

ALL SALES MADE SATISFACTORY,

EVEEYTHING THE PeINTER WANTS, INCLUDING

I

I
i)

Printers about to order TYPE, will please send to us for late specimens.

We are constantly getting out new and original styles.

Nos. 03 & GB JieeJininn Street, NEW TOKK.
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Boston Public Library

Central Library, Copley Square

Division of

Reference and Research Services

The Date Due Card in the pocket indi-
cates the date on or before which this
book should be returned to the Library.

Please do not remove cards from this

pocket.
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